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INTRODUCTION
Role of the experts with advantages not only in professional
development, aimed at innovative approach to problem solving, but ability
to influence their colleagues and interest them in the ideas of change,
becomes more important in conditions of modernization of manufacture.
Specific layer of workers, called leaders, possess such abilities. During last
decades their importance in development of socially-economic processes
has been intensively studied. A particular force of energetic origins was
discovered. This force allows them to affect others even from a distance by
strengthening or weakening virtual cooperation.
Therefore, researchers everywhere discover specific characteristics of
this type, but do not pay sufficient attention to official recognition of a
leader, his motivation, stimulation throughout the whole working process,
meaning the systematic organization of movement of the expert, who
possesses genetic advantages among other employees.
The identified weaknesses are eliminated by the described and
acknowledged system of comparison of manufacturing achievements and
identification of the most successful among participants of the manufacturing
process. On a global scale this system was implemented in a particular
scientific environment of socialistic competition. Political shade of the
mentioned system formed a neutral attitude to it among modern managers.
The system of organized competition, which produces more and more
leaders and promotes activity of existing ones, is rather labor intensive but
effective in final results of labor return of the wide employed masses.
Since no other country had such system in use, we attribute it to
distinctively Russian method of recognition and guidance of leaders, which
ensures technological, manufacturing and social progress for decades in a
country with great military-engineering power and low consumption.

Part I
Kozlova Svetlana

Leader’s Personal Power
Leader and manager – both definitions are complementary and
interpenetrating. Leader’s influence has two sources – influence of the
particular position and character influence. Development of management
efficiency – is obligatory together with development of managing
competency and personal qualities. Efficient manager is always a leader,
while a leader may not always be a manager. Both are united by the fact
that the manager, as well as leader, might be such only regarding a group
of people.
Influence, provided by certain position, may be increased and more
effective people management may be achieved through development
of leader qualities. That is why we call leadership the highest form of
management. Typical mistake of those, who seek power, is seeking such title
or position, which leads to leadership. This is formal power. “Leadership –
power which does not require use of force, although, it possesses force”1.
Relative division of management principles exists from the leader’s and
manager’s point of view. There is no direct contraposition. If we would
take a distinct leader and distinct manager, we would be able to create
following table (Table 1).
A successful manager, in most cases, is a leader. Leader always leads.
He is the one who breathes energy into the streams of business processes
and ensures reaching new horizons. It characteristic of leader to be creative
and searching.
One can study management. Leadership can be studied as well. There
is a myth that says that leadership is a gift of nature. Yes, it happens, people are born with powerful dispositions towards leadership. However, it
is possible to study leadership skills. Same way as inborn qualities can
be mastered further or forfeit. In Russia, unfortunately, there is no special
education in leadership skills that could be called classic. Sufficient amount
of schools and trainings exist. All of them have different concepts, based on
theories of foreign authors, which have already become classic, and soviet
authors, works of which started within limits of pedagogy.
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Correlation between leader and manager

Table 1

Manager

Leader

Innovator
Inspires
Works according to achieve one’s
own goals
Base of activity – vision of
perspective

Administrator
Assigns
Works to achieve goals of others
Base of activity – plan
Relies on system
Uses arguments
Controls
Supports movement
Professional
Makes decisions
Does things right
Respected

Relies on people
Uses emotions
Trusts
Gives an impulse to movement
Enthusiast
Implements decisions in life
Does the right thing
Worshipped

Source: Vihansky O.S., Naumov A.I. Management, 3rd edition. M.: Gardarica
1998 (Table 1.1).

In the modern world of growing opportunities, in era requiring more
and more personal initiative, leadership is a vital skill, which must be developed if it is necessary to realize one’s full potential. Modern society
feels an increasing lack of talented and well prepared managers on all management levels. However, leadership can be studied, leader’s qualities can
be trained.
The 10th Leadership Forum, history of which started in the year 2001,
in Istanbul, when professor Adel Safty, founder of UNESCO Leadership
Department, organized a global leadership forum was advancement of intercultural concept of valued leadership. The main subject of this forum –
advancement of valued leadership tightly bound with peace, democracy
and human development.
We were surprised to find that our thoughts, which, as it seemed, matured inside us and were “nurtured”, appeared within streams of modern tendencies, and by the fact that almost everything was already said
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about leadership, and that the approaches, sometimes, are contradictory.
But should we be surprised? Already in 1948 R. Stogdill reviewed 124 researches, aimed at studying personal qualities of leaders, and noticed, that
the researches provide contradictory results.
We will try to compile a list of most common leader’s qualities
(Table 2).
Most common qualities of a successful leader

Table 2

Intellectual abilities

Personality traits

Acquired skills

Mind and logic
Prudence
Perception
Originality
Ability for
conceptualisation
Education
Expertise
Ability to express one’s
own thoughts
Curiosity and ability to
absorb new knowledge
and skills
Sharp intuition:
a) influence on the
environment based on
capabilities of one’s
own biologic field (biofield);
b) centering of work
groups by use of
egressive potential;
c) personal power,
exceeding such in the
dwelling environment

Initiative
Flexibility
Vigilance
Creativity and artistic
skills
Honesty
Wholeness of identity
Bravery
Confidence in one’s
own self
Tranquillity
Independence
Self-sufficiency
Ambitious
Need for achievements
Insistence and
perseverance
Energy
Imperious
Capacity to work
Strive for supremacy
Commitment
Participation

Ability to gain
support
Ability for
cooperation
Ability to gain
popularity and
prestige
Taste and diplomacy
Ability to
undertake
risks and
responsibilities
Ability to organize
Ability to
convince
Ability to change
oneself Reliability
Ability to joke and
understand humor
Ability to see the
true nature of
people

Source: Vihansky O.S., Naumov A.I. Management, 3rd edition. M.:
Gardarica 1998 (Table 10.2).
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Now we will imagine a sort of super-manager that possesses all previously mentioned characteristics. His “face” will inevitably bloat from such
incompatibility of traits...
Unfortunately, even with the fact that leadership phenomena has been
so thoroughly studied, we do not see growth in numbers of managers-leaders. A whole lot of literature, trainings, films that help one to realize the full
potential, exist. Therefore, why is not everyone becoming a leader, a good
manager? Apparently, most of the experts are not interested in it. To set a
goal for constant development and follow that goal one must have courage,
faith and will to work hard. To live against mindsets programmed in childhood – “Keep your head down”, “What makes you so special?”, etc. People, who reject these stereotypes, choose other mindsets – “To be happy”,
“To be responsible for own life”, “To be open-minded”.
Now, we will describe the leader in terms of actions instead of simple
personal characteristics. In one of the recent studies by Institute of Strategic Change of Anderson Consulting company, 14 key characteristics of a
leader were defined:
1) thinking on a global scale;
2) foresees potential opportunities;
3) creates a general vision of future;
4) promotes people development, delegates authority to them;
5) values differences in people;
6) develops a team approach to work, feeling of partnership;
7) welcomes change;
8) displays knowledge of technologies;
9) fosters constructive challenge;
10) ensures customer satisfaction;
11) gains success in competition with rivals;
12) displays personal achievements and high level of competency;
13) exhibits readiness for collective management;
14) acts according to the defined values.
Most likely, if you are thinking about developing leadership qualities, it
can be assumed that you already have them. “To most of the people these
resources are given by nature, but often these resources just lay there as
useful mineral deposits under weight of different psychological trash, such
as previously assimilated stereotypes”.
Several options of qualities, which are considered necessary for a leader, can be mentioned. However, it is a true phenomenon. Leader – manager
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is a rare specimen. It grows from soil of potential natural inclinations, is
daily fertilized by constant strive “today to be better than I was yesterday”
and is shined upon by the sun of belief in own capabilities.
We provide our point of view on basic characteristics of a leader. This
idea emerged in the process of working on author’s course “Intuition in
management” from manager’s practical experience, human resources
expert’s, business-training, practical education at different trainings and
studying a mass of literature. “Once upon a time a mind of broad scope
lived. But mother said: “Enough with your head in clouds!” and the school
required to learn everything “only this way and by heart!”. And the mind
of broad scoped narrowed and narrowed until it became a point. And from
now it is called the point of view”.
One of the advantages of the leader is the presence of followers. Who
do people follow? The one who always knows where to lead, speaks on
the same “flow” and is able to “infect” them. Therefore, first of all leader
requires a developed and conscious intuition and high power potential.
From biographies of great leaders: Lee Iacocca, Jack Welch, Wall Mart,
Richard Branson a conclusion may be made that they became great due to
their individuality. They acted in accordance with their inner conviction.
They possessed developed intuition and infected everyone around them
with their vision.
Four levels of foreseeing future can be described:
1. People who never see the future. (Wanderers)
2. People, who see future, but never follow it on their own.
(Followers)
3. People, who see future and follow it on their own. (People who
achieve their goals).
4. People, who see future, follow it and help others to see it. (Leaders)
Further on we will concentrate on intuition and personal power potential, and reveal possibilities for development.
Why is such an occurrence as intuition is possible? According to latest findings by scientists, the Universe is of holographic nature. In 1929
a mathematician and philosopher Alfred North Whitehead tried to describe nature as a growing chain of interlinked events. “These events, – he
wrote, – are not defined by terms of sensory perception. Dualism of mind/
matter simply does not exist. Reality is secluded and united in its essence”.
Whitehead meant to say that everything in the world is relative, including
our feelings. We use them to obtain information about situations. On the
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other hand, our feelings affect the situation, which we perceive, as well.
The same year Karl Lashley published his brain-study results that said that
there is no one particular area of the brain where the memories are stored.
Experiment showed that cutting out one or another area of the brain did not
destroy memory. Besides, there is no reason to associate memory with any
particular nerve cells in the central nervous system. It became obvious, that
memory, most likely, was distributed across the whole mass of the brain
like some kind energy field.
In 1947 mathematician Dennis Gabor deduced an equation according to which the three dimensional photography became possible. Gabor
called it holography. In 1965 the first hologram was created by Emmett
Leith and Juris Upatnieks in 1965. In 1969 doctor Karl Pribram, a world
known expert in brain physiology from Stanford University, assumed that
the holography can serve as a great model of processes that happen in the
brain. In 1971 doctor David Bohm, a well-known physicist, who worked
together with Einstein, described a hypothesis that said it is possible, since
the Universe is founded on holographic principles. Pribram was inspired by
Bohm’s ideas since they supported his own idea about a holographic brain
that accumulates and reads information of the holographic Universe. Universe is whole in time and space. Any physical object, moreover a living
being, carries information about all stages of its evolution from the beginning of the Universe. For example, every cell of the body carries father’s
DNA – an information library on creation of the whole organism. Holographic model describes the inseparable connection of information structures, starting from a level of single cell and ending in the order of space.
The principle of holographic composition of human body is described in
a clear, understandable and practical way in the book by Richard Gerber
“Vibration Medicine”.
Principle of holographic composition of the Universe can ensure acquisition and apprehension of information from external world not only
by particular areas of the brain but by the whole brain itself. Idea of supersensual ability of acquisition of knowledge by direct contact with the Universe, macro-cosmos, is described in cultures of all nations in the world. It
is called “intuition”, “revelation”, “enlightenment”, “transcendental medicine”, “super consciousness”.
In the language of management this phenomenon is sometimes called
as ability to forecast events, perception of perspective, sense – in common
language. Classic definition of intuition is as follows: intuition – ability to
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comprehend truth by direct knowledge, without justification by means of
evidence. Intuition – a peculiar type of thinking, different parts of which
are more or less unconscious, but the end result is understood clearly.
When speaking about trainings, which are recommended for development of intuition, the author would suggest trainings that develop right side
of the brain – creativity trainings. Advantage of such trainings, compared
to classic education and business trainings, is that these trainings are aimed
at development of personal characteristics, which, as already said above, is
a necessary condition for successful management and is the key aspect in
leadership. One of the benefits of the training of such kind is the relatively
low price, compared to business trainings. Besides, you will be able to
develop particularly your individuality, will learn to understand yourself
better, act according to your goals. Wholeness of personality holds a great
potential of influence, practically all theories of leadership agree on it.
Conscious intuition – use of intuitive knowledge, while understanding
the intuitive nature of this knowledge and ability to evoke “hints” when
necessary. Intuition is also called “wireless connection to God”. Leader is
armed with an idea, a vision of general goal. He is the true guide, a man
who knows where to go to achieve the desired. He knows the path.
How does he know the goal and the path? Possibly, by his own self.
Leader creates the goal and who else, except him, would know how to get
there? Leadership is lost when a man starts to trust schemes, which are
related to moral, social stereotypes, laws of micro-environment, science,
religion, meaning all that in time becomes his matrix – experience and assortment of particular convictions in particular questions. Conscious intuition helps to distance from the stiff matrix of experience.
It is impossible to describe the methods of intuition development within
limits of this work. We will describe the basic preconditions: For intuition
development the most import thing is understanding that the logical method of perception is just one of the options how to perceive reality. It must
be understood that intuition is a completely different path, only it provides
an ability to immediately evaluate any situation and choose the only (at this
moment) appropriate solution.
If you want to step on the path of intuition development, try to understand and accept following statements:
• rationality is just one of the forms of perception of reality;
• rational vision is one-dimensional, therefore, only rational decision is
right up to definite limits;
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• intuition is common to a man, it can be developed by appropriate
exercises;
• perfection of mind is necessary to develop intuition. Remember, you
are the master of your own thoughts;
• intuition is whole and always right, mistakes happen due to incorrect
interpretation of signs of intuition;
• feelings and senses must be developed to the maximum for development of intuition;
• to achieve the desired results, intuition must be trained daily, at least
for three minutes per day;
• learn to relieve stress – intuition shows best when you are calm and do
things without prejudice;
• intuition must be followed, only this way will it develop;
• be grateful to your inner self for the hint.
Particular techniques of intuition development can be studied in these
sources:
1. Edward de Bono. Lateral thinking. Development of thinking: three
five-day programs. Six hats of thinking.
2. Jose Silva. Controlling your mind by Jose Silva method. Controlling
your intellect by Jose Silva method. Help from “the other side” by Jose
Silva method.
3. Michael Michalko. Intuition training. Creativity training.
4. Michael J. Gable. How to think like Leonardo da Vinci: exercises,
workbook.
5. Laura Day. Intuition development guidebook. “Practical intuition in
business”
6. Merrill Zdenek. Development of the right brain hemisphere.
7. Patrick K. Porter. Awaken genius in you.
8. Tom Wujec. Train your mind.
9. Boris Saharov. Opening the third eye.
10. Robert Stone. Celestial 911. Call with your right brain for answers.
11. Oleg Andreev. Development of intuition and super-sensitive perception.
12. Lisa Schultz. Languages of intuition.
13. L. Teebodo. Inborn intuition.
14. Mirzakarim Norbekov. How to get a million solutions for free.
15. website: http://www.superidea.ru
16. Penny Pierce. Path of intuition.
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17. website: http://www.inturon.ru
Now we will speak of high energy potential or personal power. “A man
with the highest technology always looses to the one with most personal
power” (Yuriy Moroz). There are few managers who will deny significance
of personal power. “Why people lack power? Answer is, as always, simple.
Due to the same reason people fall ill, lack of free time and often people use
up a lot of energy and time but receive insignificant results.
One of important reasons: lack of power-internal contradictions. When
one person represents three different types – pike, cancer and swan. Swan
aims for skies, pike – water, cancer – moving backwards. Trouble is brewing. Pike, cancer and swan are all steaming. Ask them, what is the cause of
it and each of them will tell you that they lack power to get things their way.
It is the same old distinction between important and secondary things”.
What is personal power? It is hard to define without using too much
words. This is an immaterial idea, it is hard to measure in units. It prevents
the “burn-out” syndrome, so familiar to many managers. Personal power
can broaden circles of influence and entice people. The greater the level of
personal power, the greater the ability to inspire, therefore, the followers of
the leader are more willing to do what is required of them. Energy, charisma – it’s all the same thing. – It does not matter where person grew up, – he
said. – The decisive factor in how person tends to act is the personal power.
A man is only sum of his personal power. And this power decides how he
lives and how he dies.
– What is personal power? – Personal power is a feeling, – he said, –
Something similar to being lucky. Or, if it can be called so, a set of mind.
Personal power is something, that you gain disregarding your background.
I have told you before that warrior is a hunter for power and that I am
teaching you how to hunt it and save it. The hard part about you, the same
problem with all of us, is to convince you. You must believe that the personal power can be used and can be saved, but until now you were not
convinced.” (C. Castaneda. Journey to Ixtlan).
Personal power can be described by comparison (Table 3).
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Internal characteristics of strength and weakness
Weakness
Will to avoid or stop ongoing
situation; does not want it to
happen again
Negative, critical attitude to
someone around
Discomfort, weakness,
timidity
Lack of aim, waiting for orders
from others

Table 3

Strength
Ability to continue that, what one is doing
at present
Positive or neutral attitude towards others
Acceptance
Comfort, optimal muscular tone
Clear vision of own goals and how the
course of events might develop

Personal power – it is a reserve of internal energy, which allows: a) not
to burn out; b) influence; c) implement ideas in life.
Power can be developed and accumulated. True knowledge and power
can appear only due to practical experience gained in day-to-day life. The
original theory of personal power accumulation was described in the work
by David Hawkins “Scale of control and increase of vibration frequency”.
He describes the power as a frequency of vibrations. The higher the frequency of vibrations, the more powerful is the man. To describe in short,
following sources for increase of speed and frequency are described:
1. Pleasures: “The biggest secret – we have come here to enjoy ourselves.”
2. Diet and food choices: “You are what you eat”.
3. Physical exercises: “Upkeep of your “exposure suit”.”
4. Interrelations: “Test polygon of our beliefs.”
5. Configuration/adjustment/regeneration of energy: “Fuel of life.”
6. Philosophy of life and path: “Personal view of life.”
7. Conditions at work: “How do we spend the most of our time.”
Rejection of daily rat race in effort to find a way to make money + 170
(VI)
Creative approach to problems and results +110 (C).
Avoiding un-creative stress + 100 (C).
Moving forward in life + 80 (I).
Not to be a workaholic (VI).
Working in conditions equal to standard living conditions +90 (VI).
Being your own boss +105 (A).
8. Living conditions: “Supporting your existence”.
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9. Spiritual practice: “Balance between spiritual and physical”.
10. Activation of higher abilities: “To completely conscious man”.
The paragraph number seven was cited fully to provide an understanding about Hawkins’ methodology. Numbers and letters across each entry
mean following:
Numbers – the maximum level of vibration increase, available by using
each point/practice assuming that an average human starts at 200. Meaning
that to this value the basic value, which is indicated on the scale, is added.
Letters indicate four levels of influence on vibration frequency: C – crucial importance to life, VI – very important, I – important, A – alternative.
As simple as this work may seem, the approaches of authors of different
convictions – from those who consider the state of the body as most important and to those who consider development of consciousness as most
important, are summarized here.
We can recommend works by N. Sherstennikov: “Seven horizons of
Power”, “Reservation of health”. He describes many practices, which increase human energy levels. Basic source of power for any man is the belief in ability to create his own life. To be more precise, the basic source of
power is the world view of the person, where the responsibility for own life
plays the key part. Responsibility excludes inactivity. Great leaders never
consider themselves above their followers, except one – responsibility.
“Personal development is the most effective business, it’s more profitable than selling drugs and guns. However, the temptation to stop is very
strong. You will ask – while I will develop myself, who is going to feed
me? Nobody. No need for extremes. We are talking about priorities. If you
consider each business situation not as a way to earn, but as an opportunity
to develop, like a training, you are doing the same thing, but your efficiency
increases. We are talking just about the change of the point of view. Change
of point of view, focusing attention changes the world.
Let’s get back to personal power, energy. Humanity has long ago found
answers to how to increase personal power. Yogis developed a very detailed
system to stop wanderings of the mind. The same yogis and many others,
and Paul Bragg in USA and Genady Malahov in Russia developed a very
detailed system for health improvement and achieving unimaginable level
of vigour, tonus and ability to work. Diseases are caused only by indolence
of mind. To increase personal power one must be occupied increasing it. As
the law of Lamarck states: an organ, which is not used, will atrophy (disappear in the process of evolution).
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A man, who possesses great personal power, radiates trust, this man
has no need for guile and lies. He is strong, therefore, is able to fulfill his
promises. You can always get what you need from a person whose personal
power is lower than yours. And otherwise, you will not be able to resist a
person who is stronger than you.
The author was tempted to cite large pieces of the book by Yuriy Moroz. This book can change the view on life; tune the reader for the point of
view of the strong.
Attitude towards own self and the world is primary. It is not hard to
find particular ways to increase personal power. How to choose from many
offers and techniques? Judging by the feeling of internal trust. The main indicator is your first feeling. If you are truly interested in the development of
“magic” resource, personal power, you will feel moving forward the same
way as we feel the same feeling when we approach a pleasant person.
The last piece of author’s experience: comprehend a book by John
Maxwell “Developing the leader within you” and write a program for each
day for 21 day period, and follow this program each day, afterwards, do it
for another 21 day and then look back and you will see the result.
True leadership is work, work and work again. First of all, work on your
own self. Inborn qualities of a leader are an internal potential, which has to
be controlled and aimed in the right direction. “At first, discipline – it is a
decision to do something, that you don’t want to do, to achieve something,
that you really want. Amazing: after some time, the discipline turns into a
decision to achieve something while doing something that you are willing
to do now!” (John Maxwell). In large manufacturing collectives organized
work with leaders is necessary to use their personal power on behalf of the
corporation. A star does not light up above leader’s bio-field. It is impossible to identify a leader among his colleagues just by appearance. Only
mean of identification is a formalized evaluation of results of his socially
economic activity (ERSEA), which is one level above the similar activity
of other colleagues. Further we will describe systems, based on organizational systems of competitiveness and cooperation, to identify and promote
leaders.

Part II
Jaroslavceva Ekaterina

To what Extent Distance Matters?
The Impact of Emotional Intelligence on Effectiveness
2. Introduction

Current research looks into the impact of emotional intelligence
on effectiveness, focusing attention on changing work dimensions and
increasing amounts of virtual work and digital collaboration that companies
engage in. The concept of emotional intelligence originated in psychology,
but quickly gained popularity in management literature shortly after.
Following a brief discussion on emotional intelligence, virtual work and
leadership, current chapter introduces the research questions posed to guide
this study. Further towards the end of the chapter the research objectives
are presented.

2.1. Background

Nowadays, the world experiences significant changes in the way work
is being organized. Companies expand geographically, engage in interorganizational alliances, and create geographically distributed teams (Wong
and Burton, 2000). People face the need to cooperate more distantly, they
rely more and more on information technology to communicate and share
knowledge – generally speaking, workplace becomes more flexible and
virtual (Hertel, Geister, and Konradt, 2005, Hill et al, 1998, Hill, Ferris, and
Martinson, 2003, Schaffers et al, 2006). This emerging pattern of work also
may be dubbed as ‘digital working style’. As a result, teamwork becomes
different, and thus adjusted approaches to its management are required in
order to achieve high effectiveness (Wong and Burton, 2000, Hertel et al,
2005, Greenberg et al, 2007, Powell, Galvin and Piccoli, 2006).
Technology enables workers to communicate effectively from various
locations, and thus collaborate within teams that may cross geographical,
cultural, temporal and organizational boundaries. At the same time, ICT
tools also increase flexibility of workers even if they are located relatively
closely to one another. The term ‘virtual team’ thus applies broadly to work
teams, where communication predominantly happens via electronic media,
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as opposed to face-to-face (Hertel et al, 2005). According to the review
of publications on virtual teams by Martins et al (2004), there have been
many definitions of virtual teams, but most of them overlap in the notion
that virtual teams are functioning teams that rely on communication via
ICT, and cross location or time boundaries (Martins et al, 2004). Moreover,
researchers shift away from opposing virtual teams to conventional ones,
and rather perceive any team as having certain virtual components. Hence,
virtuality becomes a characteristic of all teams (Martins et al, 2004).
Virtual work arrangements offer benefits to organizations both on
individual and organizational levels. Firstly, opportunity to collaborate
effectively via ICT may allow employees more flexibility in terms of own
individual work organization, as well as better work-life balance. And
secondly, on the organizational level effective virtual collaboration may
decrease travel costs, and even allow savings on the office space (Axtell,
Fleck and Turner, 2004, Hertel et al, 2005, Cascio, 2000).
At the same time, however, virtual work poses several challenges to
organizations, but probably the central one of those concerns leadership and
establishment of trust among team members (Hertel et al, 2005, Purvanova
and Bono, 2009, Hambley et al, 2007). Firstly, conventional mechanisms
of direct control are difficult to apply in this changed environment,
characterized by digital working style (Hertel et al, 2005). Furthermore,
because people communicate less face-to-face, establishing and sustaining
the level of trust that is essential for healthy team functioning becomes
more difficult (Greenberg et al, 2007). Therefore, capabilities that work
effectively in conventional team settings might not work the same in the
context of increasingly digital teamwork.
In the conventional work settings, one of the abilities widely proposed
to have a positive impact on work performance via increasing satisfaction,
creativity and social climate at work is emotional intelligence. Initially
defined as “the ability to perceive, use, understand and manage emotions”
by proponents of the concept (Mayer and Solovey, 1997), it quickly gained
popularity among researchers. Today, despite emotions and emotional
intelligence being relatively new to the management literature, the amount
of publications in the field already covers a wide range of topics. Research
spans from studies that look into interrelation of emotions and job attitudes –
satisfaction (Fisher, 2000, Sy et al, 2006) and motivation (Seo, Barret and
Bartunek, 2004), to the importance of emotional intelligence in times of
organizational change (Huy, 1999, Chrusciel, 2006).
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Emotional affect is sometimes studied separately from emotional
intelligence, with studies covering issues as diverse as effects of emotional
states on decision making (Seo and Barrett, 2007, Lerner and Tiedens,
2006), job satisfaction (Fisher, 2000), job motivation (Seo, Barret and
Bartunek, 2004), creativity (Davis, 2008), performance (Damen et al, 2006),
and variety of other parameters (for overview, see introduction to special
issue of Journal of Organizational Behaviour: Emotions in Organization
by Fisher and Ashkanasy, 2000). Since emotional intelligence is the ability
to control own affective states and leverage on them, all the mentioned
findings thus also underpin research suggesting that emotional intelligence
can greatly help in achieving success at work. Of particular interest,
however, are the studies that investigate the role of emotional intelligence
in leadership (George, 2000).
Historically, leadership has been one of the crucial aspects in
organizations. Effective leadership is needed at all levels of organization –
from top-management, to business units, to middle managers, to shop-floor
team leaders, in order to ensure most successful functioning of the particular
company. Leadership is an inherently social phenomenon; it is the followers
who make the leader. Not surprisingly thus, a lot of the existing research
on leadership focuses on the interpersonal aspect of it, emphasizing certain
characteristics of the leaders, their followers and the nature of the leaderfollower relationship (Zaccaro and Horn, 2003). Eventually, the view in
the literature emerged that effective leaders not only have to ensure that
the task is done, but also that their followers are motivated, satisfied, and
willing to contribute to the common goal. Thus, effective leaders should to
be both task- and relationship-oriented (Zaccaro and Horn, 2003).
This orientation towards relationship between leaders and their followers
gained even more weight in the leadership literature in the discussion
of the ideas of servant leadership (Greenleaf, 1991), or transformational
leadership style (Bass, 1990). A servant leadership theory is centred on
several leader’s traits – listening, empathy, awareness, stewardship and
commitment to the growth of people among them (Greenleaf, 1991).
Servant-leaders are primarily focused on serving their followers, ensuring
they are satisfied, growing and developing.
Transformational leadership literature distinguishes between transac
tional or contingent reward and transformational leadership styles (Bass,
1990). While transactional leadership style can be compared to “carrot
and stick” method, when the right actions of followers are rewarded,
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and the mistakes are punished, transformational leaders are expected to
inspire and motivate followers, enhance their confidence and empower
them to stimulate best involvement and participation (Shamir, House, and
Arthur, 1993, Bono and Judge, 2003). Hence, both servant leadership and
transformational leadership theories emphasize the collaboration between
leaders and their followers and imply that leaders need to be concerned
about the well-being of their followers.
Parallel to and interlinking with servant and transformational leadership
theories, the concept of emotional intelligence was embraced by leadership
researchers. It attracted a lot of attention from academics who studied the
impact of leader’s emotional intelligence on various output variables.
Generally, studies propose that leader’s emotional intelligence is
positively correlated with their followers’ performance (George, 2000,
Huy, 1999, Zhou and George, 2003). Zhou and George (2003), for example,
suggest a conceptual model that links leader’s emotional intelligence with
team creativity, and Sy et al (2006) found that it correlates positively with
employees’ job satisfaction and performance (2006). Akgun et al (2007)
conclude that higher emotional capability corresponds to higher learning
capability and higher team innovativeness.
However, despite all the attention of academics driven to emotions
and emotional intelligence in organizational settings, many publications in
the field are of theoretical nature. Rather weak and fragmented empirical
evidence of the importance of these concepts is often mentioned as a
criticism towards their validity (Cherniss and Goleman, 2001, Zeidner,
Mattews and Roberts, 2004). Although researchers acknowledge the
limitations that inhibit empirical tests of theoretical propositions in the
field of emotions and emotional intelligence (Weinberger, 2002), attempts
to study those in organizational settings empirically are appreciated and
valued, as they help to bridge various conceptual and theoretical models
with real life situations.
Moreover, focusing on the link between emotional intelligence and
performance in general or specific aspects of performance in particular,
such as learning, or innovation, studies mostly ignored the environmental
context that might have an impact on the relationship. When companies
alter the way teamwork is organized, it is crucial to investigate what
changes it brings into our current understanding of effective team
collaboration. As technology and globalization forces are likely to continue
pushing companies to the domain of flexible work and virtual teamwork,
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understanding the spirit of effective teamwork in new settings would allow
facing the new environment best and achieving greater efficiency.

2.2. Problem Definition and Research Questions

Research on the impact of emotional intelligence on job performance
needs to incorporate more context-based studies. And especially so, as
today’s context for work and collaboration in general increasingly shifts
towards more flexible, agile and, of utmost importance, digitalized
arrangements. Since emotional intelligence is often emphasized as a success
factor for effective job performance, it is important to understand how
practitioners could leverage their emotional intelligence in increasingly
virtual work context.
Taking literature on the role of emotional intelligence in stimulating
effectiveness, and especially the importance of it for effective leadership
as a starting point, and linking it with studies of virtual work, the following
research question is formulated for this study:
How does emotional intelligence impact team effectiveness under
digital working arrangements?
To set and guide the further direction for the current study, several subquestions are identified as follows:
1. What is emotional intelligence?
2. What does team effectiveness entail?
3. Why emotional intelligence matters?
4. What challenges digital working style poses to teams?
In order to answer these questions, the relevant literature will be
reviewed, and several hypotheses will be posed and tested in the course of
this study.

2.3. Research Structure

Current chapter introduced the research by defining the problem,
presenting the questions that this study aims to answer, and also describing
the objective and relevance of the research. Further, literature review
follows with definition of the key terms. Next, conceptual model developed
to guide empirical research is presented, followed by introduction of
hypotheses to be tested. Finally, empirical research is presented. The paper
concludes with the discussion of results.
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3. Literature Review

Current chapter presents a review of the existing literature on emotional
intelligence, focusing especially on its role in effective team leadership.
The first section outlines and explains key concepts that are used within the
current study. Next, effects of emotional intelligence on team outcomes that
were proposed by the literature are presented. Further, potential challenges
of virtual work are outlined based on existing literature.

3.1. Key Terms and Concepts

Departing from the previous research in respective areas, the concepts
used in the current study – emotional intelligence, team effectiveness, and
virtuality – are explained in this section.

3.1.1 Emotional Intelligence

The term emotional intelligence was first introduced in the early
1990’s, and since then attracted a lot of attention from researchers in
various disciplines. The concept was also popularized for general public
when Daniel Goleman published his book titled “Emotional Intelligence –
Why it can matter more than IQ” in 1995, putting emotional intelligence
in the spotlight for masses (Weinberger, 2002). Emotional intelligence
is defined as “the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and
emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this information to guide
one’s thinking and actions” (Mayer and Salovey, 1990). Although it is
not the only definition of EI, this ability-based definition of Mayer and
Salovey is the most widely accepted one in the academic field (Zeidner,
Matthews and Roberts, 2004). As opposed to this definition of EI as a set
of cognitive abilities, other leading proponents of the concept – Goleman
and Bar-on adopt a broader perspective and describe the term as features
of personal character that do not represent cognitive intelligence and help
in coping with environmental demands and pressures (Zeidner, Matthews
and Roberts, 2004). Today an ever growing body of literature suggests that
one’s emotional intelligence is of vital importance for individual’s success
in life.
Table 1 gives an overview of the aspects of emotional intelligence,
based on the definition of by Mayer and Salovey.
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Aspects of Emotional Intelligence (George, 2000)
Table 1
Knowledge about Management of
emotions
emotions

Appraisal and
expression of
emotion

Use of emotions to
enhance cognitive
processes and
decision making

Aware of one’s
own emotions

Emotions direct
Knowing
attention and signal the causes of
focus of attention
emotions

Meta-regulation of
mood (reflection
on the causes,
appropriateness,
and changeability
of emotions)

Aware of others’
emotions

Emotions facilitate
making choices

Positive mood
maintenance

Can accurately
express others’
emotions
Empathy

Knowing the
consequences of
emotions
Knowing how
Use of specific
emotions to enhance emotions progress
over time
certain kinds of
cognitive processes
Use of shifts
in emotions to
promote flexibility

Negative
mood repair or
improvement
Management of
others’ emotions

Based on the work of Mayer, Salovey, and colleagues (e.g. Mayer et al, 1990, Mayer &
Salovey, 1993, 1995, 1997, Salovey & Mayer, 1989-90, 1994, Salovey et al, 1993, 1995

In a nutshell, the two important dimension of emotional intelligence are
awareness of one’s self, and awareness of others. Self-awareness allows
one to know “..what feels good, what feels bad and how to get from bad to
good” (Hein, 1996). Since emotions communicate particular information
about the person to others, higher self-awareness allows for effective
management of such signals (Hein, 1996).
Second dimension, awareness of others, facilitates expression of
empathy and compassion for others, and thus improves social relationships
of an individual (Hein, 1996). Emotionally intelligent people know how
others around them feel, can relate accordingly and, by doing that, make
people feel better. Hence, emotionally intelligent individuals improve
social climate around them and can ultimately make people surrounding
them feel better.
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3.1.2. Team Effectiveness

Team effectiveness comprises two dimensions – team performance and
team viability (Sundstrom et al, 1990). While the first one is mainly concerned
with output, i.e. acceptability of products or services delivered by the team
by customers both within and outside the organization (Sundstrom et al,
1990), the second dimension has to do with “softer” assessment of the team,
also from the social perspective. It includes team member’s satisfaction,
contribution of individual team members, their motivation (Sundstrom et
al, 1990). Such broader view on effectiveness emphasizes the process of
teamwork more, instead of just focusing on end-result. Therefore, it allows
for feedback-learning loop and improvements of team effectiveness while
projects are still ongoing. In case if the second dimension, team viability,
is ignored, and team performance is judged only based on outcome, crucial
aspects of teamwork are left out of assessment. Teamwork is a social process.
Therefore, just as employee motivation, satisfaction and empowerment are
essential for better organizational performance, team viability cannot be
left out from the analysis of teamwork.
There are also alternative ways to define team effectiveness. Lurey
and Raisinghani break the concept into three dimensions – first the actual
performance, similar to the model by Sundstrom, second – team’s ability
to learn and improve itself and its members, and third – the extent to which
team can provide satisfaction to its members (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001).
Although this specification differs from the previous one, it essentially comes
down to same two criteria – more objective measure of performance, and
an assessment of softer, social side of teamwork. In developing assessment
scales for effectiveness in this study, this perspective on team effectiveness
will be taken as a starting point.

3.1.3. Virtuality

Nowadays, there is an agreement in literature that virtuality today does
not need to be viewed as a dichotomous variable; rather, virtuality became
a certain characteristic of any team (Hertel et al, 2005, Axtell et al, 2004,
Martins et al, 2004). In reality, there are few purely virtual teams that
communicate exclusively via ICT. Most of the teams, which are considered
to be virtual, still have some face-to-face interaction. At the same time,
co-located, or face-to-face teams in modern organizations also rely on ICT
quite extensively in their communication processes, increasing thus their
degree of virtuality (Hertel et al, 2005).
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There are several models of the characteristics of virtual teams in
the literature (Hertel et al, 2005, Wong and Burton, 2000, Kirkman and
Mathieu, 2005). Although they do differ in some aspects, they also have
certain elements in common. Some of these perspectives on virtuality are
reviewed in this section.
Wong and Burton (2000) developed three important characteristics of
team virtuality in their study. These characteristics are virtual team context,
virtual team composition, and virtual team structure. Virtual team context
emphasizes low team history, i.e. no or little experience of working with
team partners, and geographical distribution of team members (Wong and
Burton, 2000). Virtual team composition has to do with heterogeneity among
team members in their cultural and organizational background (Wong and
Burton, 2000). Third characteristic, virtual team structure, describes the
weakness of ties among team members, characterized by weak emotional
intensity, intimacy and reciprocity (Granovetter, 1973, Wong and Burton,
2000).
Another framework describing virtuality of the teams was developed by
Kratzer et al (2006) in their study of 44 R&D teams. They focus on three
distinctive features of team virtuality: geographical dispersion, asynchronous
and a-personal means of communication, and highly structured team task
requiring no adjustment by the team (Kratzer et al, 2006).
The third existing model also proposes three dimensions for assessing
team virtuality (Kirkman and Mathieu, 2005). Those are the extent of
reliance on virtual tools for communication, informational value of data
transferred via ICT tools, and synchrony of communication (Kirkman and
Mathieu, 2006).
Several commonalities emerge among these frameworks. Virtuality
of the team increases with the increase of geographical distribution of
team members, less prior history of working together, less synchrony
of communication, and higher reliance on ICT tools for communication
and collaboration. These factors thus need to be taken into account when
assessing the degree of team virtuality.

3.2. Emotions and Emotional Intelligence in the Literature

In the past two decades the prevailing view of emotions in management
literature shifted away from seeing them as a nuisance to rational decisionmaking (George, 2000). Today it is suggested that emotions should be
acknowledged and managed in order to increase performance (Muchinsky,
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2000, George, 2000, Seo, Barrett and Bartunek, 2004). It has been demonstrated
that individual’s emotional intelligence, the ability to recognize and manage
own and other’s emotions (Mayer and Salovey, 1990), has a positive effect on
employees’ motivation (Seo, Barret and Bartunek, 2004), and job satisfaction
(Fisher, 2000, Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006). Moreover, prior studies suggest
that leader’s emotional intelligence positively influences organizational
performance, e.g. via enhancing team creativity, or raising employee’s job
satisfaction (Zhou and George, 2003, Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006).
Leadership literature embraced emotional intelligence concept in the
context of so-called transformational leadership. Transformational leader
is a visionary, who inspires and motivates followers, enhancing trust and
confidence among team members (Shamir, House, and Arthur, 1993, Bono
and Judge, 2003, Sosik and Megerian, 1999, Antonakis, Ashkanasy, and
Dasborough, 2009). Higher leader’s emotional intelligence stimulates
transformational leadership style (Leban and Zulauf, 2004, Palmer, Walls,
Burgess, and Stough, 2001, Mandell and Pherwani, 2003). The importance
of emotional intelligence for the leader can also be traced in servant
leadership theory (Greenleaf, 1991). Greenleaf (1991) emphasizes such
leader’s qualities as awareness of self and others, and empathy as crucial
for successful leadership among other. Essentially, these characteristics are
reflected in individual’s emotional intelligence.
When exploring the effects of leader emotional intelligence on various
variables, previous literature has, however, ignored any additional factors
that are likely to shape the relationship. Clearly, emotional intelligence is a
social concept, and although leader’s emotional intelligence is said to have
positive effect on team effectiveness, it is logical to assume that the latter
will also depend on team members own emotional intelligence. Another
factor that will be in the focus of current study is the degree of virtuality of
work teams, which has been increasing as the consequence of technological
advancement and globalization. Current sections give a detailed overview
of the existing research on emotional intelligence in the work settings, its
role for effective leadership, and the challenges that emerge from the shift
to more virtual work arrangements.

3.2.1. Emotions at Work

Emotions are inherent to our everyday lives, as they play an important
role in human cognitive processes (Izard, 2002). Emotion is a mental
state (e.g. joy, desire, excitement, disappointment, anger etc.) caused by
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a particular external or internal trigger (George, 2000). When a certain
emotional trigger appears, it demands immediate attention and therefore
interrupts current cognitive processes and behaviours (Forgas, 1992, Morris,
1989, George, 2000). As the initial intensity of the emotion fades, it leaves
an impact on one’s mood and feelings (George, 2000). For example, briefly
experienced sudden fear may leave a person in a very cautious state and
suspicious mood for several hours. Moods and feelings, in turn, influence
judgements, creativity, logical reasoning and other cognitive processes
of human being (George, 2000). In the literature emotions, feelings and
moods are commonly referred to as affective states, with further distinction
between positive and negative affective states. This notion is adopted in the
current study to avoid potential confusion of terms.
From the organizational behaviour perspective the role of affect in
performance used to be downplayed until recently (Muchinsky, 2000),
since emotions and feelings are often viewed as disturbing factors to logical
thinking and rational decision making that are expected from the employee
(George, 2000, Seo, Barrett and Bartunek, 2004). The desired response to
emotions from such point of view is therefore ignorance of one’s affective
state and timely cancellation of any sort of affect.
Today, however, researchers acknowledge that there are positive effects
of affective states on individual’s performance (Seo and Barrett, 2007),
building upon neurological studies of emotion-deprived patients that
concluded that emotions and feelings are necessary for effective decisionmaking (Bechara, 2004). Moreover, if initially only positive affect was
viewed as having positive impact on the job performance, recent studies
suggest that negative affect also can enhance performance (George, 2000,
George and Zhou, 2007). While the relationship between positive affective
states and performance seems more natural, negative emotions and moods
may strengthen critical reasoning and analytical capabilities by increasing
attention to details of the task at hand (Hesse and Spies, 1996), especially
when it involves less complexity (Conway and Giannopoulos, 1993).
The evidence above suggests that both positive and negative affect
can improve individual’s decision making and his or her performance
consequently. Thus, one can develop the ability to utilize own emotions
and moods caused by them in order to do better in a variety of situations.
Individual’s emotional intelligence is exactly this ability.
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Emotional intelligence is suggested to be a crucial ability for overall
life success for any individual (Hein, 1996, Goleman, 1998). In one of the
first publications written on emotional intelligence, authors of the concepts,
Mayer and Salovey (1990) suggested that it allows people to have higher
levels of mental health, which in turn contributes to overall well-being of
themselves and those around them. Since then a few interesting studies
were done attempting to link individual’s emotional intelligence with
some objective performance measures, raising popularity of emotional
intelligence among management researchers.
Lam and Kirby (2002) assessed whether emotional intelligence
contributes to ones cognitive-based performance in problem solving
above the level attributed to general intelligence. Researchers limited
the time available to solve cognitive problems, increasing the pressure
and raising stress level of the subjects (Lam and Kirby, 2002). Both
emotional intelligence and general intelligence (represented as IQ score)
were measured and linked to performance on cognitive problems (Lam
and Kirby, 2002). The results of the study supported the hypothesis that
emotional intelligence contributes to ones performance above the level
suggested by general intelligence (Lam and Kirby, 2002). From this
follows, that all given equal, those with higher emotional intelligence
perform better on cognitive tasks. Because the study involved solving
challenging problems in limited amount of time, imitating on-the job
situation, it can be concluded that subjects possessing higher levels of
emotional intelligence are at advantage when managing stress and dealing
with problems under pressure.
Another research emphasizing the role of emotional intelligence in
one’s ability to cope with stress looked into the relation between perceived
job insecurity by employees and their coping behaviours, reasoning how
emotional intelligence could moderate this relationship on the conceptual
level (Jordan, Ashkanasy and Hartel, 2002). More recent article (Blank,
2008) argues in favour of selecting employees based on their emotional
intelligence as an effective HR practice, since emotional intelligence is
suggested to influence numerous abilities of an individual, from effective
leadership, to better teamwork skills and higher performance on the job
generally. The next section focuses in greater detail on the existing research
of emotional intelligence in leadership area.
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3.2.3. Emotional Intelligence and Effective Leadership

Team leader plays an important role for team performance via five
essential elements of effective leadership: developing collective sense of
goals and objectives, instilling in others knowledge and appreciation of the
importance of work activities and behaviours, generating and maintaining
optimism, excitement and enthusiasm, encouraging flexibility in decision
making and change, and establishing and maintaining a meaningful
identity for an organization (George, 2000). Leader’s emotional displays,
in turn, have an impact on leader’s perceived effectiveness (Lewis, 2000)
and team processes (Sy, Cote, and Saavedra, 2005). Empirical experiments
suggest that leader’s negative emotional displays have a negative impact on
follower’s assessment of their effectiveness (Lewis, 2000). Also, leader’s
moods are contagious, so that team members tend to experience more
positive mood when leader is in a positive mood and vice versa (Sy, Cote,
and Saavedra, 2005). At the same time, leader’s positive mood causes better
team coordination, but, on the other hand, deteriorates group effort (Sy,
Cote, and Saavedra, 2005). Hence, leaders’ negative mood sends group
members a signal that they deem the progress on task to be inadequate,
which stimulates team members’ effort to perform better (Sy, Cote, and
Saavedra, 2005). Moreover, literature suggests that there is an asymmetry
in employees’ emotional reactions to leaders’ behaviours (Dasborough,
2006). Employees tend to recall negative incidents in greater detail and
more often than positive ones (Dasborough, 2006). Hence, when certain
leader’s action arouses negative emotions of the follower, the latter tend to
remember the incident in more details and for longer (Dasborough, 2006).
It is thus suggested that leaders need to exercise their emotional
intelligence in order to maintain positive spirit of the followers
(Dasborough, 2006). Leaders, who possess higher level of emotional
intelligence can improve their leadership effectiveness on all five elements
of effective leadership (George, 2000), as well as enhance such aspects
as team creativity (Zhou and George, 2003), follower’s job satisfaction,
essential component of team effectiveness (Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006),
and innovativeness (Brundin, Patzelt, and Shepherd, 2008).
First, leaders who possess high levels of emotional intelligence are likely
to be better in utilizing own emotional states for decision making. Being
in the positive mood they may come up with more creative visions and
solutions to the problems (George, 2000). At the same time, their assessment
of the future might be too optimistic (George, 2000). Emotionally intelligent
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leader is likely to be aware of that, and revise own future prognoses when
experiencing other affective state (George, 2000). Such practices certainly
will have a positive impact on the quality of the decisions made by the
leader. Also, having higher awareness of others, emotionally intelligent
leaders will know how their affective states are influencing their team
members (Lewis, 2000, Sy, Cote, and Saavedra, 2005). Acknowledging
that moods are contagious (Sy, Cote, and Saavedra, 2005), leader in the
negative mood might for example postpone team meeting where it would
be needed to spread the enthusiasm and persuade the team for some new
actions to be taken (George, 2000).
Secondly, leaders’ emotional intelligence is positively correlated
with their reputation among the team members. The study of leader’s
role in enhancing employees’ creativity, for example, revealed that many
behavioural traits of the leader that are perceived by subordinates as
supportive are rooted in their emotional intelligence (Amabile, Schatzel,
Moneta and Kramer, 2004). Such actions as informing subordinates of
stressful situations, or addressing subordinates’ negative feelings were
associated with higher perceived leader’s support (Amabile et al, 2004) and
associated with higher team’s creativity (Zhou and George, 2003). At the
same time, leader’s perceived support facilitates better climate in a team
that in turn leads to higher team effectiveness (Pirola-Merlo, Hartel, Mann
and Hirst, 2002).
Third, manager’s EI is positively associated with employees’ job
satisfaction and performance (Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006). Emotionally
intelligent managers exhibit more supportive behaviour, which positively
affects employees’ job satisfaction (Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006, Wong
and Law, 2002). As emotionally intelligent leaders are more sensitive to
feelings and emotions of others, they are more likely to treat followers
with psychological benefits such as approval, raising their esteem and
motivation (Wong and Law, 2002).
Next, studies suggest a correlation between manager’s emotional
displays and employees’ willingness to act entrepreneurially (Brundin,
Patzelt, and Shepherd, 2008). Specifically, experiment conducted with
entrepreneurially-oriented companies revealed that managerial displays
of confidence and satisfaction are positively correlated with employees’
willingness to act entrepreneurially, whereas displays of frustration or
worry otherwise. Since emotionally intelligent people are able to control
their emotional displays more efficiently, it is thus suggested that leaders
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high in their emotional intelligence can utilize their emotional states to
ensure better performance in their organization (Brundin, Patzelt, and
Shepherd, 2008), supporting George’s (2000) propositions that emotional
intelligence enhances leaders’ effectiveness.
Moreover, with growing complexity of modern business environment,
emotional intelligence is proposed to be an essential skill for managers
in international context (Alon and Higgins, 2005). However, cultural
intelligence (ability to perceive and adapt to cultural differences among
nations and ethnicities), is essential for global leaders to be able to reach
their full leadership potential in the international environment (Alon and
Higgins, 2005).

3.3. Digital Challenges

Technology is probably the most important driver influencing
the organization of knowledge work today, enabling organizations to
increasingly engage in virtual, distributed work arrangements (Chudoba et
al, 2005, Axtell et al, 2004). ICT helps to connect knowledge and expertise
across geographical locations, time-zones, and cultures (Chudoba et al,
2005). Virtual work has been in the spotlight of academic research for
a couple of decades already, since the start of the rapid advancement of
technology (Chudoba et al, 2005, Axtell et al, 2004). Today, digital work is
employed in the organizations in various forms – companies can assemble
ad hoc virtual teams to solve specific problems; “virtual organizations”
outsources key components of production; companies allow employees to
telecommute, etc (Chudoba et at, 2005). Digital working style offers a lot
of benefits to the organizations adopting it both at the organizational level
and for individual employees. People can choose to work from home or
other location which is more convenient to them (for example, because it
is closer), saving time on the commuting. By means of ICT, work-related
travel can be reduced significantly – people can connect with colleagues
in other countries via phone- or tele-conferences, which improves their
work/life balance (Hertel et al, 2005). This results in greater personal
flexibility, higher work motivation and empowerment of employees (Hertel
et al, 2005). At the organizational level, adoption of digital working style
allows greater flexibility in creating work teams, savings on travel, as well
as economy of time (Axtell et al, 2004). From the strategic perspective,
virtual teams offer the benefits of ensuring that teams are staffed based
on expertise rather than local availability, organizations can have teams
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working across different time zones, increasing thus efficiency, speed and
flexibility of response to market demands (Hertel et al, 2005).
Still, adoption of digital working style also poses several challenges to
people and organizations. The emergence of virtual teams creates obstacles
to traditional team leadership approaches (Hertel et al, 2005). When team
members are not co-located, it is much harder to establish traditional control
mechanisms (Hertel et al, 2005). Also, what becomes more common in such
settings is delegation of leaders’ functions to team members, i.e. higher
empowerment of team members (Hertel et al, 2005). This, however, is only
possible when the team reaches a certain degree of cohesion and agreement
towards team goals (Hertel et al, 2005).
Numerous studies explored the factors that may have an impact on
virtual team effectiveness (for a review see Lin et al, 2008). Attention of
researchers was driven to task-related factors, social factors, and the role of
communication (Lin et al, 2008).
Studies focusing on task-related factors suggest that virtual teams are
more task-oriented than face-to-face teams because of constrains imposed
by communication technology (Lin et al, 2008). It is suggested that, on
the inter-organizational level, companies rely on impersonal electronic
networks when dealing with more routine tasks, whereas non-routine
assignments were found to rely on personal connections (Kraut et al, 1999).
It is argued that virtual teams’ performance in problem solving tasks and
decision-making tasks is inferior to face-to-face teams, since such activities
require a lot of interaction between team members (Lin et al, 2008,
Hertel et al, 2005). For other tasks virtual teams are found to be superior
to conventional face-to-face teams. For example, with the existence of
electronic brainstorming systems to support virtual communication in tasks
that involve generating ideas, a virtual team achieves better results since
electronic system tool supports anonymity of the process, and reduces
adverse reactions to others’ suggestions (Hertel et al, 2005).
Studies of the communication factors in virtual teams focused on
interaction styles and the effects of the richness of the media used on team
performance (Lin et al, 2008). By definition, virtual teams rely on technology
to facilitate communication processes. From this, the main concern
arises that electronic media reduces the richness, quantity and quality of
information (Lin et al, 2008), and thus digital communication is adverse to
face-to-face interaction (Hertel et al, 2005). Studies investigated the relation
between the interaction methods used and team performance (Hambley et
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al, 2007). Findings suggest that the most interaction occurs when teams
communicate face-to-face as opposed to digital communication means
(Hambley et al, 2007). However, there is no evidence that performance
of the team was dependent on the richness of media. In the experiment
conducted by Hambley et al (2007) teams that communicated in chat did
not perform significantly better than those using videoconferences.
Social factors that received attention in research on virtual teams
include team cohesion, trust and relationship building (Lin et al, 2008).
Trust is probably the most studied concept in this group. For an effective
functioning of the team interpersonal trust is an essential component
(Greenberg et al, 2007). Because team members depend on each other for
the successful completion of the particular project, they need to be sure
that everyone in a team performs well. When the interaction between team
members is limited, establishing trust becomes more challenging for team
members. For the co-located teams it is easier to have interaction, also brief
non-work related conversations, which help to get to know team members
better, develop social bonds and thus facilitate the establishment of trust
(Greenberg et al, 2007). In a virtual environment this is hardly possible
unless done deliberately. It is very tough to get to know people on your
virtual team personally, having never met them before. There is evidence
that virtual teams with some levels of non-job related communication
perform better than those staying only task-focused (Hertel et al, 2005).
The discussed three groups of factors are, however, all inter-related –
communication processes in virtual teams depend on the kind of the task
that the team has, and in turn they influence social characteristics of the
team – relationship building, trust, motivation. Moreover, contextual factors
also should not be ignored in the discussion of virtual teams. Personal
backgrounds, team history, organizational context all have their impact on
the effectiveness and performance of virtual teams.
As can be drawn from above, the most significant challenge that
adoption of digital working style poses to teams is creating and sustaining
social climate that would facilitate effective communication processes
and subsequent team performance. The next chapter presents conceptual
framework linking the main constructs of present research to be used for
guiding current study further and introduces several hypotheses rooted in
theoretical findings to be tested empirically.
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4. Theoretical Framework

Following the discussed findings of past research on emotional
intelligence, virtual teams, and effectiveness, current chapter introduces the
conceptual model that this study is built upon. The conceptual framework
then guides the discussion of hypotheses posed in this study.

4.1. Conceptual Model

Key constructs of this research are emotional intelligence both of the
leader and his or her followers, effectiveness, and virtuality. Emotional
intelligence is decomposed into four components based on the literature
in the field: self emotional appraisal, others emotional appraisal, use of
emotions and regulation of emotions. The effectiveness is represented
as a combination of three dimensions – individual’s productivity and
satisfaction, as well as perceived team effectiveness, to reflect the multiple
dimensions of the effectiveness concept – team performance and team
viability (Sundstrom et al, 1990).
Virtuality

Team member
individual EI

Team member
individual EI
– Self emotional appraisal
– Others emotional appraisal
– Use of emotions
– Regulation of emotions

– Self emotional appraisal
– Others emotional appraisal
– Use of emotions
– Regulation of emotions

Leader EI

4.2. The Role of Emotional Intelligence

The literature reviewed suggests that there is a positive relationship
between individual’s own emotional intelligence and his or her effective
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decision-making and subsequent performance (Seo and Barrett, 2007,
Hesse and Spies, 1996, Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006, Wong and Law, 2002,
Lam and Kirby, 2002, Jordan et al, 2002). Higher levels of emotional
intelligence allow people to manage their emotions in order to facilitate
job performance (Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006). People with higher level of
emotional intelligence are better in managing stress and performing under
pressure (Lam and Kirby, 2002). Moreover, it is suggested that emotional
intelligence reduces the likelihood of negative coping behaviour in response
to perceived job insecurity (Jordan et al, 2002). On the group level,
individuals with higher emotional intelligence are able to stimulate more
positive interactions among team members, thus fostering group morale
and job satisfaction of all members (Sy, Tram and O’Hara, 2006, Wong
and Law, 2002). As a result, a better climate in project teams contributes
to better effectiveness of the team. Therefore, the first hypothesis of the
current study is formulated as follows:
Hypothesis 1: Higher individual emotional intelligence is associated
with better team members’ effectiveness.
At the same time, it is suggested that leaders with higher levels of
emotional intelligence are better in facilitating job performance of their
followers (George, 2000). Emotional intelligence of the leader is said to
raise team members’ morale, improve job satisfaction of the followers,
ensuring thus higher effectiveness of the team. Based on these propositions
from previous research, the second hypothesis is posed:
Hypothesis 2: Leader’s emotional intelligence positively influences
followers’ effectiveness.
Moreover, emotional intelligence is a social concept. However, previous
studies have ignored the interaction aspects of it. While a lot seems to depend
on individual’s own emotional intelligence, the effectiveness of collaboration
and interaction with other team members also relies on their emotional
intelligence. For example, Sy, Tram and O’Hara (2006) control for employees’
own emotional intelligence when exploring the relationship between leader’s
emotional intelligence and employee performance and job satisfaction. They
find that the positive effect of manager’s EI on employee’s job satisfaction
is more pronounced when the subordinate has lower level of EI (Sy, Tram
and O’Hara, 2006). However, their study was conducted among food service
workers, and therefore this finding cannot be extended to project teams, since
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the latter have different hierarchy, structure and are oriented towards single
goal shared among team members, representing less routine work than in
food service. In project teams higher emotional intelligence of team leaders
is likely to moderate positively the relationship between individual emotional
intelligence and team performance. Consider, for example, the fact that
leader’s moods are contagious (Sy, Cote, and Saavedra, 2005). Being more
aware of self and others, emotionally intelligent team members are likely
to better understand certain leader’s moods and not let them spread on to
themselves. Therefore, the following hypothesis emerges:
Hypothesis 3: The interaction between leader emotional intelligence
and follower’s individual emotional intelligence has a positive effect
on team members’ effectiveness.

4.3. Emotional Intelligence under Digital Working Style

There is evidence in the literature that emotional intelligence has
various positive effects on team and individual performance in conventional
settings. Prior studies, however, to a large extent ignored the contextual
factors of team work. Modern changing landscape of the organization of
work is crucial to take into account in research of emotional intelligence.
Emotional intelligence has positive effects on job performance mainly
through improving social climate of team work. Since the greatest challenge
that digital working style brings to the teams is related to establishing
favourable team climate, trust and motivation among team members,
emotional intelligence is expected to help individuals in achieving these
objectives, and hence improve team effectiveness.
However, the limitations that ICT brings to the communication
processes of the team are likely to influence the relationship. The use of
ICT for communication makes it harder to express and decode emotions.
In computer-mediated communication individuals’ emotions can become
irrelevant and stay out of the picture (Rhoades and O’Connor, 1996). On
the one hand, this might have a positive effect on group effectiveness in
certain situations, as it helps to stay more task-focused, and may discourage
demonstration of negative emotions, for example rigorous critique in
brainstorming or idea-generation tasks. But on the other, it makes harder
for team leaders to know how their followers feel, whether they are
comfortable with the tasks and assignments etc. Therefore, individuals
possessing higher levels of emotional intelligence are more likely to make
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others aware of their potential concerns timely, and suggest some possible
actions to be taken.
E-leadership currently is a popular area of academic research. Studies
have been done on the effects of different leadership styles on virtual team
performance. In the research by Purvanova and Bono (2009) few interesting
findings emerged. First, transformational leadership style was found to be
more effective in virtual teams than in conventional face-to-face teams
(Purvanova and Bono, 2009). Second, leaders changed their behaviour
across teams, i.e. one and the same team leader could have different
leadership style when leading a virtual team than when leading a face-toface team (Purvanova and Bono, 2009). The best results were achieved by
the teams in which team leaders increased their transformational leadership
behaviour in virtual teams as opposed to conventional face-to-face teams
(Purvanova and Bono, 2009). This implies that challenges imposed by
digital communication media can be overcome by transformational, i.e.
supporting, inspiring, motivational and attentive, leadership style. In a
virtual settings transformational leader can facilitate bonding of team
members, make them feel appreciated, and make new digital teamwork
context more familiar (Purvanova and Bono, 2009).
From these findings and arguments it can be inferred that people
possessing higher levels of emotional intelligence will utilize it better in
virtual teams, trying to create favourable working conditions, motivate
themselves and make co-workers familiar and comfortable with new
teamwork context. As leaders who increased transformational leadership
behaviour in the study of Purvanova and Bono (2009) achieved better teamwork results, employees with higher emotional intelligence will achieve
higher effectiveness under digital working arrangements. Therefore, as the
virtuality of the teams increases, better effectiveness will be achieved by
those with higher emotional intelligence. Therefore, it is hypothesized:
Hypothesis 4: The degree of virtuality has a positive impact on the
effects of emotional intelligence on effectiveness.
The next chapter describes the empirical research designed and carried
out to test posed hypotheses.

5. Empirical Research

Quantitative research design was chosen to investigate the proposed
relationships between constructs in this study. Current section provides
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insights in data collection, construct measures and analysis methods
employed. The description of case company follows further.
Empirical findings are presented and discussed towards the end of
the chapter. First, a descriptive profile of the survey participants is given.
Further, descriptive statistics of the constructs is presented, followed by
regression analyses undertaken to test hypotheses posed in the previous
chapter of the current study.

5.1. Instrument Development

In developing survey instrument, multiple item constructs were used to
measure emotional intelligence, virtuality and team effectiveness – variables
linked in the conceptual model. To the extent possible, validated scales
that demonstrated to be appropriate and reliable were taken from previous
research. The complete questionnaire with the introduction presented
to respondents can be found in the Appendix. A five point Likert scale
(from strongly disagree to strongly agree) was utilized to measure most
of the responses. Twenty questions were devoted to measuring emotional
intelligence of the respondent, five for each component – awareness of own
emotions, awareness of other’s emotions, use of emotions and regulation
of emotions. Fourteen items related to team effectiveness, four of them
measuring individual satisfaction and five individual productivity, and the
remaining five – perceived team effectiveness. Eight items were employed
to assess virtuality, and the remaining questions covered demographics
(gender, age, education, company tenure).

5.1.1. Emotional Intelligence

The scale to assess emotional intelligence was adopted from Wong and Law
(2002). This scale is concise and thus convenient to use in surveys. In addition
to that, elements roughly correspond to four features of emotional intelligence
as defined by Mayer and Salovey, making it possible to decompose the scores.
The measure uses 5-point agreement scale, with higher levels of agreement
representing higher emotional intelligence of the respondent. In previous
research the developed instrument underwent rigorous validation process, as
described in Wong and Law (2002) and Law, Wong and Song (2004). For
this study, some of the items were included from the short form TEIQue (trait
emotional intelligence questionnaire) by the London Psychometric Laboratory
of University College London (Petrides and Furnham, 2006). Few of the items
required reversed scoring in the final version used.
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Four dimensions of the instrument are self emotional appraisal (e.g. ‘I
have a good sense of why I have certain feelings most of the time’), others’
emotional appraisal (e.g. ‘I am comfortable with others’ grief, even those
in close relationship to me’), use of emotions (e.g. ‘I always set goals for
myself and try to achieve them’), and regulation of emotions (e.g. ‘I can
always calm quickly when I am angry’).

5.1.2. Team Effectiveness

Team effectiveness scale is adopted from the study of Lurey and
Raisinghani (2001) on best practices of virtual teams. It consists of five items
that cover both the objective performance perception by team members (e.g.
‘the team is successful in meeting deadlines’) and dimension that concerns
satisfaction, motivation and team morale (e.g. ‘I feel my input is valued by
the team’), all suggested to contribute to team effectiveness.
Moreover, individual satisfaction and productivity were measured as
part of effectiveness. Satisfaction scale is taken from Jun et al (2006), and
an example of the item is ‘This is the best organization for me to work for’.
Productivity scale is based on Staples et al (1999), including items like ‘I
believe I am an effective employee’.

5.1.3. Virtuality

Items to assess virtuality are based on Chudoba et al. (2005) virtuality
scale. Items used correspond to aspects of virtual teams as identified in
second chapter of this study, including geographical dispersion (‘I collaborate
with people in different geographical locations’), limited synchrony of
communication (‘I collaborate with people from different time zones’), and
the use of technology (‘I collaborate with team members in real-time online
discussions’). Full set of items can be found in the appendix. The scale
of measurement used consists of five levels, indicating how often people
engage in the practices listed (from almost never to always). Highest scores
correspond to higher levels of team virtuality.

5.2. Case Organization

The empirical research of this study was conducted at the Dutch office
of multinational IT corporation. The company adopted the so-called New
Worlds of Work philosophy some time ago, meaning that organization
encourages employees to make more use of digital collaboration not only
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when working in global teams, but on a constant basis. So, employees are
free to work from home if it better suits their needs, and are encouraged to
reduce travel to clients and make use of ICT instead. This policy increases
the virtuality dimension of work within the company, making it a perfect
case study organization for the current research..

5.3. Data Collection and Sample Description

The invitation to fill in the online survey was sent via e-mail to managers
within the company via internal communications channel, introducing them
to the study and asking to forward the link to the online questionnaire to
their followers and encourage their participation too. Furthermore, a brief
description of the research and the link to the survey was also included in
the weekly newsletter of the company twice. After the survey was available
for about three weeks, a total of 153 responses were collected, yielding a
response rate of 59%, meaning that almost 60% of people who followed
the link to the questionnaire had reached the last page of the survey, but
others dropped out of answering the questionnaire at some point. Collected
responses provided a sufficient sample for further analysis.
Table 5 below presents some demographic characteristics of the
respondents. The average respondent was 35–45 years old male at the nonmanagerial position, holding at least Bachelor’s degree and serving in the
company for at least 3 years. Out of all the respondents, 29 held managerial
positions within the company and had people reporting to them. Using
information from internal company database, which was acquired from
HR department and contained the list of managers and their subordinates,
the respondents were matched with the responses of their leaders. Overall,
out of all the respondents from the sample, 88 could be matched with their
leaders.
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Demographic Characteristics of the Sample
Table 2
Variable
Gender

Age

Company
Tenure

Education

Supervisory
Authority

Sample Composition
Male
Female
<25
25–34
35–39
40–44
45–49
less than a year
1–3 yrs.
3–5 yrs.
5–10 yrs.
more than 10 yrs.
High school diploma
Some college, no degree
Professional degree
Bachelor’s degree (HBO,
University undergraduate degree)
Master’s degree (University)
PhD
Other/prefer not to answer

Frequency
111
42
1
39
51
42
12
13
54
43
28
15
6
5
6
70
59
3
4

Percent
72.5
27.5
0.7
25.5
33.3
27.5
7.8
8.5
35.3
28.1
18.3
9.8
3.9
3.3
3.9
45.8
38.6
2.0
2.6

Managers

29

19.0

5.4. Descriptive Statistics of Constructs

Variables to represent constructs in the study were computed as average
scores of the items included in the scale designed to measure the respective
construct. Descriptive statistics of the variables included in the research can
be found in Table 6 below, which reports calculated means and standard
deviations for each variable.
The table also shows Pearson correlation coefficients between variables.
Emotional intelligence subscales are positively correlated with one another,
although with rather low coefficients. All of the subscales have moderate
to high correlation with overall emotional intelligence score, which is fair,
since the latter is basically the computation of the former. The effectiveness
dimensions – satisfaction, productivity and perceived team effectiveness are
also positively correlated, which is expected as well, as all three variables
relate to the concept of effectiveness.

0.585

0.555

0.638

0.638

0.516
0.518

4.08

4.36

3.64

4.23

4.63
4.29

3.66

Virtuality (Virt)

0.274**

0.308**
0.380**

0.293**
0.183*

1

RE

1

TE

0.007

0.141

0.164*

0.267**

0.202* 0.266** 0.277** 0.556**
0.290** 0.298** 0.338** 0.390**

-0.012

0.383**

0.133

0.421

0.375

1

**

0.132

UE

**

1

OEA

0.259**

0.338**

1

SEA

Emotional intelligence
3.95
0.396 0.741** 0.737** 0.417** 0.742** 0.285**
(EI)
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

0.527

0.558

3.87

Self emotional appraisal
(SEA)
Others emotional
appraisal
Use of emotions (UE)
Regulation of emotions
(RE)
Perceived team
effectiveness (TE)
Satisfaction (Sat)
Productivity (Prod)

Mean St. dev.

Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrix

0.379**

0.184*

1
0.301**

Sat

0.471**

0.263**

1

Prod

0.233**

1

Table 3
Virt
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5.5. Empirical Findings

This section presents empirical tests of the hypotheses posed in the third
chapter of this study. First, the effects of individual emotional intelligence
on effectiveness are investigated. Further, the analysis is made on the
impact of the leader’s emotional intelligence on effectiveness, followed
by investigation of interaction effects between variables. The results are
summarized at the end of the chapter.

5.5.1. Individual Emotional Intelligence and Effectiveness

First, regression analysis is performed using effectiveness dimensions
as dependent variables and individual emotional intelligence and its
dimensions as independent variables. This can be represented as follows:
[Effectiveness]j = α + β1 * [EI]j + β2 * Virtualityj + β3 * [Control Variables],

where [Effectiveness]j represents a set of output variables – satisfaction,
productivity and perceived effectiveness of subject team member j, [EI]
j represents components of emotional intelligence of subject j. Virtuality
score is also included into regression as an independent variable, as it is
likely to affect output scores of respondents. As use of ICT tools for work
is aimed at increasing one’s job performance and effectiveness, virtuality
is expected to have a positive impact on output variables. Demographic
characteristics were included as control variables, since it might be the
case that those influence the effectiveness dimensions. Previous studies, for
example, suggest a higher job satisfaction of women (Clark, 1997) as well
as older people (Glenn, Taylor and Weaver, 1977). α is the constant in the
model, and β-s are regression coefficients. Six regressions are estimated, two
for each of the three effectiveness dimensions. The first regression of each
pair includes only virtuality and demographic indicators as independent
variables, while emotional intelligence dimensions are included in the
second model of each pair. According to the first hypothesis, the relation
between individual’s emotional intelligence and effectiveness is expected
to be positive; therefore, β coefficients at the emotional intelligence
dimensions need to be significantly higher than zero.
Table 4 below reports the outcome of the described analysis. The
columns report beta coefficients and standard deviations in brackets below.
Stars next to coefficients indicate their significance level. Out of control
variables, only gender has a significant effect on the dependent variable in
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two cases – namely, women are found to score higher on productivity and
perceived team effectiveness when accounted for emotional intelligence.
That means that all other parameters held equal, i.e. at the same levels
of virtuality, emotional intelligence and other controls, women score 0.20
points higher on productivity and perceived team effectiveness than men.
Virtuality has a positive and significant impact on all effectiveness
dimensions in almost all cases. Higher scores on virtuality scales
are associated with higher reported productivity and perceived team
effectiveness. In case of satisfaction as a dependent variable, significant
relationship only holds when not accounted for emotional intelligence
effects. Overall, that means, that holding the same levels of emotional
intelligence, employees who are engaged in more virtual work practices
report higher satisfaction with their job.
Consistent with expectations, coefficients at emotional intelligence
components are positive and significant in most of the cases. Self emotional
appraisal affects all the effectiveness dimensions positively and significantly.
The highest impact it has on perceived team effectiveness – an increase of
one point in self emotional appraisal score is associated with 0.21 points
increase in reported team effectiveness. Interestingly, others emotional
appraisal sore was found to be negatively correlated with reported team
effectiveness. Perhaps, when one is very attentive to emotional state of
co-workers, he or she pays more attention to negative affective states of
team members, and hence sees teamwork as being less effective, as some
of the team members might experience negative emotions or may seem
to be dissatisfied. Use of emotions scale measures employees’ ability to
motivate themselves and encourage own best performance. It has a positive
and significant impact on effectiveness dimensions, bearing the highest
effect on perceived team effectiveness score. Regulation of emotions score
is positively and significantly associated with productivity and perceived
team effectiveness scales. An increase of one point in the reported ability to
downplay and filter out negative emotions raises both perceived productivity
and team effectiveness by about one-fifth of a point each.
To estimate the overall effect of emotional intelligence on effectiveness,
a regression of composed emotional intelligence score on composed
effectiveness score is estimated. Virtuality and demographic variables are
taken into account as well.

2
3
4
(constant)
2.36***
2.81***
1.11**
(0.499)
(0.395)
(0.464)
Virtuality
0.08
0.26**
0.16**
(0.080)
(0.079)
(0.074)
Self emotional
0.16*
0.18**
appraisal
(0.084)
(0.078)
Others emotional
0.05
0.09
appraisal
(0.081)
(0.075)
Use of emotions
0.18**
0.17**
(0.074)
(0.069)
Regulation of
0.12
0.15**
emotions
(0.072)
(0.067)
Age
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.03
(0.040)
(0.039)
(0.039)
(0.036)
Gender
0.02
0.01
0.22
0.20**
(0.097)
(0.096)
(0.094)
(0.089)
Company tenure
-0.1
-0.02
0.03
0.02
(0.040)
(0.039)
(0.039)
(0.036)
Education
0.00
-0.02
0.00
-0.03
(0.039)
(0.038)
(0.038)
(0.035)
F-value
1.337
3.803***
3.731**
6.611***
Adjusted R-square
0.011
0.129
0.082
0.249
*  – significant at 10% level;  **  – significant at 5% level;  ***   – significant at 1% level

1
3.82***
(0.408)
0.18***
(0.082)

Dependent variable-Satisfaction Dependent variable-Productivity

Table 4
Dependent variable- Perceived
team effectiveness
5
6
2.50***
1.09*
(0.0491)
(0.585)
0.32**
0.20**
(0.099)
(0.094)
0.21**
(0.098)
-0.23**
(0.095)
0.35***
(0.087)
0.14*
(0.085)
0.023
0.03
(0.049)
(0.045)
0.16
0.21*
(0.117)
(0.112)
0.05
0.01
(0.048)
(0.045)
0.03
0.01
(0.047)
(0.044)
3.040**
5.561***
0.063
0.213

Effects of Individual Emotional Intelligence. Regression Analysis Results
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Composed Effect of Emotional Intelligence on Effectiveness.
Regression Results
Table 5
Dependent variable-Effectiveness
(constant)

1.97***
(0.380)
Virtuality
0.17***
(0.061)
Emotional intelligence
0.42***
(0.081)
Age
0.02
(0.030)
Gender
0.09
(0.070)
Company tenure
0.03
(0.029)
Education
-0.02
(0.028)
F-value
8.083***
Adjusted R-square
0.219
* – significant at 10% level; ** – significant at 5% level; *** – significant at 1% level

Table 5 above reports the result of such analysis. The regression has
a good fit, with F-value of 8.083 and adjusted R-square of 0.22. Overall,
emotional intelligence is positively and significantly correlated with
effectiveness scores – as coefficient shows, an increase of one point in
emotional intelligence score is associated with an increase of 0.42 in reported
effectiveness. This supports the hypothesis posed in chapter three that
individual emotional intelligence has a positive effect on effectiveness.

5.5.2. The Effect of Leader’s Emotional Intelligence

Proceeding with the analysis, the relationship between leader’s
emotional intelligence and followers’ effectiveness is investigated. The
following model is designed for that purpose:
Effectivenessj = α + β1 * Virtualityj + β2 * [EI]j + β3 * [EI]i,

In the equation above, dependent variable is the effectiveness of employee
j, which is a combination of his or her scores on satisfaction, productivity and
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perceived team effectiveness scales. Virtuality, as reported by respondent j,
is included as independent variable, as is his or her emotional intelligence,
decomposed into four dimensions. EIi is the decomposed emotional
intelligence of leader i, to whom the respondent j reports. Demographic
variables are not included in the current model, since they did not prove to
add value to the models in previous analysis. First, we estimate the model
without taking into account leader’s emotional intelligence, adding it to
the model later in order to see what additional effects it has on employee
effectiveness. Current sample consists of 88 respondents – people, whose
responses could be matched with those of their leaders.
The Effects of Leader’s Emotional Intelligence on Subordinates’
Effectiveness. Regression Results.
Table 6

(constant)
Virtuality
Self emotional appraisal
Others emotional appraisal
Use of emotions
Regulation of emotions
Leader’s Self emotional appraisal
Leader’s Others emotional appraisal
Leader’s Use of emotions
Leader’s Regulation of emotions
EI × Manager EI
F-value

Dependent variable-Effectiveness
1
2
3
1.86***
2.74***
2.71***
(0.350)
(0.573)
(0.586)
0.15**
0.17**
0.16**
(0.058)
(0.071)
(0.072)
0.14**
0.20***
0.21***
(0.062)
(0.070)
(0.073)
0.01
0.02
0.02
(0.057)
(0.063)
(0.064)
0.22***
0.11*
0.11*
(0.055)
(0.063)
(0.063)
0.12**
0.06
0.06
(0.053)
(0.059)
(0.059)
-0.12
-0.12
(0.070)
(0.071)
0.08
0.08
(0.078)
(0.078)
0.04
0.04
(0.077)
(0.079)
-0.14*
-0.14*
(0.078)
(0.079)
0.05
(0.230)
11.986***
5.570***
4.956***
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Adjusted R-square
0.265
0.321
* – significant at 10% level; **– significant at 5% level;
*** – significant at 1% level

0.313

Table 6 above reports the results of this analysis. Similarly to previous
findings, the dimensions of individual emotional intelligence have
significant and positive coefficients when regressed on effectiveness. The
highest coefficient is at use of emotions dimension, while others emotional
appraisal isn’t found to be significantly related to one’s effectiveness. Again,
virtuality has a positive and significant correlation with effectiveness.
Adding leader’s emotional intelligence to the model improves its fit
as reflected in higher adjusted R square. However, leader’s emotional
intelligence doesn’t seem to contribute to individual’s effectiveness beyond
his or her own emotional intelligence. On the contrary, the only significant
coefficient (at 10% level) related to leader’s emotional intelligence is negative.
As the analysis shows, leader’s regulation of emotions score is negatively
correlated with reported followers’ effectiveness. This is an interesting
finding. What it shows is that some emotional displays from the leader
facilitate better reported effectiveness from their followers. As the items used
to measure regulation of emotions basically were related to downplaying
and neutralizing negative emotions, the conclusion may be made that some
negative emotions displays may give followers better sense of direction,
help their progress and hence improve their effectiveness. However, it is
important to realize that in the current sample leaders already possess rather
high levels of emotional intelligence, thus it is not the case that the more
emotions the leader displays the better it is. Rather, it is an indication that it
seems important to leave some room for emotions and that letting followers
know about leader’s own emotional state may boost followers’ effectiveness
at work. In the third regression, interaction effect between individual and
leader’s emotional intelligence is added to the model. The interaction term
is computed by multiplying mean-centered composed emotional intelligence
scores of the respondent and his or her manager. However, the inclusion of
interaction effect between employee’s and leader’s emotional intelligence
to the model does not improve it – the coefficient for interaction variable is
not significantly different from zero. Therefore, the effect on effectiveness
of leader’s emotional intelligence does not depend on the level of individual
emotional intelligence and vice versa. Thus, third hypothesis posed in the
current study is not supported by the data.
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5.5.3. Virtuality and Effectiveness

Previous analysis has shown that there is a strong positive relationship
between virtuality and all the effectiveness subscales as included in this
study – satisfaction, productivity and perceived team effectiveness. In
the current section it is investigated whether an interaction term between
virtuality and emotional intelligence has a significant impact on effectiveness
parameters. It was hypothesized earlier in this study that the positive effect
of emotional intelligence on effectiveness becomes more pronounced as
the virtuality dimension increases. However, empirically the hypothesis
cannot be supported, as Table 7 below reports. The interaction term between
virtuality and emotional intelligence does not have additional effects on
employee effectiveness. Therefore, virtuality only has stand-alone positive
effect on employee effectiveness, which is not enhanced or decreased by
individual’s emotional intelligence.
Interaction Effects of Virtuality and Emotional Intelligence on Effectiveness.
Table 7
Dependent variable-Effectiveness
(constant)

1.88***
(0.350)
Virtuality
0.141**
(0.058)
Self emotional appraisal
0.143**
(0.062)
Others emotional appraisal
0.010
(0.057)
Use of emotions
0.226***
(0.055)
Regulation of emotions
0.114**
(0.053)
Virtuality × Emotional Intelligence
-0.139
(0.160)
Adjusted R-square
0.264
* – significant at 10% level; ** – significant at 5% level; *** – significant at 1% level

However, both virtuality and emotional intelligence have a strong and
significant positive correlation with effectiveness, and so, higher emotional
intelligence helps in achieving higher effectiveness at the same levels of
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virtuality. Similarly, higher virtuality boosts effectiveness at equal levels
of emotional intelligence. Therefore, it can be concluded that both of these
variables are crucial in ensuring higher job effectiveness.

5.5.4. Summary of Results

Out of hypotheses posed at the onset of the current research, only one was
strongly supported by the data. As the analysis revealed, individual emotional
intelligence is positively and significantly correlated with effectiveness
scores of individuals. Emotional intelligence dimensions are positively
associated with all of the effectiveness scores – individual satisfaction and
productivity, as well as perceived team effectiveness. However, in one
instance it appeared that others emotional appraisal is negatively correlated
with perceived team effectiveness. From that it can be inferred that when an
individual is too sensitive to other’s emotions and feelings, he or she may
pay a lot of attention to how co-workers are feeling, and thus might add too
much weight to their potential negative affective states. Consequently, that
worsens their perception of team effectiveness.
Other hypotheses were not supported by the data sample, however, a few
interesting findings emerged in the course of the analysis. Firstly, virtuality
is positively and significantly associated with effectiveness. Having access
to modern technologies and making use of ICT increases one’s effectiveness.
Secondly, an interesting finding emerged regarding leader’s emotional
intelligence and its impact on followers’ effectiveness. Contrary to the
expectations, leader’s emotional intelligence was not significantly correlated
with followers’ effectiveness. Because the reported emotional intelligence
scores of the respondents stood rather high, it might be the case that at high
levels of individual emotional leader’s emotional intelligence stops bearing
additional impact on follower’s effectiveness.
Moreover, it was revealed that one of the dimensions – regulation of
emotions – is negatively correlated with effectiveness. From that, it can be
concluded that leader’s emotional displays actually can improve follower’s
effectiveness. That supports the findings of past research, which suggests
that both leader’s negative and positive emotional displays may boost team
effectiveness (Sy, Cote, and Saavedra, 2005). While positive emotions
expressed by the leader indicate the approval of team efforts and give some
encouragement to keep the good work, negative emotions displayed by the
leader timely alert followers that something needs to be changed in their
work, and thus have a positive effect on effectiveness scores.
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6. Conclusions

As the last chapter of the current study, this chapter discusses the research
findings and summarizes the answer to the main research question posed at
the onset of this research. Further, the limitations of the current study are
presented. Following that and concluding the study, some suggestions for
future research in the area of emotional intelligence and its role in modern,
increasingly virtual, environment are suggested.

6.1. Discussion of Results

The purpose of the current study was to answer the question on the
impact of emotional intelligence on effectiveness under digital working
arrangements. The results of empirical analysis have supported the hypothesis
rooted in theoretical findings (Muchinsky, 2000, George, 2000, Seo, Barrett
and Bartunek, 2004, Lam and Kirby, 2002) that emotional intelligence is
positively related with effectiveness. However, it turned out that the impact
of emotional intelligence on effectiveness is not moderated by the degree
of virtuality of the team. Hence, emotional intelligence facilitates higher
effectiveness both in virtual and face-to-face teams, and it is not the case
that people with high levels of emotional intelligence ‘turn it on’ when
embracing more virtual work. Rather, emotional intelligence is a personality
characteristic, and it helps in achieving higher effectiveness in any
environment. Interestingly, leaders’ emotional intelligence was not found to
significantly contribute to team effectiveness. Moreover, leaders’ regulation
of emotions score was negatively related to followers’ effectiveness. From
that it can be concluded that leaders’ emotional displays in fact positively
influence team effectiveness. While positive leaders’ emotions may raise
team morale and improve motivation, displays of negative emotions may
help alerting about problems timely and facilitate and demand faster
improvement of team performance (Sy, Cote, and Saavedra, 2005).
Propositions of previous research that virtuality increases effectiveness of
employees (Hertel et al, 2005) were supported in this study. Virtuality, when
included in regression analysis as a control variable, was identified to be
positively related to effectiveness. The researched organization makes a lot of
effort to encourage the use of technology for effective collaboration in teams,
making the appropriate ICT tools available to them. People seem to embrace
these initiatives, and make a good use of ICT to boost their effectiveness, as
reflected in rather high scores of virtuality among respondents, and positive
correlation between virtuality and effectiveness.
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Overall, the current study supported the results of earlier research on
emotional intelligence. However, the regression analysis demonstrated that
contrary to expectations, leaders’ emotional intelligence did not contribute
positively and significantly to followers’ effectiveness. There might be other
factors to be taken into account to better understand the relationship between
these two concepts, for example the amount of interaction between team leaders
and their followers, or the nature of projects that teams are working on.

6.2. Limitations

This research investigated the role of emotional intelligence at work and its
impact on effectiveness, focusing on how it can help to overcome challenges
to work organization posed by digital working arrangements. The strength of
this research is its roots in sound base of previous theoretical and empirical
research on emotional intelligence and studies on virtuality. Nevertheless, there
are some things that need to be considered before discussing the applicability
of the findings.
Firstly, it was a challenge to find the appropriate scale to measure respondents’
emotional intelligence. The most widely used assessment scales require certain
knowledge of and expertise in psychology, are protected by copy-rights and are
rather lengthy to answer and process. Therefore, simplified scale was chosen
to be used in this study. Although it is based on previous studies and the scores
should serve as a good proxy for one’s emotional intelligence, the items are
rather subjective and might stimulate desirable responses from respondents.
Generally, the whole study relies on self-report data, and although respondents
were ensured that their answers will remain confidential, and no individual
responses were to be disclosed, one has to be aware that there might be a
potential problem of wishful answers. Including more objective measures to
quantify constructs would help in overcoming this limitation, but unfortunately
was impossible due to rather tight timing of the empirical research.
Overall, this study is amongst the first in the field of research linking
emotional intelligence and virtuality, and the findings hold relevance for future
research and managerial implications. However, as the research was done in
one case organization only, additional research is desirable to improve the
generalizability of the findings, which so far was out of the scope of the current
research. At this point, the case organization is a pioneer company embracing
virtual work and encouraging it among employees. Therefore, the results
and conclusions may be relevant for other companies with similar values
and sufficient technological infrastructure enabling employees to effectively
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collaborate in digital space. The study’s generalizability for wider population
could be expanded by including more organizations in the research, however,
in that case, one has to acknowledge and account for company differences that
might have an impact on the relationships between variables being investigated.
More control variables need to be taken into account in that case.
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Part III
Gaga Vladimir, Tyutyushev Andrey

Evaluation of Socially Economic Activity
of Experts
3.1. Methodology of Evaluation of Experts’ end Results

The set of evaluation criteria is defined by uneven development of
manufacturing processes, which in different times asked for different qualities
in person, and information restrictions. Lack of justified methodology is
explained by insufficient attention of scientists paid to this problem. First try
to summarize the practice of labour comparison was made by L.I. Menshikov
in his work “Employee labour evaluation in management”. After the
mentioned monograph a fundamental work followed1, which summarized
later achievements in science and practice, and was prepared by a group
of authors. Authors of the mentioned work tried to offer a universal system
which is usable for bonuses, attestation and competition. We do not object
to this approach, but we doubt the possibility of achieving the set goals. Our
opinion is that in development of a methodology of comparative evaluation
systems it is necessary to use relativity approach from the position of need of
functioning system. Attestation, competition and bonuses range in their goals,
evaluation periods, operability, end role, objects and subjects of evaluation.
Attestation values are of general character, they are static and complex. In
competition of attestation systems only one level of complexity remains;
the one level that allows systems to remain dynamic and understandable by
employees. Values of bonuses are deprived of complexity and in most cases
include only indications of work results.
Authors of monograph “Evaluation of management employees” have
a different point of view. They emphasize that “clearly, one should start
from politics in human resources process, then move on to selection and
placement of personnel, then to moving into reserves and new job positions.
After that follows the issue of using personnel, which includes stimulating
an employee to work – payment. Further on – organizing competition and
democratisation of management. Next block of problems, which is related
to personnel evaluation, rating the number of employees and rationalization
of management apparatus based on that rating. Finally, issues of formation
based on personnel evaluation, preparation and qualification increase
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programs, evaluation of training programs etc.”2. In our opinion, the listing
of values could be generalized as follows: selection, placing and retraining
personnel, current material benefits and competition. From the position
of factor evaluation, competition should take second of three mentioned
places. It is not excluded, that results should be used in personnel selection
and placement. We cannot agree with authors in case if the mentioned
order is evaluated from the position of evaluated directions. However, they
correctly define the attitude towards scientific organization of competition.
The point of division of personnel training from selection and placement is
unclear. They do not deserve the last place not by importance or factor. At
the same time, the range of nomination should be increased to first, while
emphasizing the sub-system of operative personnel placement.
We think that in justification of contents of expert’s SEA evaluation
in complex competition, no new concepts different from employee SEA
concept should be favoured since, regarding the manufacturing means,
they are in equal position by having one and the same social organization
of work. They differ in technical organization. For experts the process
of combination of personal and material elements is somewhat specific.
In “the flame of their labour burns”, at the first glance, the least amount
of embodied labour. The specific weight of material costs in engineering
product is small (paper, ink, table and drawing tools amortization, rarely –
experimental or model samples). If we could compile a cost estimate for
constructor’s drawing, it’s structure would look approximately like this:
90% salary and 10% for materials, gas, energy, etc., while for an employee
of machine building factory it would be – 15% salary, 80% – materials, etc.
The given cost estimate was compiled according to traditional approach.
The content of engineer’s labour is evaluated as analogue to manual
worker’s labour. It does not account for the fact that engineer combines
personal and material elements of labour process. Between the engineer’s
project and implementation of his work in life a time lag exists, often
exceeding a month, year or decade. This time lag depreciates the true
content of engineer’s labour process, during which his work, combined
with a worker’s labour, creates new consumable values. Intellectual and
physical work are separated by space and time, but in isolated state none
of those is viable. Following the logic of our summary, the described cost
estimate of live and embodied labour of engineer must be complemented by
cost estimate of the worker, meaning that it should be brought to proximity
in its content. However, since the mentioned time lag exceeds the period of
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scientifically justified interval control, the need of evaluation of unfinished
process arises, and the quality hallmarks of information process can be
understood as engineer’s labour results that describe intellectual work.
Now we will analyse the scheme which tries to describe the engineer’s
labour model (Table 1).
By our estimate, at present it is untimely to raise the question
on introduction of integral values: these values are not supported by
automated systems of initial information collection on a level of engineer’s
workplace, the application of manual processing, as studies have shown,
are economically infeasible. Complex approach to the particular issue is
more attractive since it systematically combines labour results with their
personal and material definitions.
Engineers performance model
Table 1
physical state of the object
colour
weight
chemical composition
Material elements of
the process
conditions
complexity

Productivity
Labor result

manufacturing
efficiency

Process

social efficiency

impulse

Motivational

correspondence
to standards

Personality elements
of the process
abilities
general qualities of character
socially defined sub-structure
of personality
experience sub-structure
sub-structure of individual
qualities

EXIT
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According to the offered concept the model of SEA evaluation is built
on formalized indicators, which describe labour results. In the same cases
when from the point of view of accounting efficiency it is infeasible,
the definitions, which correlate, of personality qualities are introduced.
According to these methodology principles, already in our early works,
we offered the main formula for expert’s SEA evaluation, basing on which
several modifications were developed, approbate and introduced. The
series of modifications is represented by the scale of “Sibelektromotor”,
which was used in several factories in Tomsk from 1960s to 1970s. (see:
Gaga V.A. and Kovalev O.Y. Stimulation and multiple factor scales of
comparative evaluation of labour of participants of socialistic competition.
Tomsk, 1978. Chpt. II, §2).
Factories in other regions also use our evaluation model. Therefore, the
factory of electro-vacuum devices in the city of Voronezh in 1976 introduced
a system, which consisted of three blocks: manufacturing, creative and
social activity. The first block includes prematurely completed tasks, quality
of completed work, personal investment in increase of productivity and
solving other essential manufacturing issues. The second block considers
participation in planning events to improve labour organization, production
and management, introduction of the latest experience, lecturing and
propaganda on scientifically-technical and economic issues, participation
in rationalizing and inventing activity, increase of own qualification
and level of knowledge, participation in work of scientifically-technical
communities. Classifier of social activity includes: participation in elections
of social institutions, performance of single social tasks and participation
in organized events.
While analysing evaluation systems of other factories, we found
out that contents of all three mentioned classifiers is the same almost
everywhere. Lyvov motor factory, for example, introduced an additional
factor – “Establishing healthy relationships within collectives”. Methods of
end coefficients calculation are often specific, but they always represent the
modifications of previously mentioned indicators or simplified versions of
our formula. A coefficient of reward for acceptance of social responsibilities
was introduced in amount of 1.1 to 1.3, but the final value is devised from
multiplication of all coefficients, including the coefficient for acceptance of
social responsibilities.
In organization plan the evaluation systems are combined with other
systems or responsibilities. The last option introduces engineer’s “Creative
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passport”, which accounts the whole complex of multi factors. In the North
Donetsk chemical plant, for example, the “Creative passport” combined all
factors of the Minsk version. There each type of activity has a coefficient:
coefficient of achieved effect, complications of implementation task,
actualities. It is noted that work must be done on own initiative. Emphasis
is that the expert is the mentor of the collective, therefore, he cannot be
abstracted from social activity. Sum of marks received in all criteria provides
a general evaluation of engineer’s creative activity, for final calculations a
computer is used3.
“Creative passport” of wagon-building factory in Kaliningrad4 has
following sections: general personal details; information on inventing
and rationalization labour; information about published articles, papers,
reports on scientific conferences, data on performance of planned tasks,
which require creative developments and initiative creative work; results
of creative work evaluation.
Analysis of creative plans of Altaian tractor factory experts5 showed,
that 31% of all activities is aimed on providing help to production circuits,
24% on rationalization of technological processes, 14% on development
of new and improvement of existing constructions, 10% on solving quality
issues, 4% on performance of specific tasks aimed at re-equipment of
factory.
Use of quantity values is possible among leading experts as well,
but the grades mentioned above, in our opinion, are unsuitable for it. In
this case it is more appropriate to introduce rating6 – individual numeric
coefficient, which changes according to the success or poor performance of
the owner. Coefficient system of professor Elo is widely known and used in
chess competitions. Personal rating – a chess player’s business card. This
approach can be used in manufacturing as well. Practically, it is used, but
not in a formal way.
To summarize the positive aspects of multi-factor systems, it can be
said that their advantage is the fact that they allow to unify the accounting
and control, compare the results of work of separate employees in a system
of comparable values. In literature on economics a lot of attention is paid to
flaws of these systems. Enemies of the grade systems7 are confused by the
fact that we are trying to lay a person and his activity in “Procrustes’ bed”.
Developers of evaluation systems try to value all kinds of work, including
secondary tasks. As the result, an ability to collect marks without creative
activities and taking any initiative appears. At first people try to find an
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alternative approach to this problem: arbitrators, marks, normative hours.
In our opinion, as practice and experiments showed, the way that combines
different forms of control is better. According to several indicators, which
can be easily evaluated by quantitative evaluation, the mark system should
be used, however, other indicators show that arbitrators are necessary.
Generalized marks in the bonus system were predecessors to the multifactor integral quantity marks. They were based and most of them still are
based on expert beginnings. Bonus sums are scattered to functional funds,
on the first stage they are distributed between production units by a large
commission of experts of the factory, which includes representatives of
administration and social organizations. The approval procedure consists
of three stages. First stage – administration prepares offers, coordinated
between interested services, by Delphi method.
As a rule, together with the bonus sum for the collective, the bonus
sum of its leader is named as well. Further on these offers are evaluated in
another group of experts, where corrections, which represent the opinion of
this level, are added. Finally the decision is taken on an expanded meeting,
where an opportunity to speak is given to all experts, particularly those,
whose previous offers were not included in the project of the commanding
order, to provide an opportunity to justify their opinion and persuade the
passive or neutral part of the experts to accept their offer. Discussion of
this proportions is caused by lack of quantitative criteria for bonuses. It
significantly increases the quality of decisions to be made. However, the
sensitivity of such procedures is low. Differential approach, as our long-term
studies showed, is possible only in such cases, when individual differences
of evaluated subject do no exceed 25–30%. To acquire an increased “tonus”
the service, in resolving any manufacturing issue, has to stand out notably.
Individual, subjective capabilities of managers, defending the interests of
their departments and sensational situations have a significant value in this
system.
The quality of work of departments and experts employed in these
departments, in the described system of values is determined by sum of
personal bonuses. Factors of evaluation are:
a) participation in performance of planned tasks in all gamma of
technically-economic indicators;
b) qualitative performance of functions of current manufacturing
service;
c) participation in manufacture of production for export;
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d) participation in manufacture of production for wide consumption;
e) participation in manufacture of production for agriculture;
f) participation in manufacture and mastery of new technique;
g) performance of special tasks;
h) rationalization work, etc.
Monetary values are representative and display the point of view of
whole collective, although, include particular elements of subjectivity.
However, they possess following flaws: 1) incommensurability in evaluation
of directorate of company, department managers, average experts; 2)
asynchrony in time between time of completion and period of bonus
distribution; 3) accent on the amount of bonus instead of quality of work;
4) combination of two functions in bonus – evaluation of quality of
work and regulation of nominal salary.
Incommensurability of grades between third groups of experts arises
as consequence of the fact that in each group bonuses are determined by
unrelated expert groups: for directorate – institute of administration, for
department managers – administration and committee of factory trade
unions; for average experts – “triangle” of the department.
System of grades would cause less critical remarks, if the bonus would
not be included in the mechanism of salary regulation.
Try to encumber this task on bonus leads to the situation when bonus
starts to perform unnatural economic functions.
Bonus grades are not acceptable in competition even if the function of
salary regulation is removed. Bonuses appraise result, but do not carry any
integrally analytic value. While inspecting amounts of bonuses, we can
determine the fact of leadership of one or another service, but we will not
find causes that justify it.
In previously described systems the amount of factors is not justified
nor by the position of their content, nor by the position of quantitative
value. Scale structure is formed by experts, who instinctively follow
requirements of manufacturing. In real life particular opinions, aimed
direction of values, are formed and formalized in multi-factor scales. Will
to evaluate activity, knowledge of informative abundance of labour return
criteria, understanding of importance and magnitude of the problem, ability
to emphasize personal characteristics, which determine formalized criteria
of final labour results, can be seen in these scales.
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3.2. Standards of Main Evaluation Formula Forevaluation of
Sea Experts

Previously, we mentioned that final labour results are characterized
by productivity, social and economic efficiency, approach to benchmarks
of labour product consumption. Each of the mentioned labour efficiency
blocks can be deciphered by private indicators as well as their determinants
in personal sub-systems and material elements. It is impossible to measure
engineer’s labour efficiency as correlation between mass of manufactured
products and time spent. However, labour results from the position of speed
of “immaterialization” of person, meaning productivity, are determined by
amount of time and labour invested into each unit of labour and productivity
force of each labour unit. In competition, from the point of view of saturated
labour process involving highly productive equipment, competitiveness can
not exist. All experts must be provided with equal labour conditions. By this
attribute the organizers of engineering labour can be evaluated, but not the
performers themselves. Time spent and intensity are sufficiently provided
with measurements. Measurements are – performance of standardized
labour plan, compliance with the schedule of execution of works, level of
independence in development of plans, etc.
We will arrange the described above into a table (Table 2).
From Table 2 we can see that in those cases, when it is impossible to
standardize tasks, develop labour plan, it is necessary to consider integrity
of working time spent, whenever it is irrational to evaluate complexity
of works in each separate case it is meaningful to take into account the
qualification etc. By summarizing the table data, it can be concluded
that evaluation system of the manufacturing block should include such
indicators as: a) plan performance and over-performance; b) complexity of
works; c) mastering of information funds.
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Table 2

Determinants of labour productivity
Name of evaluation
criteria

Characteristics of
Personal
final results
characteristics

Characteristics of
labour process

1. Performance of
labour plan

х

–

Use of working
hours

2. Performance of
standardized functions

х

–

–

3. Complexity of works

–

Qualification
level

х

4. Acquisition
of scientificallytechnological
information

х

Feeling of new

–

5. Interchangeability

–

Qualification
preparation

–

6. Attitude to labour
intensity increase

–

х

–

We will evaluate the formalization of mentioned determinants of
labour productivity in main formula of SEA evaluation of experts and it’s
modifications from an aspect when quality of provided technical solutions
and documentation; timeliness of transfer of plan and tasks to subdivisions;
compliance of performed work to standard requirements and ruling
documentation; product quality reclamation; precision of order, instruction
and operative tasks execution is included in evaluation: execution of measures
according to HOT, final coefficient is determined through subtraction of sum
of all decreases from one unit8. In our formula the standard speed of work is
assumed as one unit, any deviation from it is fixed and evaluated.
In enterprises where works are not standardized and complexity is not
accounted for, but only the fact of performance of tasks is considered, wins
the one who is less overwhelmed, one who performs easy tasks, but at loss
is the ambitious engineer.
Development and evaluation in time of the monthly plan of works
is, usually, performed by the chief of the bureau. None of the analysed
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enterprises of the region does not use time standards that are approved and
developed in advance. Orientation in time is performed in each different
case, based on the manager’s personal experience. Establishment of
approved with performer of the standard is often observed. Method of filling
of time fund with planned works without interlinear standardizing, rarely
with indication of specific gravity of each task in total labour output, is
widely observed. Increased standardizing of described works is completely
justified in theory9, in fact, a number of standards, which engulf 80% of
works performed in factories, has been developed. Use of experimentallystatistic standards is not difficult as well. Set of later was developed by us in
cooperation with directors of several factories of Tomsk for all departments
of manufacturing enterprise. Implementation remains a problem for now,
since the lack of economic necessity complicates it: individual bonuses
did not expand, but the competition does not intensify, sensitivity of scales
does not increase.
Approximately 75% of factories and operating personal works in
accordance with cyclic functions. Each workplace has periodically repeating
tasks related to servicing of current production. It applies, first of all, to
economic and commercial services, department of main mechanic, power
engineer, technical information, equipment etc. Monthly development of
plans of repeating works is not feasible in these cases. However, function
standardization makes sense. In our modification of main formula, the
expert’s labour plan included three sections: I – functions; II – one-time
tasks plan; III – plan of tasks, which rationalize the existing techniques and
methods of labour. Such approach decreased labour intensity of planning
and increased understanding of evaluation procedures by average experts.
The approach logically merged labour interests with personal interests of
performers.
Division of functions is simplified in case when the enterprise has
developed Guidelines on departments and services, which describe
their rights and obligations. It turns in to compilation of usual indicators
that define person responsible by function of each department. Labour
intensity of each of three parts of the plan is determined by the manager
of service. In our case it was defined in advance by Rules of competition.
Such derogation of managers’ initiative was dictated by their lack of
competency in evaluation situations and can be regarded as temporary,
not exceeding the period of implementation of new comparative system.
Standardization of works and functions is not always performed by experts
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with consideration of scientific principles, therefore the encouragement of
evaluation subjects for intensification of labour process, which manifests in
acceptance of counter plans, combination of functions of other experts and
interchangeability, is required. In main formula it is solved by introduction
of encouraging coefficients that increase the integral grade. Universality has
coefficient of 1.07, counter planning has coefficient of 1.05. Universality
means ability to perform work of similar function of truant expert. For
example, the accounting economist can do the work of temporary absent
planning expert and the later can replace the first at any time as well. This
encouragement plays a significant role in service of head economist and
deputy director in commercial issues. In technical departments it is used less
often. Interchangeability can be full or partial – by one or several functions,
therefore, the value of encouraging coefficient can’t remain unchanged in
all cases. Dynamic of coefficient is achieved by introduction of three steps
(Table 3).

Differentiation of Universality Coefficient
Differentiation steps
Is not able to replace an expert in similar
function
Is able to replace not more than 50% of
function
Universal in combination of department
functions

Table 3

Coefficient value
Technical
Economic
services
services
1.0

1.0

1.03

1.01

1.07

1.03

Researches we had conducted on enterprises of electrical engineering
industry showed that in 9 out of 10 engineers the complicity of performed
tasks not always corresponds to education. Disparity is in more than
50% of tasks that they perform during the month and it complicates the
standardization. Often an engineer performs technician’s or even copyist’s
work. There are cases when technician is given an important tasks, which
requires engineer’s qualification. In first case, engineer requires less time
to perform the task of middle level complexity than technician. In second
case, technician will spend a lot more time to perform engineer’s functions.
In main formula we propose to introduce correction of standardized time
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in relation to complexity of disparity with enterprise standards in power,
which is depicted in Table 4.
Table 4

Coefficient of Correction of Standardized Time in Relation to
Complexity of Performed Works
Correction coefficients
Complexity groups
Simple
Complicated
Very complicated

Education of performers
Without special
education
1.0
1.4
1.6

Technician

Engineer

0.6
1.0
1.4

0.2
0.6
1.0

It is assumed that for performance of complicated works experts have to
have specialized secondary education, for very complicated tasks – higher
education degree.
In practice of expert’s labour organization no cases of systematic
acquaintance with the achievements of science and technology is found.
Acquisition of scientifically-technological information, most often, is
performed on voluntary bases and is a personal matter of each expert. Such
approach does not consider that the productivity of engineer depends on his
professional competency, increase of which should be planned. Final result
of labour, considering productivity, is not just the speed of production
manufacture, but acquisition of technological information as well.
In manufacturing industry special centres of technological information
are created, which concentrate all information from fields of science and
technology, libraries are constantly updated by new specialized literature,
journals about professional orientation of the topic are published in the
country. Each enterprise have technology institutes (TI) or technical
inventory bureaus (TIB), which are aimed at accumulation and transfer of
information to experts. However, systematic discourse between engineer and
TI is not yet formed. In such systems the role of subjective factor and will
of each individual is important. At the same time, the results of his work,
depending on timely increase of qualification, directly influence the results of
the enterprise. According to data of our researches, only 25% of information
provided by TI reaches an average employee of economic department.
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One of the reasons of low efficiency output of information services is the
lack of interest among experts. In the main formula of SEA of technical
engineering personnel (TEP) the acquisition of information is stimulated by
special encouraging coefficient, maximum value of which, for example in
economic departments, reaches 1.08. It is differentiated on four levels, which
include not only simple acquaintance with new information, but submission
of proposals for implementation of best practices (Table 5).
Table 5

Differentiation of Coefficient Encouraging Acquaintance with
Scientifically-Technological Information
Grade levels of acquaintance quality
of information
1. Reading and retelling of informative
materials
2. Composition of review, description of
proposals on implementation
3. Proposals on implementation
approved by director
4. Proposals accepted for
implementation

Coefficient value
Technical services
1.015

Economic
services
1.018

1.035

1.05

1.05

1.07

1.06

1.08

Economic efficiency of labour results is characterized by such indicators
as labour-saving and inventive activity, tension of obligations, initiative. The
later is a personal characteristic and supplements to weak information supply
for creativity. Inventive and labour-saving activity is sufficiently formalized
and has a monetary indicator – monetary bonuses, which simplifies
recognition and quantitative evaluation of particular characteristic.
Manufacturing enterprises interlink evaluation of engineer with
economic effect of rationalization, but continue to allow, while formalizing
these processes, particular conditions. Rationalization is taken in account
only in that period in which a rationalization proposal is given (implemented).
Although economic effect is taken into account but it does not affect period
of encouraging activities. It is possible to avert this reprimand by use of
special scale, which includes time lag of effect in addition to the value of
encouraging coefficient (Table 6). Encouraging coefficient can be increased
in case of reception of author’s work and patents.
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Table 6

Scale of Evaluation of Rationalization and Inventing Efficiency
Group of proposal
efficiency

Time of coefficient
effect in months

1. Initiative proposals
2. Effect up to 1000 rubles
3. Effect over 5000 rubles
4. Effect over 10000 rubles
5. Effect over 100000 rubles

1
2
3
3
12

Coefficient value
Technical
Economic
services
services
1.037
1.038
1.045
1.046
1.05
1.055
1.06
1.06
1.075
1.076

Initiative was always evaluated in intuitive and expert way, without
sufficient formalization. According to data of our studies, enterprise
employees award this indication with second (after quality) rank, which
testifies to its importance and value in SEA system. Generalization of
experience of main experts in our enterprises allowed us to justify initiative
evaluation steps and propose criteria for grading (Table 7). Approbation
showed that these criteria are suitable in for use in practice.
Table 7

Criteria and Encouraging Coefficients of Initiative and
Independence in Decision Making
Steps of grading
1. Exceptional
2. Good
3. Satisfactory

Value of encouraging
coefficient
(technical services)
Manager defines general direction of work
1.19
performance. Idea and its implementation
according to performers algorithm
Idea is defined by manager, implemented
1.10
by executors with single consultations by
manager
Work is performed according to manager’s
1.0
algorithm
Evaluation criteria

Criteria for evaluation of quality of labour results is the practice of use,
connection with worker’s physical labour. From here stems the specific of
determination of deviations from standards. It is based on consideration
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of complaints of related subjects who are mastering engineer’s labour
results, as well as on remarks by more qualified experts (managers). This
process is quite subjective. Unorganized enterprise will hardly be able to
master engineer’s progressive developments. Progressive development of
collectives requires well organized system of internal and interpersonal
relation, simulation of which is not acquired by us yet. Therefore, the
dominating opinion among engineers is that it is not the progress winning
but, most likely, followers of old ways are dying. Precision of relationships
between related enterprises, performers and judges goes on in system of
special social institutes, ritual events and so on, which include technological
and economic councils. Within those a constant struggle between
representatives of regress and progress goes on, some contradictions are
solved and new are formed. Competition evaluation systems must enter the
described relationships of first level, even more so, they are bound to model
those relationships. We doubt that in similar situations integral evaluation
is possible; multi-factors dominate this sphere, describing the omnitude of
real life in bright colours.
Taking into account our limitation in fixing determinants of mentioned
relationships, it is more rational to use “black box” approach: not to detect
internal processes but to react only to entrance and exit information,
where we can find complaints by judges, remarks by related enterprises,
engineering aggressiveness of performers defending their point of view.
The last indicator is related to personal characteristics. Practice does not
tend the control systems on official recognition of it due to the lack of
obvious criteria.
While fearing oversaturation operative evaluation systems with
information, in the main formula we recommend to encourage approach
to standards by introduction of efficiency coefficient value of which is
determined based on quantity and weight of remarks by manager. The
highest grade and coefficient (1.12) is awarded if no remarks are made
by manager. Average grade (coefficient 1.06) can be replaced by lowering
the first coefficient by 0.01 for each error or mistake. In case when work
is returned for redoing, we recommend coefficient 0.79. Precise value of
encouraging and regressive coefficients should be determined in direct
connection with labour intensity to correct mistakes. Enterprises, in
development of this idea, started to compile complaint indicators, where
values of penalty coefficients were given, structuring the “grading” of
complaints but did not weaken the subjectivity in the process of detection.
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In modifications of main formula often indirect quality indicator is used –
record keeping and maintenance of the workplace.
Social efficiency of labour end results of TEP is determined by subject’s
development due to processes of “immaterialization”, in which a person turns
into an heir of social collective and its culture. Grades of social efficiency,
provided systems of accounting and formalization, as studies showed, are:
a) participation if performance of social work; b) mentoring; c) increase
of self-education; d) intellectual development; e) compatible behaviour
in collective, daily life etc. Differential evaluation is possible only in first
determinant, in others – qualitative. First manifests in accounting of labour
intensity and quality of performed social work, second – in alternative
version, which, usually, is indicated in usual social characteristics.
In our practice the social work was evaluated from position of
alternative approach. But it turned out that such approach holds elements
of equalisation. In main formula the encouraging coefficient (1.04)
is directly related to labour intensity of one or another social task. To
implement this idea a compilation of task indicator was necessary. The
voluntary task indicator included determinants of time of performance of
each task. Coefficient 1.04 is introduced for tasks with intensity of 15 n/
hours. In case of exceeding this standard the coefficient increases, in case
of underachievement the coefficient decreases.
In our formula the evaluation of progressiveness of research
developments is excluded, however, several enterprises are taking this
factor into account. At Kaliningrad wagon-building factory this factor was
calculated by following formula:

Nk1×Tk1+Nk2×Tk2+Nk3×Tk3
T
Nk1, Nk2, Nk3 – numerical values of progressiveness coefficient were
equal to 20, 30, 50 accordingly;
Tk1 – the actual labour intensity of technological developments,
performed with use of progressive technological recommendations, creation
of new solutions, which previously were not used at the factory;
Tk2 – labour intensity of technological developments performed with
use of latest progressive recommendations in country and abroad;
Tk3 – labour intensity of developments on the level of inventions;
T – total actual labour intensity of works.
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Purposefulness of introduction of new coefficient from point of view
of SEA evaluation causes no doubts. However, it complicates calculations.
In our opinion these factors can be taken into account when evaluating
initiative.

3.3. Use of Comparing Values of Labour Intensity of
Collectives
3.3.1. Theory and Practice of Use of Comparing Values Based
on Converted Forms

Evaluation of activity of collectives is developed by theory and practice
of economic management in functional and complex aspects. In complex
approach the comparative evaluation includes a system of indicators
that describe the socially economic activity of collective members from
an aspect of their balanced (spiritual as well as material) broadened
reprocessing. Evaluation factor increases in accordance to development
of means for mechanization and automation of initial information and
increase of general employee education level. Functional grades, which are
not objects of our study, are vividly focused at direction, which describes
any of the sides of collectives activities.
We assume that the structure of grading scale of individual competition
should remain in conditions of collective competition as well, which
will provide us with consistency and logic connection to initial units
of manufacture – workplaces and their subjects as well. Therefore, it is
necessary to fill evaluation blocks with different attributes, describing final
results of collective activity, in case of necessity to introduce stage-by-stage
approach and gradation. Here the qualitative content of blocks differs, it is
determined by new level of development of evaluation procedures, initial
characteristics are compressed, averaged, contain elements of abstraction
and possess improved information provision.
Two groups of manufacture collectives should be recognized
from position of complex comparability: collectives with quantitative
determinants of final activity results, which compare level of intensity of
display of quality characteristics; collectives with alternative determinants
of final results where only quality comparison of their activity is possible.
The second block of evaluation scale of first group of collectives can
be filled with indicators of economic accountability system, which have
monetary justification. However, researches performed by us according
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to available materials, which were provided by enterprises within
the region, showed that not always the indicators provide a complex
evaluation of production activity of one or another collective. They use
general indicators, which describe the final result. At the same time the
specifics of competition require analytic approach. For example, economic
accountability indicator “labour productivity” is of generalizing character.
Competition divides it in following characteristics: a) abidance of labour
discipline; b) effective labour time; c) amount of manufactured products;
d) internal use of labour hours, etc. Two indexes are calculated from plan
indicators: over-performance of planned task and exceeding the level of
reporting (“starting”) period. “Starting” index is not always introduced
into grading scales of collectives due to incompatibility period, therefore
95% of enterprises develop competition conditions to orient collectives
to achieve the best results in over-performance of planned tasks, which
describe functions of planning departments within the enterprise, instead
of increasing speed of performance. Index of performance of planned
task, in these situations, describes the intensity of quality characteristics
manifestation, it also provides comparability of final results of competition
objects according to a group of previously chosen indicators. Systems of
comparative evaluation of socially economic activity, in which blocks I
and III are identical, and values filling the block II with different uses and
approaches to comparison, differ by methods of evaluation of value of
quality indicators, ways to find methods and their comparability, integration
of weight values corrected according to the coefficient of intensity of
manifestation of one or another determinant. Therefore, all scales, used
by manufacturing enterprises, can be allocated into following groups:
1) undirected, 2) score system (program-goal oriented), 3) coefficient based
(equalizing), 4) standard, 5) modified (irrationally changed).
Establishment of competition is related to undirected scales of functional
competition, which began to gradually transform into complex in 1930s,
manifesting itself in such systems as “counter technological manufacturing
financial plan”, “avant-garde internal factory collective”10 and so on.
Already in the year 1933, the attention of soviet economists was
concentrated on the fact that it is not enough to just simply inspire masses
for construction and expanse of production. They understood that it is
necessary to change to intensive factors in organization of competition11.
Functional competition, most often, was based on one, rarely two-three
indicators, part of which was subject to alternative evaluation. For example,
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combination of labour productivity, labour discipline and social behaviour
intended that an avant-garde collective can be such collective of those
competing, which receives the highest percent of over-performed tasks in
productivity with positive labour discipline, without any cases of breach of
discipline. Complex competition made the scale more complicated. Number
of indicators, recognising the intensity of manifestation of evaluated quality
criteria, increased several times (from three to ten), which increased the
labour intensity of choosing the leader. In practice, a graded method of
selection of winners of the competition was developed. From scientific
point of view it is one of the versions from many expert evaluations.
However, the competition enriched the expert approach, combined
it with the process of labour relations. In the process of discussion of
competition results, the relations between experts (in this case – enterprise
managers) and managers and members of competing collectives are always
specified. The later enquire if the need in leadership in their collectives
can be satisfied well before the time of final decision making. Sensitivity
of expert scales is low, a winner can be clearly defined in cases when the
achievements exceed most of the indicators by 15 to 25%. In other cases
exceeding one indicator is covered by weak performance in other indicators.
We will analyse such example (Table 8).

Comparative Evaluation of Performance
of Manufacturing Collectives
Name
of indicator

Table 8

Indexes of over-performance of planned
tasks by enterprises

Production
Labour productivity

1.01
1.03

1.04
1.01

1.03
1.02

1.01
1.04

1.02
1.05

1.03
1.025

Income

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.05

1.07

1.02

Economy of salaries fund

1.04

1.01

1.05

1.03

1.05

1.01

In visual analysis of performance of the collectives only collectives
No. 4 and No. 5 stand out. Regarding other collectives – a more detailed
evaluation of their achievements is necessary. Contradiction of situation
becomes particularly obvious in cases of small difference between
achievements. Collectives with formed feeling of some inferiority start to
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understand that their needs for leadership will not be satisfied. Subjects,
enduring failure, often enter a specific psychological state called frustration
and switch their energy to battle “imaginary enemy”, which turns out as
gathering of arguments that describe their advantages.
Public summary of results allows to specify the ranks of competing
collectives in timely manner. Limited frustrated state of collectives,
as studies showed, positively affect development of collectives, it acts
mobilizing on increase of activity in following periods and aids solving
internal conflicts within collective. Competition between collectives can be
used for suppressing competition inside the collectives if it prevents further
development12. It is related to the fact that in competition between groups
all group-internal motives lose their strength.
Adjustment of relations between experts, often, takes a lot of time. In
case of increase of number of indicators up to 10 and number of competing
collectives up to 6–8, most of the collectives, in regard to leadership,
become hard to distinguish, the sensitivity of grading scales rapidly
decreases. Therefore, as complexity of competition increased, the problem
of comparability and evaluation of competitor’s performance surfaced.
At present, this variety of scales, more often, can be met in regional
industry sector competition. They are built by the method of simple
acquisition of a large number of indicators with following division by
groups of basic, additional and relevant. The rank and weight of indicators
is not anticipated. Value of each of those is intuitively determined by experts
directly at summary of the results of competition. The main advantage of
this method is dynamism and mobile orientation on situation of reporting
period.
Although, the mentioned dynamism contradicts theory of stimulus,
according to which the directions of development and each indicator
should be known before the motivational period. Here the importance of
qualitative indicator is detected after the end of reporting period, when it
is impossible to correct development. In fact, collective that has not only
over-performed most of the planned indicators, but also has predicted the
direction of intensification of one or another indicator, which is more liked
by experts, becomes a leading collective in competition. Low sensitivity
of analysed scales, weak orientation of development, increased labour
intensity of servicing, dependence on expert groups become the main
reasons for gradual exclusion, beginning in the second half of 1950s, and
replacement with formalized grade-coefficient-integral systems. At the
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time of preparation of current work, undirected scales were used only in 1
out of 10 competing collectives.
With the formalization of evaluation scales competitions met first at
Rybinsk motor factory, where an attempt to evaluate quality indicators
and finding of integral indicator, which describes socially economic
performance of collectives, was made. Such indicator was determined by
method of average index calculation with use of formula, in which
E=

n

ΣO,
j=1

j

E – the coefficient of scientific organization of labour;
Oj – index of performance of planned task according to indicator;
i – name of the indicator;
n – number of indicators in evaluation system.
We found coefficient systems in other collectives as well.
In our region these systems did not become very popular. For some
time they were used by a small group of enterprises, combining the second
block of grading scale with HOT coefficients. As a result it became clear
to everyone that such synthesis distorts the idea of HOT and collectives
returned to old methods of comparison. Coefficient approach simplified
problem of choosing the winner, extinguished the emotionally colourful
ritual of competition described previously. Need to defend and justify
own achievements was not necessary. Leader was determined by simple
summing of indexes that were meaningless to contest: they were justified
by statistical reporting. Leaders with balanced character, reacting in
negative way to irritating situations, positively reacted to the idea to
formalize competition results. Other part of experts – ones who like to
gain advantages for their collectives in discussions, agitatedly reacting to
situation of competition – painfully reacted to innovations, which darkened
the emotional colouring of the ritual. Coefficient systems made indicators
of weight and value indistinguishable from the point of view of quality.
In processes of formalization the specifics of economic objects, which
develop in spasmodic or medusa-form ways, moving in n-dimensional
space towards progress (or regress), was lost.
During the first years of exploitation of studied systems the initial idea
of summary of results was changed. Leaders were determined not by the
value of one of the coefficients but by an approved decision of experts, who
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judged accordingly to this value. In practice such modification brought the
new method close to undirected approach, at the same time indicating that
within the process of formalization the specifics of economic feature should
be taken into account, introduce ranging according to sizeable coefficients
instead of simple indexes.
This method was unsuitable for the use for alternative indicators that
do not measure the intensity of quality characteristics manifestation. Later
the improved coefficients systems, which were basically different systems
from the initial coefficient systems due to the fact that they took into
account weight of the indicator, were used.
Some of the drawbacks, described above, of coefficients systems
were improved by the grade scales of comparative evaluation. The basic
difference from index systems is the ability to increase relevance (weight)
of some indicators, while decreasing importance of others. To achieve
this a correction of each index of performance in accordance to particular
coefficient, increasing or decreasing the initial value, is made (Table 9).

Average value
(index)

Sum of indexes
and weights

Income

Labour
productivity

Production

Characteristic
name

20.0
100
33.3

3.18

1.06

50.0

1.10

1.05

30.0

0.333

1.0

0.2

0.5

0.3

Correction
coefficient
in unit
in marks
fractions

1.03

Index of planned
task performance

1.0

3.0

20/33,3=0,6

50/33,3=1,5

30/33.3=0.9

Coefficient of
increase/decrease of
1 point

1.07

3.21

1.03

1.15

1.027

Index including
Coefficient of
increase/decrease

-0.02

+0.05

-0.003

Level of
correction
+ increase decrease

System of Quality Characteristics Correction by Introduction of Weighing Coefficients

Table 9
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In practice, experts attribute weight from any system of values to
each indicator. Most often it is 100, seldom 5 and rarely 20, 50, 80 etc.
Afterwards the index of plan performance is adjusted to the value of
weight, which leads to a programmed distortion of initial value of
evaluation of stages of performance of planned tasks. Therefore, in our
example the index of plan performance according to labour productivity,
after introducing weight coefficient, increased from 1.1 to 1.15, but the
coefficient of plan performance according to income decreased from 1.05
to 1.03. In the table above we transferred grades and weight coefficients into
coefficients of increase (decrease) of indexes of performance of planned
tasks. Strengthening effect appears in case of giving weight, which exceeds
average, to analysed indicator; weakening happens in opposite situations.
Transformation can be performed by using following formula:
Q
K= Qi
n
K – coefficient of distortion (index strengthening or weakening);
Qi – indicator weight;
Qn – average weight of indicators from n system.
In our opinion it would be more convenient to use the distortion
coefficients directly, instead of using weights in operative work,
determining them the same way as grades – by decisions of expert
commissions.
First substitution of weight grades with distortion coefficients in our
region was done by I.K. Borshev13.
But, as ten year practice showed, the grade systems are not perfect. They
contain particular flaws, among which following should be mentioned:
a) decrease of importance of socialistic duties, b) linearity of attribute
manifestation intensity, which decreases the sensitivity, c) unnecessary
simplification of summary process that excludes acknowledged ten-year
ritual of result summary, based on particular contradictions (disputes,
argumentation, discussions).
In the third generation of scales, which is represented by grade scales,
ranging of competition objects is based on alternative evaluation of
performance of socialistic duties, social indicators and final coefficient
(grade) that generally evaluates the manufacturing activity. When using
the described system of evaluation, the participant of competition process
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who will receive the maximum grade for performance of manufacturing
indicators, can become a leader of competition.
Quantitative comparison of manufacturing indicators automatically
leads to prioritization of such object that possesses greater sum of overperformance, since in alternative approach, the performance of duties is
not valued by more than one point. In such conditions it is necessary to
formalize socialistic duties, evaluate their intensity, but we did not find
such approach at any of studied enterprises. Introduction of duty protection
procedure is somewhat a step forward, however, it does not solve the
problem of comparability.
In our opinion, to include duties in process of evaluation, which
accounts for their intensity, is possible by cancelling the grade for overperformance (d><100) within the block of manufacturing indicators but
by strengthening it within the block of duties by additional encouraging
coefficient (d><100xC), which can be differentiated by level of intensity of
indicators. For example, each percent of plan over-performance of saleable
goods production is graded 1.5, in case of undertaking duties, the grades
should be increased to 3.0, and in formalizing a counter plan – up to 6
(Table 10).
Standard grades are included into coefficient scales. They account not
only for level of plan over-performance but for intensity of it as well. Besides,
achievements of avant-garde collectives or averaged tasks of industry
plans are taken as criteria. Will to measure intensity of planned tasks leads
to the loss of ability to account individual manufacturing characteristics
for each collective – a basic principle of socialistic planning. Standard
approach practically means introduction of goods production relations into
economic management. In theory it slightly differs from the idea of group
norms, rejected by practice already in first years of economic changes in
the years 1967–1968. Often in theory and practice the comparison to best
is performed through ranging the standard. It would not cause any second
thoughts if a formula, which precisely describes the highly above-standard
performance or value of indicator describing achievements of a leader in
absolute, not relative, measure, would be taken into account. However, nor
productivity of labour nor income, nor production costs nor sold goods,
defined in financial value can not characterize the comparable performance
of competing collectives. In modern conditions only comparison of relative
values is possible, so called gears of intensification of one or other resource.
The measure of approach to standard speed distorts comparison even more
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than usual index of over-performance. It averages and de-personalizes
factors that provide the said movement and are not always depending on
collective. For example, increased growth of labour productivity can be
caused by expanded cooperation, transfer of production nodes to other
enterprises. It will be accounted for in the plan, but the index of growth in
reporting period will remain overstated in all cases. By similar examples,
describing incomparability of conditions of task performance, activity of
every manufacturing collective can be illustrated.
In our opinion, standard scales are among the most insufficient ones, they
display lack of trust to planned tasks, will to “improve” plans, make them
more levelled. We are also confused by unavailability of use of standards in
ranging of indicators. For example, several enterprises of Tomsk city range
indicators and, therefore, competing objects, according to their speed of
economic industry plans. It complicates calculations, leads to necessity of
use of fast working calculating machines.
In Table 10 we summarized the double ranging – from position of
standard and positions of usual plan performance index. And, as calculations
show, results are identical.

1. Creative
activity
a) products
for sale
b) income
2. Manufacturing
activity

Names of
indicators
and blocks

C=4/2

6.0/3.0

8.0/4.0

–

–

–
80

For 100%
performance of
the indicator

–

–

For
1% of
over-perAgainst
formance intensity of
(+) or
planned task
lacking
performance
(-)

Standard grade

100%

100%

Actual performance
of commitments and
plan

Actual performance
corrected
according
to coefficient of
intensity

6.0

7.2

Grade in
case of
undertaking simple
commitments

12.0

14.4

Grade in
case the
commitments are
formalized
in form of
counterplan

–

–

Grade in
case of
failure to
undertake
commitments of
mentioned
indicators

Multi-Option Evaluation of Socially Economic Activity of Manufacturing Collectives with
Consideration of Intensity of Planned Tasks

Table 10
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Total:
a) grades
b) coefficient
calculation

a) products
for sale
b) profitability
c) labour
productivity
d) income
3. Social
activity
102.0

0.9

1.5

2.0

15

20
20

101.5
100.0

101.0

1.0

3.0

30

1.0

103.0

0.8

1.5

15

118.9
1.189

132.1
1.321

112.3
1.123

23.0
20.0

20.0
20.0

20.0
20.0

101.5

17.7

17.7

17.7

33.0

33.0

33.0

101.0
101.8

18.6

15.0

16.0

102.4
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As the main advantages of formalized grade evaluation scales the
experts name: increased sensitivity, ability to breakdown all objects of
competition in declining order by final coefficient of socially economic
activity. We agree with it, but we should remember one important
aspect. Weight coefficients are spreading, as it is seen in our formula,
on the whole range of enterprises, equally increasing all indexes of
planned task performance. Therefore, summarizing indexes after
Table 11

Ranging According to Standard and Index of Task
Performance
Indicator
name
Plan overperformance
index
Ranks
according to
indexes
Standard index
Coefficient
in relation to
standard
Ranks
according to
coefficient
relation to
standard

1
1.01

2
1.04

3
1.02

9

7

8

Enterprises
4
5
6
1.08 1.05 1.10
5

6

4

7
1.15

8
1.12

9
1.20

2

3

2

1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
0.962 0.900 0.971 1.028 1.00 1.047 1.095 1.066 1.614
9

7

6

5

6

4

2

3

1

their weight processing does not always change the ranking of competition
objects, acquired by simple sum of indexes (Table 11). Sensitivity of
analysed systems can be increased by introduction of improving (restrictive)
coefficients, specific for each indicator, describing activity only of one
enterprise. In this case the improving coefficients cannot provide lineal
correction of undistorted index in any case. In our practice the role of
private correctional coefficients was performed by coefficients of intensity
of planned tasks, calculated by special formulas, specific for each indicator.
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Examples of calculation of final coefficient of socially economic activity,
which include abovementioned ideas, are given in Table 12. The greatest
mark is received by a collective that has approved the counter plan.
Grade scales were not accepted by the theory of competition. They are
the “forbidden fruit” of practices.
Scientists are confused by the subjective approach to choice of weight,
low objectivity in conditions when it is impossible to achieve more.
Managers are confused by the bold formalization of comparison procedures.
In the second half of 1970s several modifications of grade scales
appeared, authors of which contested the ability to justify comparison of
indicators of socially economic activity of manufacturing collectives14. By
level of argumentation and mathematical processing of initial information
systems of Leningrad Institute of Finance and Economics and Leningrad
Institute of Engineering and Economics stand out15.

c=1.0

1.01
1.03
1.05
c=1.0

1.03
1.01
1.04

No.1
No.2
No.3
2nd group

No.1
No.2
No.3

t.p.

1st group

Groups and
number of
enterprises

p.

1.02
1.00
1.04

1.03
1.01
1.02
c=1.0

Σ

1.04
1.01
1.02

3.09
3.02
3.10

1.00 3.04
1.01 3.05
1.02 3.09
c=1.0

c=1.0 c=1.0

p.t.

1.036
1.012
1.048

1.015
1.045
1.075
c=1.2

c=1.5

t.p.

1.03
1.00
1.06

1.06
1.02
1.04
c=1.5

c=2.0

p.t.

1.066
1.014
1.028

1.00
1.01
1.02
c=1.4

c=1.0

p.

3.122
3.026
3.136

3.075
3.075
3.135

Σ

1st group of enterprises
Options of index improvement
t.p.

1.09
1.03
1.12

1.01
1.03
1.05
c=3.0

c=1.0

Options of Choosing Leader by Method
of Linear Improvement of Indexes

1.04
1.00
1.08

1.045
1.015
1.03
c=2.0

c=1.5

p.t.

1.065
1.015
1.03

1.00
1.02
1.04
c=1.5

c=2.0

p.

3.195
3.045
3.23

3.055
3.065
3.12

Σ

Table 12
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But those, as two others from the abovementioned, contain elements on
one stage of synthesis, unjustified by any conception of experts’ opinion or
just one study in particular value of one or another indicator, meaning in
its rank and weight. Therefore, in methodology by LYI it is common that
standard rank of material encouragement fund in all cases must be less than
rank of salary fund, employee fund and full producing cost fund. It is usual
expert ranging. Any economist would understand that the opposite is quite
possible, meaning exceeding speed of growth of salary fund by creation
of fund of material encouragement. Authors do not name the weight of
indicators, considering, that the distances between ranks are unchangeable.
In grade version experts define weight and rank of indicators. In version of
Leningrad Economics and Engineering Institute the researches intuitively
defined ranks of movement. Therefore, systems differ only by content and
representation of experts. In modification by A.P. Andreev the ranging of
indicators is not performed, but it is assumed that indicators may be equal.
In this case quality zones with grades are calculated for each indicator.
Quality zones are applied to “psychologically affect the competing parties”.
Intervals of index zones are found according to data of basis periods and
then transferred to planned terms. As a result the system is tightly tied to
tendencies of pre-starting years, is quite static and is based on two axioms:
a) all indicators are of equal value; b) paths of movements for collectives in
future periods must copy trajectory of previous periods. Last condition is
incompatible with theory of predicting economic events. Here, as well as in
LYEI system, the experts play the determining role, saying that tomorrow
is going to be same as today.
The abovementioned scales differ most in methodology of initial
information processing, sources of which are weight indicators by experts
and indexes describing the intensity of display of quality characteristics
by objects of competition, however, a problem arises in evaluation from
point of view of sensitivity level. A need occurred to introduce a sensitivity
indicator, which would describe any system in quality by which we would
understand the value of object’s rank change due to qualitative change of
intensity of display of one of its quality identification characteristics by
one point.
Sensitivity indicators can be determined by use of following table of
standards, containing typical assortment of indicators and indexes (Table
13).
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Table 13

Draft of Standardized Table for Determination of Sensitivity of
Evaluation Systems
No. Indicator
pp
name

Index
of base
excess

Index
of plan
excess

Ranks
Ranks according to systems
according to
System 1 … System 4
indexes

Increase of sensitivity, as evaluation systems analysis showed, is
achieved by complication of calculations, use of special algorithms,
implementation of which is impossible without use of modern computers.
In theory and practice SEA evaluation of the collectives of manufacturing
enterprises, a lot of systems are used, which significantly differ from each
other not only by construction but by criteria model as well. Among them the
most popular are the method of calculation of complex efficiency indicator,
standardized system of evaluation, grade-weight method, method of position
sum, method of complex evaluation, Matveev’s method, filtration method,
Borshev’s method, method of complex-functional evaluation. In new
conditions the evaluation of sensitivity level or value of necessary change
of evaluation indicator for one rank of analysed object must be completed
by economic justification, meaning the relation between acquired results
and standard costs. For comparison of SEA systems it is useful to calculate
the sensitivity coefficient, determined by formula,
1
Kzi= C
zi
Kzi – where sensitivity coefficient of z system according to indicator i;
Czi – number of points of change of evaluation index according to I
indicator, necessary for increase (decrease) of the object’s rank in system z
by one point. Point represents the change of index by one unit.
For complete description of system sensitivity the average Kz, should be
determined, while taking into account all indicators and objects. In addition,
it is necessary to keep in mind that the same SEA system in different objects
systems will have different sensitivity coefficients. Therefore, at initial
system approbation it is more efficient to perform calculations based on
relative data, filling the matrix by gradually increasing evaluation indexes.
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It is sensible to use coefficient of sensitivity in value evaluation of
sensitivity, using method of approach to standard costs by following
formula:
S
Snz= z
Kz
Snz – expenses on ranging according to system z, adjusted to conditions
of the system with coefficient of sensitivity equal to 1.0;
Sz – expenses on ranging objects according to system z;
Kz – coefficient of sensitivity of evaluation system z.
Experimental inspection for sensitivity of abovementioned systems
showed that the largest coefficient with lowest costs is in grades evaluation
system and in Matveev’s system of statistical evaluation. Combination
of both systems and use of advantages from both systems proved to be
viable. It makes sense to introduce larger number of threshold values and
foresee negative grades for “low” indicators in Matveev’s system as well.
On the other hand, the establishment of threshold values based on statistic
evaluation of indicators would be useful as well. Langstein’s system
approaches grade system as well, but in conditions restricted by industry
and number of indicators.
Evaluation systems described above were acquired by methodology
of transformed forms, aimed and overcoming inconsistencies of quality
criteria and allowing to integrate differently oriented labour results.
Systems differ by their inner complexity, include irrational and alleged
values. Through prism of majority of such scenes it is impossible to grasp
their structure: it is distorted. To describe such transformations K. Marx
used term “irrational form” meaning something that is not understood by
mind. M.S. Langstein describes this approach by the fact that assembly
of rational values in such situations is not acceptable, it does not possess
the characteristics of continuity and, therefore, is insufficient in studying
constantly changing values16.
Among two technologically economic indicators, describing the
activity of enterprise, a third value, which compares both of them, cannot
exist. This role may be performed only by abstract transformed form,
beyond the constraints of plane of examined indicators.
Components cannot be reconstructed by single value, usual to a man
from point of view of perception. In such cases we come upon an equation
with n value of unknowns, solving of which is impossible. Moreover, integral
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result is not the sum of quality determining attributes. Each attribute performs
separate functions within system, which are not subjected to mathematical
processing. In comparison only values, which include odd numbers, are
used. Integrative result hypothetically reduces the level of abstraction, but
tries to describe contents of abstract by language of particular. It is known,
that such spontaneous particularization of abstract labour was related to
product fetishism by K. Marx. Socialization of manufacture and liquidation
of private property dispose of product fetishism but do not solve the problem
of comparison, therefore, odd grades remain and are even more aggravated.
Irrationality and ostensibility of complex grades are objective and we agree
with M.S. Langsteint in the fact that “search for absolutely precise indicators
probably will not succeed” and that we should agree with indirect complex
values. Tasks of transformed forms are specific. These tasks are not compatible
with laws of formal logic, since they are aimed to compare different parts
of economic systems, often unrelated. Functions include provision of
complex scope on activity results of all analysed systems. Founder of use of
transformed forms is K. Marx, he also introduced the term “irrational form”17.
In modern literature on economic the theory of transformed forms is studied
in works by M.S. Langstein18. Author provided broad argumentation of this
problem by ideas of classic authors of Marxism-Leninism. Idea by M.S.
Langstein stating that it is possible to use transformed forms in conditions
of socialistic manufacturing met no objections. N.D. Kolesov, in support of
М.S. Langstein wrote in 1973: “If no transformed forms of manifestation of
manufacturing relations existed in socialism, then the science of economics
would have no subject of studies and politic economy of socialism as science
would definitely not be science.”19
However, admission by political economics in conditions of planned
manufacture causes need of modelling and finding means of quantitative
expression. Some authors see the transformed form through the square of
its components, justifying it by laws of mathematics and statistics, and
also the fact that K. Marx in his time compare the transformed form with
grading system. In our opinion, by summing the squares, authors allow
some conditionals. By finding the foretype of average form, they separate
transformed forms from any chance of perception and return to initial forms.
It is quite viable for highest levels of abstraction, but for use on average levels,
where the particular is viewed through abstract and understandable, where
integrity is combined with analytical, where synthesis is comprehensible,
several transformed formulas of M.S. Langstein are necessary20: it can be
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successfully used for inter-industry comparison or for usual, describing
analysis, when it is not required to find the reasons for differentiation of
grades, but on the level of manufactures and enterprises, which operate with
analytic grades, before introducing this formula special sociological studies,
that prove the possibility of formalization understanding by subjects and
objects of competition, must be performed, ways to understanding irrational
forms can be determined. Sensitivity of KPI, as our calculations showed, are
above sensitivity of standard option of two inversion units (Table 14).

M

K

P

T

F

M

K

0.509 0.757 0.543 0.127 3.678

0.816 0.731 0.719 0.683 0.964 0.666 0.519 0.517 0.466 0.929 3.903

1.00

5

0.714 0.870 0.737 0.357

1.00

0.943 0.661 0.671 0.907 0.571 0.889 0.436 0.450 0.823 0.326 3.753

3

4

0.926 0.866 0.650 0.807 0.642 0.867 0.749 0.422 0.651 0.412 3.891

F

1

3

4

2

5

Index Rangsum
es in
in 1st
1st
verversion
sion

0.902 0.608 0.726 0.733 0.428 0.813 0.369 0.527 0.537 0.183 3,397

T

Squares of standard indexes

2

P

Indexes of comparison with
standards

Standard version

1

Enterprise
No.

1.760

1.710

1.714

1.758

1.558

KPI

1

4

3

2

5

Ranges in
2nd
version

Comparison Sensitivity of Langstein’s Formula (Relative to Standardized Index System)

-

1

1

-

-

Inversion

Table 14
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A. Novikov tried to improve M. Langstein’s concept by offering to
sum square indexes of planned tasks performance for whole complex of
economic indicators21.
Development of evaluation systems from undirected to transformed
happened according to the laws of dialectic spiral. In conditions of
undirected scales, the appearance of ranges looks like a mystic event.
Experts, preferring one or another quality characteristic, compare them
according to informalized rules, voice their intuitive proposals on ranks of
each studied object. Final result requires to counting the majority vote. It
is possible to identify the logic of final decision in cases when the group
of experts is small (2–3 people). In groups where total number reaches
20–30 people the final decision is irrational. Even following scientific
researches cannot always explain the reasons for one or another decision
of such expert group. We, for example, tried to inquire members of factory
committees, who summarize the results of manufacture competitions, about
their decisions. Following pattern was noted. If two or three collectives,
among which the leadership of one is clearly defined by quantity, experts
provide correct justifications. But, for example, if all 10 manufactures have
accomplished the requirements of competition according to all indicators,
number of which is not less than 40–50, and index values of planned task
over-performance are within borders of 10–25%, experts cannot explain
their decisions and do not operate by any indicator, which would be more
significant than others. In our opinion, the decisions made by experts in
such situations, are quite heuristic. Often expert’s answer to questions like
“Why did you prefer manufacture No. 2?” is: “It seemed to me that it had
earned it”.
Humanization of relations creates an internal stimulus for search of
competition summarizing systems more open for each object. Undirected
systems introduced methods of evaluation, characteristic to product
manufacture, in socialist planned production. Goods did not enter
spontaneous market, but collective activity, manufacturing these goods,
was evaluated by methodology of old market acceptance, modelled for
application in new conditions of production. Agents of product market
were replaced by workers in organized expert groups, taking collective
decisions, responsible to requirements of unified production.
During the stage of developed socialism the undirected, closed
systems were forced out by open coefficient systems. Open systems
explain complex evaluation. They carry large analytic load characteristic of
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orderly developing unified manufacture. Here the transformed forms work
on an average level of abstraction, they are an instrument of economics,
integrating complicated economic processes.
Coefficient systems, after modifying transformed forms, were the first
stage of foundation of open systems. After making a leap from conditions
of fetishism, they discovered a mechanism of expert opinion, but only
from mechanical point of view. They showed only its structure but did
not describe its correlations and parameters. Named imperfections were
averted by grade systems, where for each object not only the mechanism
of transformed form, but its transformable (weight) values became open
as well.
Closed formalized systems appeared basing on defying the grade systems,
which have one major flaw – expert justification of weight coefficients.
However, the use of complicated mathematical apparatus has concealed
the integral evaluation again. A human cannot understand them, they have
become closed again and, obviously, in this version will be rejected by
practice, if authors do not provide an apparatus for understanding.
Three trends are noted in the scales of recent years:
1. Specify planned tasks, correct them and present in more intensive
form;
2. Find justification for weight coefficients;
3. Complicate the calculation of integral result with an aim to increase
precision, criteria of which do not exist.
In choice of evaluation system it is important to know its origins.
Concealed integral evaluation may be used for final evaluation of
collectives’ activity in organizing balance committees, when it is sufficient
simply to name their ranks. In analytic plan it has significant value
to identify reasons for unsatisfactory performance by collectives and
dissemination of best experience. Comparing grades, which are used in
organization of socialistic competition between collectives, are specific.
Apart from being only informative, they carry load of evocation and
expression, and model relations of competition. Modelling, in this case,
means provision of schematic of interaction between objects, which is
the source of their movement. Tasks of competition evaluation system do
not only include detection of leadership fact, its functions are broader. In
practice of economy, each quality characteristic of collective activity is
controlled and serviced by a group of experts. It is the origin of integration
process, definition of transformed form must introduce relations between
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functional groups, providing reach of standard level of each indicator. In
other words, the structure of evaluation must be combined with model of
system development. This peculiarity is always overlooked by authors
of evaluation systems, without distinctive boarders between analytic and
dynamic (developing) systems. “Complex evaluation – M.S. Langstein
states – has to express the identity of manufacturing relations of socialism;
include all main sides of industrial-economic activity: to include limited
number of unified indicators that are easily observed by participants
of competition; be flexible (indirectly grasp the dynamics of socially
required labour expenses), be wholesome and not to encourage collectives
to manufacture more expensive products due to consumption of more
expensive raw materials, materials or accessory products. Components
must not duplicate each or cross each other; they have to be comparable
(matched) with analogue indicators by all competitors, as well among each
other (comparability between all components, included into evaluation
system – inter-factor comparability)”22. This list should be complemented
by function of development.
Obviously, studies in development of dynamic (lively) evaluation
systems must be preceded by projecting of collective’s organizational
structure, providing integral result of its activity. We will study this
approach on example of regional competition of enterprises, in which the
final result is determined by cooperation between regional industry entities
and functional groups of headquarters’ apparatus of competing collectives,
which is displayed in Table 15.
Structure of relations in regional competition
Region administrations
that control social
functions

Regional professional
organizations
Enterprise

Region administrations
that control
manufacturing functions

Table 15

Regional party
organizations

Linear personnel is constantly affected by headquarters that timely
forward the transformed information of surrounding subsystems, with
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which headquarters are in direct contact. Labour efficiency of enterprise
is directly influenced by functional groups that interpret commands of
managing systems. Asymmetric development of collectives is always
related to dysfunctions in some functional group in headquarters personnel.
There are always top and other functional groups within region, performing
analogue management operations. These groups are small (5–10 people),
therefore, more sensitive to motivational influences and having constant
need in enrichment by top experience, which can be detected only in process
of competitive comparison of labour methods. Taking into account the
functional interest of leadership, the need for communication and mutual
exchange of experience, need for change of organizational structure of
complex regional competition, placement of competitiveness of functional
groups in first place, has matured. It will affect the content of evaluation
scales, dissolution of indicators of blocks 2 and 3, departmental subsystems
each of which will have own system of quality indicators. Systematic study
of regional interrelations allowed us to develop following structure of
complex-functional competition evaluation scale.
Table 16

Structure of Regional Competition Evaluation Scale
Block A

Internal Control
Creative activity

Block B

Block C
Block D

Industry sector control
Performance of plan and agreed
obligations for contracting authorities
Product quality
Efficiency of use of resources
Regional control

Block E

Manufacturing functions
Social functions
Measures of complex region plan

Specific organizational structure corresponds to this scale (table 17).
It allows to involving approximately 20 factory-internal collectives into
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process of competition, provide additional involvement of departmental
structures in production, anticipate and detect “narrow places” in activity
of manufacturing collectives in time.
Table 17

Characteristics of Regional Competition Organization Structure
No.
1
2

3

Name of
Subjects of
control block
evaluation
Creative
Sales and
activity
servicing centre
Performance
of plan and
agreed com- Sales and servicing centre
mitments for
contracting
authority
Product quality Sales and servicing centre
Efficiency
Sales and servicof use of
ing centre
resources
Manufacturing functions,
controlled by
regions
City planning
department

Compared
functions
Socialistic
commitments

Objects of
evaluation
Collectives of
enterprises

Production and
realization of
products

_”_

Product quality

_”_

Efficiency

_”_

Dispatcher groups
of manufacturingdispatching
departments,
Production of
involved in dedaily goods
velopment and
manufacture of
mass consumption
products
Information
departments or
Sales and servic- Technical informaoperative informaing centre
tion
tion departments
of factories
Service of metal
Plan for submisacquisition
“Vtorchermet” sion of ferrous and
and unloading
non-ferrous metals
organization
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4

Social
functions

5

Measures in
region and
Committee for
Development
Planning

SanitarySanitary-hygienic Medical units in
epidemics station state of enterprise
enterprises
Quality of mass
Department of
Trade inspection
consumption
mass consumption
goods
goods production
Mine engineering
Accident-free
Equipment safety
department
work of equipment
department
Service of
City trade
Public catering
household,
department
director’s assistant
Transport departState Traffic PaAccident-free
ment, deputy
trol Department work of transport
director
Preventive measFire inspection
Fire department
ures of fire control
department
Warehousing
“Promzheltrans- Timely unloading
service, deputy
port”
of wagon-loads
director
Economy of
Department of chief
“Elektroseti”
electric energy
energy engineer
Labour
Rational use of
District committee
management
labour resources
Increase of general
Local education
Staff training
level of education
authority
department
among workers
Public
Compliance to
District
prosecution
rules of public
committee, public
office
conduct
organizations
Development of Factory committees,
Voluntary sports
physical culture
voluntary sports
society
and sports
societies
All-Russian
Nature
society for nature Nature protection
preservation
preservation
society
City health
Reduction of
Medical unit
department
illnesses
Industrial
transport

Region
development

Triangle of
enterprises
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CRSC – Competition Results Summary Centre

3.3.2. Accounting of Personal Commitment Intensity of
Participants of Labour Process in SEA Systems
Commitments play important role within competition systems. Fact of
their acceptance means not only introduction of collective or its separate
worker into process of cooperation based on competition, friendship
and fellowship. Commitments display the level of maturity of relations
the participants have with labour. Here the undertaking to over-perform
planned norms and tasks comes from, implement personal contribution in
speeding up the creation of material-technological base of society.
Commitments, from point of view of personal interest, are economic
indicators of self expression level and, therefore, of status and prestige.
That is why these commitments involve more than relationships based
on altruism. In fact, in relationships of acceptance and performance of
commitments material and spiritual needs, which have economic support,
are realized.
In most cases the level of satisfaction of named needs is synchronised
with amount of labour contribution, which always exceeds the socially
necessary norm of labour, which many authors describe as an effect of
socialism competition in general.
Commitments materialize significant part of competition relations,
relationships and connections with law of economics.
Above said allows to conclude that personal obligations are an
economic category and have right for independent research within the
system of economic sciences. In modern mechanism of economics they
perform a number of functions, among which following should be singled
out: evaluation, economic, educational and statistical.
Last function is related to the fact that the scale of competition and
number of participants is judged according to the number of undertaken
commitments. In mechanism of economics such combination is common
to organization of salary, where norm of time, from one side, evaluates
the intensity of labour; on the other side the growth of nominal salary
is regulated by tariff system in periods between tariff reforms. Artificial
combination of incompatible leads to development of one part and death
of other. In organization of salary it causes neglect of standardization and
development of systems regulating the salary that work not through the
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mechanism of intensity norms, but through indexes of nominal salary
movement aimed at supply and demand situation of workforce.
In competition the accounting function of commitments creates
multiplication of text without evaluation of significance. Introduction of
social protection procedures somewhat weakened the negative effect of this
functions, however, not always and not in all cases. Negative aspects of
control surfaced: commitments began to lose individuality, element of external
control over self-expression of personality appeared. Abuse of attestation
may lead to such situation when they are remade into one of the planned
iterates. Statistical function has become so strong that even evaluation system
is subdued to its requirements. In competition the leader is the one participant
who has exceeded his commitments, achieved most over-performance of
indicators, named in blocks of standard activity. In practice more often the
single fact of performance of undertaken commitments is noted, without
consideration of intensity of indicators. In such conditions the economic
function displays weakly in mass competition. Intensity of commitments is
a personal task of participant. Only participant knows, about it, as studies
showed, and it depends only on his self consciousness and personal will.
Intrusion of organizers into this process leads to decline in manifestation of
potential abilities of objects. Person, accepting commitments, in most cases,
does not undertake risk if he or she knows that he or she may lose the class
place. This is where the contradiction is. From one side, the participants
undertake commitments of planned task over-performance themselves, which
constitutes intensity, that cannot be evaluated, but on the other hand in case of
smallest failure to perform they fall behind. This contradiction is complicated
by the fact that experts, during summary, have no ability to identify economic
subject of commitments. Some percentage of over-performance of planned
tasks, usually called commitments, is often just an insurance percentage
performance calculation. Particularly it affects such indicators of collective
competition as sold goods, production and labour intensity.
In conditions of undirected, and therefore un-weighed scales the
intensity was evaluated by experts visually, on a verbal level. Sensitivity
of such approach, although was low, but in all cases it allowed to form
orientation towards possibility to identify real intensity. Formalization
of criteria mainly affected the second block of evaluation model. Partial
formalization increased significance of technical economic indicators.
In practice following problem was found: how to combine object
ranking based on evaluation coefficient, which is an integral determinant
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of their activity, with verbal evaluation of actual intensity of commitments.
Studies showed that experts are magically influenced by quantitative
determinant of activity and they started to evaluate the significance of first
block indicators from alternative positions, while using the “filtration”
method more often than before. In essence it means that during the first
stage from number of competing objects only those are chosen that have
fulfilled their commitments, and after filtration they are ranked while
taking into account the values of evaluation grade or coefficient. Using
the abovementioned method, the choice of leader according to intensity of
commitments has no value at all. Intensity of commitments performs only
statistic or ritual functions. The personal contribution of objects in overperformance remains concealed. They include unknown and, therefore,
such incomparable materialized economic content.
Ways to identify intensity are related to formalization of intensity
manifestation levels and their characteristics, meaning comparison of
blocks in methods of synthesis of the whole multiversity of indicators that
describe interrelated objects. However, it is necessary to identify the total
weight of block, while retaining all wealth of operative expert assertion.
In process of studying this problem we have come to a decision that it
is possible to use two methods of quality attribute synthesis: in first case to
use methodology of ranging of indicators of block II, according to which
the weight of each indicator is defined and the speed of objects’ movement
is evaluated, penetrating inter-block weight are introduced, related to
weight relations of blocks; in the second case an autonomously ranged
indicators are based on operative expert justification of significance with
further correction of final coefficient according to the block weight.
In first case the price of over-performance of indicator, named in block
II, increases if it is transferred to block I. For example, one unit of plan overperformance is awarded two points, therefore, undertaking of commitments
can increase it to 4 and more points. However, it is impossible to transfer
weight value of indicator to block 1: it has lost its initial value. Commitments
are taken from restricted circle of indicators. Often their names can go
beyond borders of standard blocks. Therefore, abuse is possible in this
method: undertaking total technically economic indicators of commitment
while indicating only insurance part of their over-performance. If the
transfer of indicator weight is allowed than a new ranging is required, it
is not excluded, that an indicator, which is mentioned in blocks II and III,
will end-up with lower number. If we consider that ranging will have to
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be performed operatively in each case of undertaking commitments, then
in modern organizational provisions of competition it will lead to even
greater confusion. This method can be used after introducing a number of
conditions. Firstly, allow ability to sum personal costs of over-performance,
corrected to whole block, without consideration of indicator weight in other
blocks; secondly, cancel evaluation of the indicator, according to which the
commitments were undertaken, in standard block; thirdly, introduce transfer
of indicators, that are not named in standard blocks, into cost calculation
while referring total effect to planned production costs and evaluation
of each point according to price named in second block; fourthly, apply
coefficient of improvement of general evaluation in block III, according to
which the value of social indicators, included in socialistic commitments
and successfully performed, is corrected. The abovementioned method is
best to use with automated information processing.
The second method is more attractive for manual calculation, which
allows autonomous ranging of block’s indicators. To avert negative effect
of alternative, it is necessary to introduce double values for each indicator:
standard and intensive. If competitor fails to complete intensity level, but
has completed the standard level, the object is not excluded from number
of candidates for class place, however, he or she still receives decreased
grade. It allows to reduce psychological barrier of risk and create productive
conditions for initiative. Choice of intensive level of indicator is selfplanned development. Reaching the intensive level should be graded more
generously than reaching the standard level. It can be achieved is five grade
scale for each indicator is used (Table 18).
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Table 18

Scale of Grades and Corresponding Coefficients According to
Block I of SEA of Competition Participants
Standard commitments level
Intensive commitments level
Performed and
Performed and
Failure to perform
Failure to perform
over-performed
over-performed
Correction
Correction
Correction
Correction
Grade
of
Grade
of
Grade
of
Grade
of
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient
1.15
3.0
1.0
4.0
1.1
4.5
2.5
0.95
1.05
5.0
1.3
3.5
1.05
3.5
2.0
0.9
1.25
1.0
5.5
1.5
0.85
4.0
1.1
3.0
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.75

In this case the final grade for block is determined by formula
n

∑ Ki

QI = i=In

Ki – correcting coefficient of i indicator;
i – name of the indicator;
n – number of indicators, included into socialistic commitments.
Average grade coefficient is easily introduced into general model of
SEA evaluation. In comparison of undertaken commitments, the correction
of indexes and their performance according to intensity coefficients, used
in standard blocks, is interesting as well.
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Part IV
Gaga Vladimir, Tyutyushev Andrey

Russian concept for determining and
guiding a leader
4.1. System of Formation of National Fund of Leaders

Leader phenomenon is present not only in management. Practice and
theory of any industry and type of activity constantly encounters its character.
However, such problems as timely identification of leader, becoming and
fading are still existing. For the first time in micro-scale within borders of
whole country the managers of socialism age studied this issue in practice,
achieving such level of leader’s personality identification that is unavailable
today not only to any county but to large holding corporations as well. In
Soviet times from the first to fifth of every months in all labour collectives,
based on the achievements in production, the top employee was determined
and awarded in accordance to all rituals of this process. Later the leading
collectives were determined on all hierarchic levels of manufacturing.
Leader’s workplace was decorated with flowers or colourful pennant.
In last century the process of leader legalization was called socialistic
competition. However, it should be noticed that competition is a process of
crystallization for leader, his maturing period. In practice, within borders of
Russia the system of forming and guiding leaders was functioning (system
“Leader”). USSER constituted a country of leaders who allowed it to be
first among in production of most complicated technologies and produce
amounts of products unreachable to other nations, unfortunately, these
products were usable for consumption (rockets, etc.).
Technologies of leader guidance are quite complicated and require
special information support. Below we will analyse these technologies
in historic version, since at present they are not functioning: lack of
governmental system of support for knowledge that allowed Russia to
achieve greatness in XX century.
The leadership methodology as energetic core of progress was described
by E. Yaroslavceva in her paper, composed in Rotterdam Management
School, in guidance by professor Y. Sidhu of Strategic Management
specialization school. Further on we will study Russian practice of large
scale development of leadership, implemented by former manager and
present professor V. A. Gaga.
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4.2. Formalized Emotional Management (Socialistic Com
petition)

During the pre-Perestroika development stage of Russian industry
within system of economic categories the category of socialistic competition
stood out, which was studied during Party conventions in last decades of
XX century and collective decrees by CPSU Central Committee, Council
of USSR Ministers, Russian Central Trade Union Council and Central
Committee of All-Union Leninist Young Communist League as leading
link in long-term program for increase of efficiency of social manufacture,
based on its intensification. For example, during XXV convention of CPSU,
a necessity to “to develop socialistic competition globally, which deeply
affects economic practice, social and politic life, and moral atmosphere in
the country” (from materials of XXV convention of CPSU. М.: Politizdat,
1976. s. 77).
Systemic influence on all aspects of community life binds us to understand
the mechanism of its organization. In the last century it was politicized to
such degree that it appeared that the discussion is about political category
instead of socially-economic category. The veil of politics disallowed to
reveal the content of this mass occurrence.
From organizational positions the socialistic competition functioned on
all level of economic control. On regional and industrial – acceptance of
socialistic commitments, awarding class places, awarding challenge flags;
on enterprise level – summary of department performance results, based
on performance of socialistic commitments and indicators of sociallyeconomic activity. Generally, the unions organized the competition but
awarding procedures were performed at the expense of enterprises.
Ranging according to performance results was done by experts,
members of union committees, by open vote. The “prize” worked as a
motivating factor, which was awarded to organizations and subjects with
highest ranks. Carriers of these ranks were called the winners of socialistic
competition. Their names were announced through all mass media channels,
they received increased financial and material bonuses. Material bonuses
were often called souvenirs.
Prize places were often attractive to the participants of competing
process.
From the above said we can conclude: beginnings of people’s activity
are rooted in emotions, which were not mentioned during those times. It
was thought that in these outbursts of enthusiasm only social property
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was important, disregarding the emotional management developed under
political flags. Psychological aspects of the process were not considered
by scientists due to fear of prejudice of differential emotional theories of
CPSU (Communistic Party of Soviet Union).
In modern psychology emotions have been studied to the level necessary
for use in manufacturing management. Recently discussions started about
the fact that emotional intelligence is two times important for success in
management than general intelligence. In this case as manager’s emotional
intellect we understand the ability to lead while relating on own emotions
and emotions of subjects. The word “emotion” comes from Latin “motere”,
which means “move”. Emotions are the subject discussed on first pages of
business magazines particularly due to tales about how emotions “moved”
people and became main leading factor for success. Wherever is a person –
emotions and relationships are always there, not only ideas, skills and
abilities. Henry Ford once said: “Why is it every time I ask for a pair of
hands, they come with a brain attached?”.
Wholeness of emotions and emotional relationships, which occur
in people during working process in organization, create the emotional
environment in organization. Psychologists have proved that emotions
and emotional relations have energetic, axiological, informational and
motivating value, therefore, they can be studied as resources. For these
resources to work, it is necessary to manage them with an aim to increase
efficiency of the organization, meaning an aim to develop emotional
management. Emotional management has two forms: informalized, when
emotions are operated on gesture-vocal level and formalized, based on
ranging in organizations and subjects with an aim to display basic emotions
(interest, happiness, surprise, grief, guilt, etc.) and removal of “dry leftover”
(labour return).
Formalized form of emotional management is the organization of
socialistic competition without veil of politics, allowing to manage
productive emotions, the single force, according to Freud, of psychic life.
Acceptance and approval of I-concept causes interest and joy in person.
This way, in our opinion, we should not ignore the Russian experience
of last century accepted by corporations of industrially developed countries,
but to avoid rejection it is necessary to remove “political veil” from
organizational systems of socialistic competitions and use them under the
name of FSEM – Formalized System of Emotional Management or simple
competition and similar names.
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Competition is based on ten basic emotions: interest, joy, surprise,
grief, anger, disgust, hate, fear and a number of primary emotions such as
hope, curiosity, sorrow, freight, systematically representing the pro-typical
adapting complex according to Plutchik (Plutchik,1962, 1980). Leader’s
achievements stir interest in collective and cause personal joy for leader.
Colleagues and relatives might be surprised, those whose indicators of
performance “lacked a bit” to achieve leader’s level might feel unhappy.
Anger, disgust and hate remains for those who failed to perform the plan.
The later are scared to possible repercussions.
In practice the emotional categories are not studied. They are hidden by
the general process of activity. Managers pay attention only to final result of
activity, in most cases using the drives of encouragement and punishment.
Emotions are left for spheres of personal lives of each of employees,
which is a restricted area in modern practical management. At the same
time the manufacturing achievements are obliged to basic emotions.
These emotions are foundation of love, self-respect, pride, honour, valour,
sympathy, affection etc. One must be emotionally attached to something,
feel love, joy, interest or be proud about, to value it. In the last century
these roots of activity were not revealed by manufacturers. For materialists
they were beyond the manufacture and “digging around” in that sphere was
considered a task for weak intellectuals.
In practice, organization of mass competitions on all levels of social
manufacturing achieved astonishing results in a country where the most port of
inhabitants was inferior in education and professional education in comparison
to developed countries. Back then the term “emotional management” was not
mentioned on the pages of scientific works on labour by economists. Now,
when admiration of objects of public relation has changed to inclusion of
psychological aspects, the time has come to call socially-economic events
as System of Formalized Emotional Management (SFEM). Now we will
describe some elements of scientific organization of SFEM.
Emotions – a peculiar class of subject psychological states, manifesting
in form of direct feelings of pleasant or unpleasant, process and results of
practical activity aimed at satisfaction of current needs. Since everything
that a person does serves to satisfy his different needs, therefore any
manifestations of human activity are accompanied by emotional
experiences.
“Emotions, – A. N. Leontev wrote, – perform the role of internal
signals. They are internal in such way that by themselves they carry no
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information on outside objects, on their relations and relationships, on the
objective situations in which the subject’s activity takes place. Peculiarity of
emotions lies in the fact that they directly show relations between motives
and implementation, responsible for these motives of activity”1.
One of such attempts was made by V. Vundt. “The whole system of
feelings, – he said, – can be defined as diversity of three dimensions, in
which each dimension has two contradicting directions excluding each
other”2 (Table 1).
Table 1

Table 2

Typical Dynamic of Change
in Processes of Emotional
States in Different
Dimensions (According to
Vundt)

Basic Measuring of
Emotional States
(According to Vundt)
Excitement
Discharging
Pleasure

Pleasure

Unsatisfaction

Unsatisfaction
Excitement

Serenity

Tension
Serenity

Discharging
Tension

Description of nature of emotional events was always interesting to thinkers
and scientists beginning from the ancient times. In antique philosophy, for
example, emotional processes and events were considered a special form of
knowledge.
At first, according to James-Lange, the corresponding organic changes
must happen as a response to stimulus and only afterwards, as a consequence
of previous, the emotion occurs (Table 3).
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Schematic of Emotion Occurrence Mechanism
According to James – Lange Theory

Table 3

Perception of emotionally
affecting object (1)

CNS
Brain cortex

Nerve and muscle, vessel-vehicular
reaction of organism (2)
3

Affecting
object

2

4
Perception by central nervous system
(brain cortex) of reaction by vessels
and muscles (3), (4)

1

Vessels

Muscles

Occurrence of subjective emotional
state (5)

As a result of these additions the concept by U. Cannon gained new,
modern name: Cannon – Bard emotions theory (Table 4).

The Concept of Emotion Occurrence by Cannon – Bard
CNS
Brain cortex
2

Affecting
object

1

3

Thalamus

5
Vessels

4

8

6
9
Muscles

Table 4

Perception of emotionally affecting
object (1)
Processing impultsov coming from
central structures of receptors with
simultaneous excitation of the cerebral
cortex and other bodily organamy
(2,3,4,5,6)

Occurrence
of subjective
emotional state
(7)

The emergence
of neuro
muscular
reactions of the
organism( 8,9)
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For the image of leader transferred into consciousness to acquire an
emotional colour, the object must be evaluated from the point of view of
its effect on the person who is perceiving. Emotion itself is not a grade, but
it can carry it as an indispensable part. Emotion represents unconscious
attraction to the object or rejection of the object, which has occurred as a
result of recognizing an object as good or bad for the individual.
Leader evaluation according to manager system – disposition to
perceive him from position of administration. However, the perceiver
can have his own grade. In such case, he will have two grades that may
differ. Since administrative system is supported by motivation, it may
lead to administration’s opinion acceptance. Approval of grade awarded
by administration by high frequency and significant stimulus leads to
weakening of personal grade, which leads to improve structure within
administrative system. In such cases leader, appointed from position of
administration, will not cause emotion of interest, unconscious attraction
to follow his example. Evaluation of participant of competition and
emotional response to this participant have, according to Carroll E. Izard,
a tendency for “generalization”3 − they transfer to the whole class of the
objects, meaning leaders of manufacture, which has significant meaning
for increase of production efficiency.
Evaluation in informal emotional management constitutes subjective
judging about manufacturing achievements of colleague and his manager.
This approach may be used in small group of workers, but it is completely
irrational for use in large groups with more than 7 people and particularly
unsuitable for evaluation of performance of collectives. In manufacturing
practice special systems for comparison of performance results have
developed. Theory of comparison has been developed sufficiently for
formulation of emotional affection, which was devised by School of
sciences of Tomsk State University. It solved problems of level increase
of organization of performance comparison systems and customizing it to
requirements of motivational systems of economic mechanism. For these
goals a methodology of indicator formation of socially-economic activity
was developed, division into blocks of evaluation model was made, a scheme
of combination of each block, necessary for systemic perception of an object
by subject and transfer of it on to complex of basic emotions was proposed.
Materials of scientific school were systematically published in a series of
compilations “Socially-economic mechanism of labour stimulation” (see
website hsb.tsu.ru “electronic library”). Results of practical application
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of developed systems in large enterprises are described by head engineer
of factory “Sibelektromotor” and author of the paragraph Y.J. Kovalev in
monograph “Stimulation and multiple factor scales of comparative evaluation
of labour of participants of socialistic competition” (Tomsk: Publishing house
of Tomsk city. 1978. 200 p. Elements of comparison system are described in
the work by author “Comparison of labour results in systems of competition
and remuneration” (Tomsk: Publishing house of Tomsk city. 1980. P. 196).

4.3. Systems of Formalized Emotional Management from
Position of Economic Macro-Level Theories of XX Century

Competition as a category of manufacturing relations was acknowledged
after going through a number of stages. Emphasized by V.I. Lenin as
constructing relations in a structure of manufacturing relations, in the activity
of the first organizers of socialistic economy it was acknowledged as one of
the most significant principle of economics. Resolution of IX RCP (b) stated
that “... every socialistic order had its methods and tools to force labour and
enforce labour education... Before the Soviet order lays the task to develop
own methods of influence”4. Competition was chosen as such method of
influence, which in methodology aspect was clearly separated from noneconomic methods that included direct physical violence, administrative
and ideological impact, based on altruistic relations. “Together with
agitation-ideology influence on working masses and repressions against
fiddlers... the driving power of labour productivity increase is the
competition”, – was stated in resolution of abovementioned conference of
RCP (b), the first party document on competition, which was included in
a special department “Labour competition”5 after it was proposed by V.I.
Lenin. Initial methodology requirements for organization of competition –
need to introduced material catalysts based on differentiation of levels of
needs of workers employed in social manufacture and implementation of
encouragement directly into mechanism of economics, was attributed to the
same department. It was proposed to determine differentiation coefficients
directly from quality of socially-economic activity of competition
participants. “Bonus system hast to become a powerful tool to start the
competition... A good worker must be better situated than a lazy one”6. It
also should be noted that by such definition the bonus systems must be built
in accordance with requirements of the organization of competition and be
of subject character.
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At the same period V.I. Lenin prepared but withheld a publication
“How to organize competition”. In it, as well as in later works, V.I. Lenin
analysed competition as leading category of development. “I was talking, –
emphasized – about communistic competition... from the point of view of
development of forms and social order”7. In his works an idea that the
success of socialism is related to mastering the mechanism of competition
is often mentioned.
Attracting force of resulting formalized emotional management was so
great that the competition was studied both on macro- and micro- levels.
It had undergone all-side research by economists, sociologists and even
philosophers, as did the other categories of socialistic social manufacture.
Competition relations were both reflected in system of economic categories
and mechanism of economics. His mean to attract to labour, the powerful
force of increase of labour productivity, indicator of new socialistic character
of labour, mechanism of implementation of laws of economics, specific
manufacturing relation, peculiar economic law, that is yet truly unknown,
main stimulus of activity of employed, law of economic attitude towards
labour, honourable labour competition, expression of general character of
direct labour relations, mechanism of planned use of time saving law, form
of implementation of those relations which manifest in unity of social and
personal material interests, labour attitude8.
Significant part of conducted studies of past periods was aimed for
finding a connection between competition relations and categories and laws
of manufacturing relations. Therefore, the connection between economic
interests, laws of time saving, growing labour productivity, planned and
proportional development, basic economic law, etc., was discovered. While
summarizing the direction of mentioned researches, E.A. Utkin noted, that
competition allows to “use all basic sides of manufacture relations more
efficiently in communism”9. Within the process of research it was also
discovered that competition relation exceed the boundaries of economic
system, entering the sphere of relations social manufacturing and buildup. “We are talking about that sphere, – K.G. Krupnov noted, – in which
these functions reflect processes existing in real life: effect of competition
on development of manufacturing forces”10. E.I. Kapustin convincingly
showed that competition is an objective characteristic and element of
economic mechanism”11.
However, performed researches have significant flaws: lack of systemic
approach, study of one category within one sub-system, endeavour to find
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only relations of competition, without analysis of the whole structure of
manufacturing relations. Because of it the researcher finds manifestation of
studied relations in some sub-system without ability to see initial relations,
stemming from structures from upper hierarchic levels.
Half-century long studies of the problem have not excluded it from
boundaries of competition, although have found competitive relations of
law of economics in it. In our opinion, definition of socialistic competition
through competitiveness does not reveal initial relations of occurrence.
Term “competitiveness” holds a deep philosophic meaning. Relations of
competitiveness are specific. They describe process of unity of opposites,
which by themselves do not serve as sources of movement and development
and are not understood as opposite vectors. Source of development,
establishing, core of dialectic is the cooperation between different
tendencies. Unity of opposites, according to Lenin “is acknowledgement
(discovery) of contradictory, self-excluding, opposite tendencies in all
processes and events of nature”12. Appearance of different tendencies
is determined by unconventional structure of matter. Inhomogeneous
structure of matter by itself is a condition for movement and manifests in
movement.
Some authors found contradictions of competition in relations of
competitiveness and cooperation. Search for contradictions should,
firstly, be performed in cooperation elements, not in definitions describing
qualitative and quantitative certainty of existence. Comradely cooperation
is not an opposite to competitiveness, it is an addition to competitiveness.
It is necessary in process of study to reproduce the wholeness of
studied process. Principle of additionality, used by authors in studies
of competition relations, allows to introduce “additional” classes of
concepts, which can be freely used according to conditions. Specific is
that “only if studied altogether they exhaust all definable information”13.
Deciphering of definition of competitiveness by categories of philosophy
allows to determine it as a process of cooperation between inhomogeneous
structures in an environment of related collectives and separate subjects.
The connection, which we have discovered, between competition and
process of development attests to the fact that it is natural only to dynamic
structures, specifics of which are expressed: а) in particular character of
elements creating it14; b) in specific character of stability and wholeness; c)
in special role of time factor in the law of relation between these elements.
Representative of such system class is the system of manufacturing
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relations, connection of which to category of competition was discovered
by all abovementioned researchers.
Systemic analysis for an object of its study always takes whole as
relatively isolated formation. Whole forms as a result of constrained
connection of corresponding parts and qualities of whole cannot be
compared to qualities of parts. Combined elements act as parts of system,
creating the main quality of the system and performing the role of systemforming quality. They are affected by influence of other elements and also
transfer it further to a single element or all elements together. Place and
role, as well as functions of each element within system are special and
subordinated. One of the elements, usually, is initial and is called – root
element, other elements are derivatives from root element.
Elements of manufacturing relations system are manufacturing
relations in each of industry spheres. Type of manufacturing relations –
product of cooperation, distribution of barter and consumption – acts as
system. Structure of the system is formed by relatively stable connections
between elements of economic system, which represent its stable,
invariable part. In theory of economics the connections are understood
as relations in which change of one object, event or characteristic causes
change in the second. This way the structural connections of the system
are the connections, firstly, between basic qualities of elements, which are
necessary, repeating, stable connections. Such types of connections create
system of structural economic laws. S.V. Solodkova, after performing
systematic studies of manufacturing relations, singled out four structural
economic laws, connecting all composing elements of manufacturing
relations into single unity, providing conditions for existence of system,
and proposed to classify those as systemic. Direction of development in
the model of economic system structure in research of S.V. Solodkova is
connected to process of use of means of production, subject to owner’s
command and satisfaction of his interests. Connection between owner’s
interests and direction of manufacturing development becomes the main
connection in final structure, and the law, which represents it, becomes
law of economic system movement. We agree that ownership relations are
the driving force but we do not understand why the energy of movement
of the whole system the author has found in a sub-system of the analysed
structural system. However, the author sees the impulse for movement in
activity of the owner in his needs15. But, it is an impulse of single element.
Movement of the system depends on cooperation between all structural
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elements of the system. Turning to interests provides no answers as well.
Interests transfer objectives to the sphere of consciousness and, therefore,
only provide reflection of the movement energy.
Search for “impulses” of the system movement should be performed
in its own structure. From the position of development principle, these
impulses cannot be anything else but interactions between sides of structure
with different potentials. Different polarities mean that we have to study
not only structural connections between elements, but the connections
existing between laws of economics as well. Solodkova described only
different paired connections, which exist between four-structure laws, but
she did not even touch open the general connection that defines dynamics
of system. Its essence is in constant support of proportional inhomogeneous
state of potentials of structure elements, but without elimination of mutual
conformity in all reproduction spheres, retaining the compatibility between
elements and constantly providing status of ownership relations.
Constant upkeep of this connection allows system to tune to particular
size or on to some example of functioning, determined by synchrony of
development of manufacturing forces and relations. Named connection
between structure laws is nothing but relationship of competitiveness
or competition, philosophic definition of which was given before. In
conditions of private property for means of manufacture and spontaneous
development of capitalistic manufacturing this category describes the
existing competition connections. Competition relations are found among
structural laws of any formations, but their forms and modifications are
determined by the primary law of economics.
Abovementioned definition of competition describes highest levels
of scientific abstraction, levels of abstract labour. They are quire far from
basic emotions, which are the source of activity and development for
employee. The development definitions, provided above, do not remind of
lowest levels of knowledge in any way. Transfer from laws of economics
to categories of economic psychology is a transfer to nano-levels, for
understanding of which in the last century was no mechanism of entry.
Distance between emotion and economic law was so great that in those not
so far ago times it was unreachable with use of Marxist methodology for
performing research. However, the studied macro-level allowed looking
at manufacturing processes, including labour processes, in such way, that
by tightening emotional processes it provided understanding of energy of
social development.
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The definition of competition, provided by us, does not correspond to
generally accepted definitions, but it also does not contradict them. They are
its transformed form and is explained by the fact that definitions by authors
are based in methodology plane, on the well known Marx interpretation
of rising of manufacturing force in conditions of cooperative labour.
Initiation of life energy, animal spirits, individual performance, etc. – all of
these are categories (social, economic), concerning relations of particular
labour16. In our opinion, the given quote by K. Marx cannot be used as
methodology base for determination of competition as a law of economics
and even a category of political economics, since it is incompatible with
basic definitions of dialectics. K. Marx considered direct positioning of
particular against abstract as unallowable17. Categories: competitiveness,
fellowship, cooperation, mutual help – these as well are categories of
particular labour instead of abstract, but initiation of life energy is a nanolevel of particular labour.

4.4. Criteria and Indicators of Labour Result Evaluation in
fsem
4.4.1. Essence and Content of Comparison of Labour Results
in Determination of Leaders

The task of development of such system by Organizers of competition
can be defined with keeping in mind that any scientific theory consists
of more than just categories but other components as well. One of such
components of the theory of competition organization is the principles
representing, according to etymology of this word, some starting stage
or common justification. Applicable to organization, they have value of
basics to perform particular creative activity. In all cases the principles
act as predicaments with methodology value. Different components of
scientific knowledge can act as principles, which is determined by variety
of methodology tasks for solving of which different principles or principle
systems are introduced. We agree with authors of “Development principle”
that “difference between laws and principles should sought not in difference
of their content, but in other relations”18. The opinion according to which
“all laws, all categories of materialistic dialectics... have value of principles
and value of methodology”, should be noted19. Therefore, content of
principles allows known flexibility in its amount and in each particular
case it should be determined.
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First researches put publicity, comparability of results, ability to recreate
experience, into foundation of organization of competitions. In the initial
version of publication “Immediate tasks of Soviet rule” V.I. Lenin, as founder
of competition theory, stated that “now we have only to organize competition,
to provide publicity, that would allow all communities within country to
receive information on how exactly the economic development is going in
different regions, provide comparability of results of movement towards
socialism between communities, provide ability for exchange of material
forces and human forces that have showed them as best in corresponding
sphere of economy or state management”20.
For justification of principles, it is necessary to know: a) formalization
of which theory are they; b) what serves as their justification; c) that they are
subject to one system and are connected. Theoretical approach to principles
allows deeper understanding of competition as a structural category. We
think that the publicity and experience transfer ideas of V.I. Lenin came
from formalization of reflection theory and served as its lead to the surface
of economic progress. It is proved by the third foundation of organization,
which considers not simple comparison of results, but comparison of results
of development. Here comparison and transfer of experience perform
function of prediction, modelling for future achieved results in any part of the
economic mechanism. According to modern philosophy theory “accumulated
experience – concentrated reflection of past history of system – creates
significant component structure of highly active reflection”21.
In outrun reflection, the traditional and stable is taken from simple and
transferred into future. Not any experience is transferred but only stable,
incorporated into formed connections. As the result the general structural
connections have opportunity to re-create in present “but past -emphasizes
S.V. Solodkova, – has pre-conditions for future, and these conditions, if
understood, allow to model structures that will form only in future”22.
Justification for principles must be, as we found out previously, not
less than a category or theory. In our economic literature for a long period
of time the discrepancy between approaches to this issue was observed
between academics of political economy, who did not recognize competition
as economic category, and practical participants, employed in economic
mechanism of its organization. Socialistic competition is a structural
category. Only in such understanding of it, it is possible to discuss conditions
of organization as principles. Publicity, comparison and distribution of
experience are parts of common and have basic characteristics of system
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in cooperation: wholeness of elements, presence of elements, elements
with system-forming characteristics, sub-ordination of elements, ability of
elements to integrate into power of compatibility in performance of function.
Initial element of organization system of competition is the comparability
of achievement results. Belonging of comparison to root element is related
to specifics of competition as form of movement of matter with developed
forms of consciousness. Impulse of movement is related to subjects through
consciousness. This operation is possible due to acquisition of systematized
information, adapted for perception by its subjects and evaluation by them
based on their place within developing system.
Publicity reflects event, comparison performs regulation of information,
integrates it by adjusting to single-factor channels of human perception,
experience exchange predicts results of development in following periods.
Comparison of movement results as system assumes presence of
following elements: a) objects with formalized quality characteristics;
b) subjects, developed for perception of reflection of quality indicators of
objects; c) labour process as a mean to reveal quality indicators of subjects;
d) formalized labour results adapted to evaluation and perception by objects
and subjects of competition. Elements are related, subordinated and are a
part of whole. Relation manifests in specific attitude of comparison, need
and essence of which elevate it to a category of analysed system. Qualities
of this connection will describe requirements of comparison of movement
results.
Besides the analysed relation of comparison, other connections are seen
between structural elements, to which such well known quality indicators
as conformity to plan and proportionality, providing choice of proportion
between groups of quality indicators, based on goals of development, should
be added. We will return to them at justification of comparison requirements.
Standard restrictions on text of true work allowed us to stop in details only
on root, leading relation – category of labour (activity) result comparison of
participants of competition, which in last works was attributed to class of
principles.
This category is just one of the elements of comparison principle system,
leading connection between its structural elements. It includes only internal
group comparison of activity results of objects of competition.
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4.4.2. Requirements for Mechanism of Labour Results
Comparison and Means of Realization in Process of Leader
Determination

In private economic sciences the need for formalization and description
of connection characteristics of structural elements of systems exists.
Intensification of research on modern stage leads to the fact that previously
accepted categories of quality and quantity for identification of this event
were not always acceptable. Economic practice rejects descriptive approach
as incompatible with modern economic mechanism, which relies more and
more on methods of system analysis. Exit from the existing terminology
problem was found in use of such new approach as requirement. Some
authors broadened the sphere of its application, including functions of
performance of economic laws.
Requirements for comparison of labour results are determined through
characteristics and specifics of relation, comparison is described as relation
in system of already mentioned elements:
– objects with formalized quality characteristics;
– subjects, developed to perception of reflections of quality characteristics
of objects;
– labour process as a mean of manifestation of quality characteristics of
objects;
– formalized labour results, adapted for evaluation and perception by
objects and subjects of competition.
Interaction within system can be performed in the whole complex of
quality indicators and, therefore, elements, as well as only within some of
them. In first case we have a full system belonging of the object, in second –
partial functional cooperation of system object with other system objects
and different sub-system. Since according to the whole complex of social
indicators, including domestic, labour, economic, the worker is compared as
a member of society, but in case of indicators as productivity – as a member of
group, performing distinct function – intensification of labour return. Being
an element of larger system – society, he is partially included in a smaller subsystem of n-order – brigade, micro-group. In second case, cooperation and,
therefore, creation of sub-system is possible in case of compatibility of sides,
manifesting in root match of quality characteristics. Potential of difference
between cooperating elements is determined by intensity of manifestation
of common characteristics, quantitative measurement of which is the first
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level of formalization of qualitative determination of movement results and,
therefore, comparison of element movement according to one of the factors.
Cooperation is performed according to a number of characteristics, which, in
many cases exceeds several tens.
By grasping a several-plane reflection, human receives the idea about
events, but he can evaluate the result in formalized way only according by
each single element. Synthesis or principles is not formalized and technology
of complex comparison is yet unknown. In regard to this exists a need to
model labour process that would allow formalize jointing personal and
material elements of labour process, show their transformation into labour
results and, therefore, identify quality indicators of new formation.
Identification of quality characteristics is possible during process of their
analysis, which should be followed by the process of integration, adapting
information for single-channel comparison that is natural to human expert –
the subject of comparison.
Comparison of states evaluates the result of cooperation – social
movement. Identification of whole totality of connections is related to
process of organization and management of movement. The first leads to
structuring of interactions of system-forming elements of system, creating
and retaining its structure and state. Management eliminates discrepancy
between actual and planned state of the system with particular function of
system, which determines the structure of the system. In system analysis the
function of structure determination is aimed at acquisition of information.
Information – the foundation of comparability. By increasing the number
of interacting elements, the amount of information increases so much that it
starts to exceed ability to perceive this information by subjects and objects
of competition, as the result the Ringelmann effect can be observed – the
movement of the system slows down.
Taking into account the described state of connection in system, we will
formulate a number of requirements for comparison of labour results, among
which we will include:
a) compatibility of characteristics, through which the interaction of
system objects is performed;
b) ability of qualitative and quantitative justification of side comparison
of interacting objects;
c) modelling of integration process of quality characteristics of material
and personal elements of labour process as a mean to manage comparison
of labour results;
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d) integration of labour result characteristics;
e) splitting final results as a whole in parts in epistemology sense;
f) synthesis of material and personal labour process elements;
g) consideration of psychological characteristics of person in regard to
perception of multi-factors;
h) set of such number of system elements, that would allow to retain the
function of development which is natural to dynamic systems.
Based on foundation of requirements of labour result comparison the
organization of comparison is built as sub-system of economic mechanism,
where, taking into account its limitations, they undergo transformation into
new formalization methods of providing comparability. This process is
described by means of realization of requirements of comparison in system
of economic mechanism.
Compatibility of characteristics is achieved by organization of competition
only between subjects, activity (or part of it) of which is evaluated by
analogue indicators and has identical information provision, that allows to
co-measure the results not only in quality, but in quantity aspects as well,
within the comparison evaluation of manifestation intensity and content.
Revealing content of the grade of cooperating parties is related to
provision of united methodology approach to process of formation of system
of evaluation indicators. In cooperation of elements of competition process
a number of quality changes happens within the environment. As a result
of synthesis of realized psycho-physiologic energy of human and object of
labour, a new formation appears – labour result – which differs in quality
from the content of its components. Besides, not only a single element is
subjected to change, but the whole collective a member of which is the
individual and the cooperated manufacturer as well. Technologic process
is not left without movement, the mechanism of labour process, process of
joining personal and material elements. Therefore, the results of competition
are: a) development of cooperating individuals and environment in general;
b) qualitative change of the process of cooperation; c) movement of new
synthetic formation. And all of this fits into deno-type definition – labour
results. In full comparison the whole complex of changes should be taken
into account. But an individual approach is possible as well, meaning an
approach from point of view of movement of one component – object,
process or labour product.
Comparability of labour results of participants of competition is
performed and applied as a category of organization on two levels: between
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direct participants of competition and among arbitrates, functions of which
include summary of results and determination of leader. Researches
show that the number of evaluating indicators is constantly growing. If
to approximate tendencies of their growth, one should expect that in near
future the summary of results of inter-corporation complex competition
will include no less than 30–50 private indicators describing the activity
of competitors in socially-economic aspect. Number of factors, increasing
quality of comparison, as far as technological progress goes, tends to
reach eternity. However, the same tendency is contrary to subjective
characteristics of human: his memory, ability to react only to a certain
amount of indicators, which leaves distinct limits on theory of evaluation.
Our researches and practical observations show that an average expert can
justify activity of one or another manufacturing link in 4–6 indicators and
not more. At 7–9 indicators significant “failures” in evaluation appear.
Initial appearance of failures is located within borders of 3–5 indicators.
In evaluation judgements a short-term memorizing of activity indicators
of expert or collective and their turn-based comparison is necessary. If it is
necessary to determine a winner from a group of 10 people while judging
by 3 criteria, for example the labour productivity, discipline and quality,
then only reading of quality indexes will take up around a minute. This
time is quite sufficient to completely forget the evaluation criteria of the
first expert. According to data of P. Lindsay, after 18 seconds a memory
holds only 20% of information (Table 5).

Remembering, %

100

Speed of Forgetting Information,
which Contains Only Three Words

60

time, sec

Table 5
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Practice, increasing the quality of evaluation systems, is going the
way of application of stage method of evaluation that allows to increase
number of indicators twice and sometimes even more (experience of level
evaluation of labour organization with use of HOT coefficient). The essence
is that all quality indicators are divided in groups, each of which include
5–6 indicators with final grade of their significance.
Another point of view is also common, according to which it is not necessary
to inform members of a large collective about the complex of indicators that
describe the manufacturing activity, it is enough to inform them about final
results in five grade scale. The whole complex of indicators should be known
to manager and he has to correct the direction of labour of his experts in timely
fashion. Such approach solves the problem of evaluation, but it is against the
principle of publicity and competition. To solve this situation it is necessary to
integrate indicators in two one-two-three synthetic indicators.
Information issue complicates by the growing amount of cooperation
in labour, including large groups of employees into constant technological
process, which causes subjects to store and process huge amounts of
information in their memory. Therefore, if 25 people are employed at
assembly line and the comparison requires actually achieved state with
normal and base indicators, than to identify his or her own place each of
the competitors will have to go through approximately a thousand numbers
(10 indicators x 25 people x 4 states – base, plan, actual, index). Human
memory is incapable of processing such amount of information.
That is why besides dividing scales into blocks it is necessary to
introduce stages of movement, including choice of groups optimal by the
number of people.
Summarizing the above said, it is possible to formulate shorter basic
means of realization of requirements of labour result comparison in practice
of organization of socialistic competition:
– organization of competition only between objects, labour results of
which can be evaluated by application of the same algorithm;
– inclusion of results of labour and level of cooperating individuals and
their environment into organizational provision, fixation of quality change
in the process of cooperation, identifying increase of intensity of labour
product movement;
– creation of models of formation of comparison of labour results;
– creation of system of indicators based on the analysis of model of
formation of comparison of labour results;
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– including evaluation scales of labour results into complex scales
evaluating socially-economic activity of competitors;
– identification of blocks of creativity, productivity and social activity
in evaluation scales (SEA);
– inclusion of indicators that characterize productivity, manufacturing
efficiency and correspondence to standards of consumption into second
block of SEA indicators;
– ranging of blocks and indicators within these blocks;
– integration of indicators, transfer to synthetic indicators;
– introduction of stages, formation of micro-groups not only with
consideration of psychologically-physiological match, but taking into
account informational limitations of human brain.
Organization of comparison functions as system based on means of
implementation of priory named requirements. They perform functions
of elements within system. General spread of formally oriented scales of
evaluation of final results served as a reason for modernization of existing
systems of comparison organization. Implementation of complex of
models of evaluation of socially-economic activity develops it not only in
form of extensification, meaning increase of number of considered quality
indicators, but within the intensification as well – formalization of speed of
manifestation of each quality indicator.
Studies show that the amount of manufacturing information system
“Competition” increases in these condition up to 3 to 5 times. Introduction of
additional workforce for processing is constricted due to lack of reserves to
increase expenses in administration. A single way to ensure implementation
of developed systems is a reorientation of existing organization of
comparison to a scientifically justified. The term “organization” is quite
popular. It is used by scientists and practitioners meaning a structural
construction of something, system of sub-ordinate relations between
subjects of production, defined order of performance and formalization of
documentation, system of relations of different parts of something whole.
United point of view about organization as category of human activity does
not exist. Often cases of poor identification of technical and organizational
sides of any event are met, which attests to weak functional division of this
term.
Under organization of comparability we will understand a particular
subjection of interactions of system-forming elements of common goal and
conditions of process behaviour, rational combination of basic comparison
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elements in space and time. From the provided definition we can conclude
that the organization of comparison has to include:
1. Formation into equal groups, indistinguishable in quality of subjects
of competition (formation of evaluation subjects).
2. Rational division of service function comparison among management
personnel.
3. Order of transfer of information for processing from one hierarchic
level to another.
4. Provisions for personnel employed in servicing the system, all types
of resources and manufacturing services.
5. System of relations between administration and trade unions within
enterprise while implementing comparison policy.
It responds to question: “who, where and when” and forms evaluation
systems and accumulates, and processes information, makes decision.
Organization of the process cannot be analysed without information of
its technical part. Technology of comparison – is a multi-sided complex
category, which “is not separated from organization and is part of it, it
includes choice of indicators of evaluation model, comparison of indicators,
search for construction of evaluation criteria, timely and qualitative
preparation of all documentation, organization of publicity means and
information processing, correct information of daily management and
briefing of employed workers, control of current measurement precision
and accounting of quality indicators of labour results, preventive measures
for errors in measurement. Content of comparison of organization is
provided based on methodology of theory of organization of manufacturing
processes23. Functioning means for its strengthening are statisticallymathematical methods of preventive control, inspections of information
processing precision on initial levels of manufacturing units. Improvement
of technology of processes of comparison leads to decrease in time spent
in ranging subjects of competition and determining priorities of each of
them, to improvement of use of computer technologies and cost-reduction
in process of comparison, to increase of objectivity level of grades. As
the result of improvement of organization the use of grading systems
improves, efficiency of competitiveness increases, maximum affinity
of time of summary of results of competition and time of completion of
manufacturing process is achieved, labour return of experts, involved in
servicing the comparison system, increases. Result of scientific organization
of comparison reveals its reflection in full use of abilities of the stimulus
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system in aspect of realization of workforce potential, more rational joining
of personalities and material elements, speeding up the transfer of labour
product into finished product, reduction of down-time during information
servicing of remuneration and competition systems.
Forms and methods of organization of any process are specific and are
not suitable for any system. Only principles can be united, such as subjacent
states, which should be taken into account in solving organization problems,
disregarding the area of their application. We will analyse some of them.
1. Principle of proportionality. Principle includes determination of
proportions between factors of grade scale and real abilities of application,
between types of competition and numbers of competitors, between type of
competition and direction of requirements of competing subjects, between
systems of self-expression and competitiveness, between standard circle of
evaluation factors, determined by model of life quality and real information
and resource prosperity of manufacturing process.
2. Principle of continuity – relation between evaluation systems of all
hierarchic levels, synchronization of manufacturing process and evaluation
of activity of its subjects.
3. Parallelism principle – simultaneous and parallel servicing and
improvement of evaluation systems, comparison of labour of all participants
of all types of organizational system of competition.
4. Principle of science – making organizational decisions and projecting
of new comparison systems.
Principles stem from basic consistent patterns of comparability
organization. We will stop and analyse them deeper. An objective need
to support tight technological discipline exists, purpose of which was
mentioned previously and consists of abiding defined requirements
for information processing quality throughout all stages of process of
comparison to avoid possibility of appearance of any deviations that affect
initial information.
Requirements for quality of comparison are rather dynamic. Systemic
improvement of comparison is an invariable law of progressive organization
and management of competition. Only planned work in this direction
eliminates standstill and routine, which still widely affect systems of
competition.
Progressiveness of comparability organization, manifesting in active
build-up of work to determine and justify new criteria of socially-economic
activity of participants of competition, is, together with provision of
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thought through stages of determining requirements for organization
of competition in modern conditions. Realization of this requirement
cannot be performed in free-forms, it depends on subjective approach and
preferences of manufacturing collective and its managers. Objective laws
of organizational economics exist, use and compliance to which allows to
achieve positive results. They can be called organization laws of learning.
Precondition to regular acquisition of new systems of comparability is
the constant cooperation of scientific organizations and manufacturing
enterprises, timely and complete accounting of all forefront achievements
in science and progressive practice. Ensuring transparent succession is
very significant in creation and implementation of new systems. It can
be achieved through implementation of organizational unification and
standardization.
An important principle of progressive development of comparison
is the strict execution of each stage of development and implementation
of new system, economic analysis and evaluation of efficiency of new
version. Essence of acquiring new systems is in rational combination of all
stages and elements that create the particular process, allowing to create an
economic structure. In realization of such structure the systems of graphic
network modelling are very significant.
From named complex of organizational problems of comparison we
will analyse following:
a) formation of group of objects of competition almost equal in
quality.
b) formalization of competition servicing function and rational division
in environment of subjects, meaning management personnel;
c) choice and comparison of evaluation indicators.
Competition relationships form in environment of subjects with limited
psychologically-physiologic qualities with interval of dissemination
of their different polarities. Therefore, the formulation of dynamic
organization structure of competition process is the basis for organization
of comparability. It affects both collective and individual competition.
Values of individual differences of competitors determine sensitivity of
evaluation systems, which directly depends on value of interval of different
polarities between two interacting objects. Grading of objective conditions
of competition from point of view of achieving uniformity and homogeneity
as in creation of equal abilities in case of display of increased initiative and
activity, as well as in level of realization of psychologically-physiological
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potentials – an important condition for organization of comparison. In
regard to grading conditions no single approach was discovered. One group
of experts thinks that comparable objects have to work in equal conditions
and have equal potentials of development and insist on introduction of
strict differentiation of competitors according to working conditions
and labour return. Another group of authors, referring to the fact that it
is impossible to achieve absolute comparability, proposes to change the
aim of complexity. Borders of comparability can be expended, they say,
by decreasing the number of indicators, by finding only common factors in
activity of objects. Practically they denounce the complex competition and
justify ability to use only functional systems.
Representatives of the third group think that within competing departments
the comparison links should be identified (factories, departments, etc.) and
the leader should be determined according to final results of their activity.
We think that the grading issue should be approached while keeping in
mind local conditions and situations of organizational periods.
Therefore, the first approach is quite acceptable for comparison of
employees of one profession, working in identical conditions. Such always
exist within one section or factory of manufacture. It corresponds to
organization of competition between collectives of factory, where some
disparity in conditions can be easily managed by introduction of formula
for calculating the speed of intensification of indicator of correctional
coefficient. The second approach, mostly,  fits for organization of competition
between objects in different regions or industries. Determination of leader
through synthesis of activity results of its separate objects that cooperate
with each other, is characteristic of, for example, multi-target competition.
Grouping of objects according to the indicator of labour return is
complicated by the issue of evaluation of object potential, which appear
only in movement, meaning only within the process of competition.
Determination of possible labour return (labour return prognosis) in
practice is done through method of approximation of tendencies of starting
periods. Grouping of competing objects started to develop in individual
competition within factories. They are based on accumulation of collectives
within groups that are in equal conditions. Differentiation from positions of
internal abilities of collectives were not met in our region.
Theory and practice of grouping individual competition fit for solving
issues with sex and age positions or from positions of achieved productivity
and qualification. In first case it is proposed, when summing the results of
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competition, to outline youth and people of middle and pre-pension age
from the general number of employed, in second case – competitors are
differentiated by level of performance of production standards, in third
case – depending on awarding tariff-qualification category. Division of
women into separate groups requires attention. Violation of comparison
principle in competition makes it impossible for women to become winners
and decreases the educational effect of competition. In all described versions
the final goal is not achieved – to gain groups of subjects with different
abilities for labour. Members of micro-collective, formed according to one
of the described qualities, are divided at first summary of results, if it is
displayed graphically, on a curve of normal division. If we assume that
in future they will develop and master their skills synchronously, than the
same experts will be the winners for long period of time.
Considering the psychology of small groups, it will cause competitiveness
only between those, who are close to the leader. Stimulus to compete will
not affect others and will not lead to increase in efficiency of work. The
issue of activation of “average” will not disappear. In informal systems of
evaluation the master of production unit, according to his intuition, changes
leaders, in each case justifying achievements of subjects and proposing
constantly changing criteria. Formalization of evaluation scales aggravates
the researched issue. Experiments show that introduction of grade scales
in unchanged organization structure of competition insufficiently affect
increase of activity among workers. In new conditions, the “Wave” type,
a need to introduce a dynamic system of leader movement in competition
arises. We will analyse its contents in short. All workers are divided into
three groups: beginners, regular, leading. During the launch of the system
the third group is non-existent. Beginners group includes recently employed
and those, who did not perform according to requirements of regular worker.
Each of competitors, if he or she achieves title “Leader of unit” is attested
as regular worker and continues to compete among regular workers, where
grouping according to efficiency level is introduced. After achieving title
“The best in profession among factory workers”, he receives certificate
of “The leader in profession”. The summary of results in the last group
is performed once per year. In case of losing the competition the worker
returns to one of the groups of regular workers. The basic concept of
“Leader” system must not hinder the competitor to become leader as well.
After achieving recognition, the expert “leaves” the group where he had
reached the medal place. Within the “Wave” system the average ones are
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“flushed out”, they always have open horizons of efficiency before them.
Servicing or organizational structure of competition in manufacturing
enterprise is accepted according to existing traditions and is performed on
“voluntary basis”. In conditions of 30-s to 80-s of last century, such approach
was justified: large masses of workers were attracted to management of
competition. However, the complication of the process of inter-factory
competition, caused by closer contact with its economic mechanism, showed,
that to perform organization functions, workers with special education
and sufficient experience in this field of work are required. Voluntary
basis has a time limit from one to two years. To work within system of
manufacturing mass commissions the most qualified workers were invited.
To acquire functions of competition organizers they took a short course of
lectures, no more than 6 to 10 hours, and listened to the advices of their
“predecessor”. Voluntary work was added to basic work and significantly
increased amount of labour for the expert to perform during the day. The
chairman of manufacturing mass commission of factory required additional
hour to 2 hours of time to perform his additional functions each day. Not
always and not everyone has a chance to intensify his or her working
day by 15–25% and completely service the competition system. Another
specific of performance of works on voluntary basis exists: legislation of
manufacturing process does not affect them. Untimely summary of results,
stop of operative accounting of performance of undertaken obligations are
often and chronic events in practice of organizing the competition.
Careless volunteer most likely will not be chosen for second term and
is offered for society to judge. Introduction of engineers of competition
organization into roster of positions does not solve the problem of quality
servicing of competition process. Most often they turn into clerks who
determine facts of undertaking obligations and account the movements of
leaders.
Study of comparison organization shows that a need to transfer
obligation of servicing competition to nearly all management employees
exists, beginning with the shift master and ending with the director of
enterprise. Volunteering can perform only limited number of functions
related to direct work in the environment of competitors, these, usually,
are functions of stimulation and publicity. It is possible to make a list
of functions of comparability process by thorough description and
formalization. Network graphics prove to be most appropriate of scientific
methods. Graphic network of consequent events within organization can
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be used for management of result comparability between participants of
socialistic competition. Use of mentioned graphics allowed us to create a
table of function division in comparison organization among positions of
administration and management personnel of manufacturing enterprise.
It is the base for correcting position descriptions with an aim to include
new additions.
The issue can be solved by transfer of all competition function to
representatives of administration and introducing the theory of competition
organization in high-schools and universities. Economic functions are
performed by workers strictly according to position descriptions, which
reflect the whole complex of works, providing complete functioning of
enterprise.
Theory and practice of comparison have three methods for formation of
evaluation criteria and, therefore, determining the winner of competition:
a) based on one indicator; b) with use of system of indicators and their
expert operative integration; c) use of system of indicators, previously
integrated according to developed algorithm. Criteria of evaluation include
the system of indicators describing the development of cooperating objects
in complex.
Use of one indicator is only possible in narrow functional competition.
Complex competition proposes integral multi-factors of result
evaluation.
A united indicator that would reflect the activity of worker or expert has
not yet been found and it is explained by the fact that quality indicators of
objects are incomparable, individual and incompatible.
Formation of comparison systems is based on dividing the whole
into part, formalization of quality indicators, measurement of intensity
of manifestation of each indicator, accumulation of related indicators
and formation of activity indicators from them. Indicators are found on
the surface of event, in object interaction, within the system of relations.
Therefore, the basis of their identification should contain relationship
modelling in developing system. The most perspective in identification of
forms of economic processes is the systemic approach. It is quite acceptable,
as our studies showed, until the formation of evaluation criteria. Its essence
is in the fact that at first the sub-systems are detected, which surround the
studied system, and afterwards the global aim and goals of interacting subsystems is determined, which later are decomposed to the level of private
indicators. System of indicators objectively reflects results of enterprise
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activity and issue of leadership by one or another competition subjects
is solved in somewhat subjective way by collective institution. Since the
expert evaluation contains not only information of indicators, included
into Conditions of competition, but a number of “hardly formalized
factors”, the “subjectivity” of the institution, as was noted by L.M. Brian
and Y.V. Pustovalov, “is a positive momentum in making the decision on
awarding places in competition”24.
The third method of summarizing the competition results is based on
calculation of synthetic indicators and in some way eliminates the shortages
of previous methods. Here the integration of indicators is achieved through
sum of simple and transformed index weights, describing the movement of
any part of the object regarding the start plan or standard. The only method
for choice of indicator weight is the method of expert evaluation, which
can be studied in researches and works by A.G. Vendelin25, N.N. Kitaev26
et alia.
The problem of today is the choice of criteria construction to which we
attribute the apparatus of mathematical synthesis. In practice the integrated
grade in 8 out of 10 times is acquired by summing up the grades. Five
grade, forty grade, hundred grade scales can be found. The coefficient
weight scale, in which all weights are measured in unit fractions, undergoes
growing expansion. Experiments showed that in practice it is more
convenient to use hundred grade scale or coefficient scale (unit fractions).
Unified approach allows to move from grades to coefficients and vice versa
(by division or multiplication of coefficients by hundred).
Hundred grade scale is well accepted psychologically. The habit of
manufacture employees to measure their efficiency in percentage of plan
performance takes place in this case. The approach to measurement of
intensity weight of quality factor manifestation is versatile. Most often the
each percent of movement intensity is multiplied by hundredth fraction of the
weight of this indicator. For example, if weight of labour productivity is 70
units (out of 100), on percentage of over-performance or underperformance
of task is awarded ± 0.7 units. In such approach the weight of indicator
changes according to intensity of its manifestation. In economic processes
such linearity of connection of intensity value with weight does not always
correspond to aims of managing organizations. Cases when significant
over-performance of planned task is unwanted but at the same moment the
failure to perform it may cause failure of synchronism of manufacturing
process and lead to significant decrease in quality of final result. In such
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cases grades with progressive (regressive growth) decrease of weight of
one point of deviation from standard (norm or plan) is used. Graphically it
can be displayed in form of sine curve.
Weight shift is caused by inequality of one point of excess of standard
level. For example, in second range of products (first range – quality)
the range of percentage of over-performance is ranked between 3rd and
6th place (quality – production costs – productivity – amount of labour –
return – products).
Determination of criteria construction is one of the most important issues
of synthesis. M.D. Kozlenko, for example, thinks that “criteria construction
is a strategy of synthesis, but determination of weights – tactics”27. It is
explained by the fact that the construction is chosen for long term but
weights are more variable. Conditions of competition are re-evaluated
once per year. Therefore, it should be assumed that construction of criteria
will remain unchanged as well, while weights are aposterior. Criteria
construction analysed by M.D. Kozlenko, E.B. Kozlenko, B.I. Maidanchik,
A.G. Raev 28, and V.V. Podinkovsky and V.M. Gavrilov29.
In summary of researches by abovementioned authors it should be noted
that the complex SEA evaluation must use academic methods (as opposed
to lexically graphical). Application of such criteria construction as average
of geometric weighing is impossible in this case (possible acquisition of
criteria equal to zero if value of any indicator is equal to it). Apart from
Euclidean metric (square room from sum of squares), the construction
of weighed arithmetical average (WAA) may be used as well. Euclidean
construction is justified by position of theory of transformed forms, WAA
construction – by perception of subjects of competition. Named indicators
are not enough for justification of analysed systems, therefore, it is necessary
to broaden research in search for representing number of characteristics.
The result of object movements should be determined by comparison
of initial state to achievements. In practice the index of planned task
performance is used, the abovementioned comparison is used only in form
of auxiliary instrument of comparison. It is caused by incomparability
of development conditions which are to be levelled by plan. Its function
includes task of equally intense work regimes which requires use of large
amounts of information and is not always achieved. In relation to this
authors of several evaluation systems30 supplement indexes of planned task
performance with coefficients of intensity. It leads to necessity of creation
within the economic system of departments that critically analyse activity
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of planning institutions and question justification of planned tasks and,
therefore, exceeding the planning institutions in competency. Coefficients
of correction of intensity are nothing else but quantitative determinant
of incompetency of planners. We doubt ability to create departments for
criticizing the planning institutions.
It can affect, first of all, regional competitions, competitions between
holding companies, but it will not affect competitions within enterprise.
Within an enterprise the coefficients of intensity may be applied in form
of exception and for a short term period. Reserves must be determined
during the process of plan preparation and in case of acceptance of counterplans, but not serve as a reason for not using the available resources to full
extent.
In cases of insufficient synchronization of streams, which is the cause
of incomplete use of manufacturing resources, the coefficient of intensity
should be introduced at the stage of plan approval. It has to be calculated
in planning departments of the enterprise and accepted by the enterprise
management.
Marxist identification of competition with agitation of life energy
means that the competition must possess levels of agitation of energy of
life and, first of all, the final results of this agitation31. Such results are, as
it was said before, social and economic efficiency. K. Marx named a more
precise direction of activity of cooperating individuals, at first indicating
its flaws, defined by “human nature”, “specific mind sphere” and “order,
worthy for human”32.
Already during first years of Soviet rule the need to name elements
of Marxist criteria appeared. Lenin notes that “destruction of product
production and capitalism will open a road of opportunity to organize the
competition in humane forms”33. From the sphere of public activity the
humane direction, which received official support from the new order, was
singled out. “Now, our task, − he wrote, − at the time when socialistic
government has taken power, is to organize competition”34. V.I. Lenin named
basic comparisons to which he added “stable increase of organization,
discipline, labour productivity for transfer to new technologies, to save
labour and products, to gradual decrease of working day”. The level of
“self expression”, “development of personal abilities”, “determination of
talents”, all of it was included into function of competition by V.I. Lenin.
Soviet government was interested in “undiscovered mine” of human abilities
that had to be realized in the new conditions. Organizers of competition
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had to single out attributes of “self-expression” and “development” of
abilities, formalize them by providing units of measurement of intensity, to
develop foundation for movement of human abilities. Comparability had
to enter the sphere of creativity, provide comparison and measurement of
“initiative” and “courageous activity”. The “self-employment” had yet to
be studied, indicators describing this new kind of activity in conditions of
public property were to be found.
Lenin also named the objects of comparison. These were workers,
managers, experts – organizers of enterprises, communities, villages,
consuming societies, factories, provision committees, worker councils,
soldier and farmer politics and so on. Lenins’ program for accounting and
control, which is the foundation for provision of comparability, which
included not only issues of product production development but also
education of a new man, is interesting from methodology point of view.
“Program of this accounting and control, – he emphasized, – is simple,
clear and understandable to any; for anyone to have bread, everyone would
walk in sturdy shoes and fine clothing, warm housing and work of free
will, so that not one crook (including the one who is missing work on
purpose) would walk around free, but would serve time in jail or doing
hardest mandatory work, so that no one rich who brakes the law and rules
of socialism would not be able to avoid the fate of crook, which by justice
must become the fate of a rich man”.
The final goal of comparison must become the synchronization of
labour return with the level of satisfaction of needs of Soviet person – the
basic source for socialistic movement. “One who does not work – does not
eat – the basic law of Socialism”, − Lenin emphasized in his work “How
to organize competition?35. To implement Lenin’s criteria of comparison
“thousands of forms and means for practical accounting and control” had
to be created. They had to be developed and tested “in practice, as Lenin
said, by the communities, small cells in villages and cities”36. A network of
scientific institutes, fixing and processing the initial information, grouping
and adapting to perception by a human on all levels of his development,
had to be developed. With this in mind, Lenin indicated that “organization
of competition has to take a visible place among tasks of Soviet rule within
the sphere of economics”.
Incompletely formalized approach to comparability did not allow the
mass spreading of progressive experience. Printed press was dominated by
description of comparison methods, the amount of material about struggle
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of workers to improve labour productivity was insufficient and Lenin
emphasized these flaws. Lenin said the press must be turned into a “weapon
of introduction to how the labour must be really organized”. In practice it
meant spreading comparability into sphere of organization of manufacturing
process, introduction of competition oriented not on the product but on such
aspects that provide and support this production, introduction of improved
“labour organization”. Besides, the organization of competition was
evaluated from the positions of state task. “ And if we – Lenin said, – will
undertake organization of competition as our state-wide task... the results
will definitely show and tell us the forms for further development”37.
Organization of communistic voluntary Saturday work enlarged the
factor level of comparison by introducing a new criteria for evaluation of
communistic attitude to labour – free labour for improvement of whole
society. Press and statistics were keeping track of time spent working during
voluntary Saturdays. Participation in voluntary Saturday work had positive
effect on public authority of worker. “Communistic voluntary Saturday
work, – Lenin wrote, − is exceedingly valuable as an actual beginning of
communism”38. The time spent working during these Saturdays worked
as an indicator of communistic consciousness. From the end of the year
1919 the decisions on organizing the communistic labour Saturdays were
made during labour union meetings, which served as the prototype for
first socialistic duties and, therefore, started formation of the first block of
labour results evaluation model, block of creative activity.
After acceptance of Regulations on disciplinary labour courts by
Council of People’s Commissars on 14th of November, 1919, the attention
to labour discipline increased. Comparability was given new tasks – to
provide comparison of attitude towards labour disciple of the army of
employed. For the first time the method of dissection of economic indicator
(labour discipline) into private components, system of which included
the level of function performance, timely beginning and ending of work,
hones approach to perform given tasks, careful attitude towards Socialistic
property39.
The IX conference of RCP (b) increased the value of comparison to
state-wide task level, indicating that “each employee in the factory has
to know the role and place of the enterprise within the general system of
socialistic economy”40. This solution includes important methodological
idea of comparability: not only to single out a leader but to name the place
of each object within system of interacting objects.
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IX conference also demanded that the competition is implemented on
all hierarchic levels as “subject of thorough organization and thoughtful
evaluation by trade unions and economic institutions”41.
Distribution of progressive achievements is possible only through
popularizing them, which always includes comparison of innovators’
achievement to achievements of average or under-performer. In this case
the achievements by innovator look as paragon. Lenin in 1922 again
emphasized the need to “popularize and advertise by all means any of local
workers, who shows any result above average, develop him as an example
for others”42. First paragons of new labour were the achievements of shock
labour groups, which were formed in September of 1920 in Donets Basin.
The new stage of comparability development began after the decree
by XIII All-Russian Conference of Soviets on Awarding the Medal of Red
Labour Flag to enterprises, individual workers for dedication, initiative,
love of labour, organization and development. In 1921 the title “Hero of
Labour” was awarded to distinguished individuals after nomination by
local worker council. If before the comparison was serving formal as well
as informal publicity of results and provided dissemination of progressive
experience as well, now it also undertook the task of stimulation.
Need to develop systems of choice to choose the one particular worker,
from all participants of informal competition, surfaced. Practice offered
the graded system. During the first stage the linear managers together with
public representatives named the possible candidates for award from their
unit, factory. Second stage – labour results of nominated linear leaders
were compared on the enterprise level with an aim to discover the most
productive employee in the enterprise. Third stage – the nominee was
evaluated by council within the whole region. Labour results of candidates
were evaluated on each stage by commissions that included representatives
of administration, trade unions and party organizations, and were approved
at worker meetings. Within all stages open discussion and open vote was
implemented. This was the beginning of first expert evaluations in the
comparison systems, which did not undergo any changes from the point of
view of organization up until today. Quantitative comparison was performed
according to one, sometimes two indicators, qualitative comparison was
performed according to all other criteria. The basing formalized document
was the public description, which named the candidate’s public, labour
and political achievements. Of course, these comparison systems had low
sensibility and determined a really exceptional worker from the collective
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of 100 to 1000 people, low quality implementation was compensated by
versatile and broad discussion of achievements by the objects in quite
notable expert commissions. Comparison during these periods most of all
was oriented to complexity. The functional approach started to develop
only at the end of the reconstruction period, when the movement of leading
workers for increase of production norms and decrease of amount of labour
of manufactured goods started to develop. Complexity strengthened in
period of 1926 to 1927, by mass movement of shock labour brigades. Apart
from previously considered indicators, the comparability of this period was
enriched by new direction – accounting of manufacturing rationalization
level. Development of comparability allowed to organize contests, parades,
roll calls already in the first years of industrialization. Competitions
included two-level comparison. First – objects indistinguishable by
quality were chosen. Second – intensity of manifestation of quality
indicators of objects was considered. Contest activity was described by
system of indicators, which as result reflected the movement of objects.
In comparison index methods were used widely: initial achievements of
each participant were compared to paragon or standard levels. As a result
the indexes describing the objects deviation in the whole system of contest
indicators were compared. The first manufacturing contest was organized
in autumn of 1926, in the factory of city of Leningrad “Stenyka Razin”. It
allowed to decrease amount of defects, increase labour productivity and
stop truancy43.
By the end of 1920s the comparison of activity of labour collectives
was enriched by economic indicators: competition to decrease production
costs and to increase labour productivity was developing. The decree by
CC (Central Committee) of RCP published during the VIII conference on
09.05.1923 was the second most important party document of that time:
“About socialistic competition of factories and manufactures”, which
determined the basic comparison criteria for competing collectives −
performance and over-performance of financial plans, level of increase
of planned tasks to decrease production costs, increase of labour
productivity, decrease of truancy, decrease of additional expenses, increase
of rationalization and invention44. This decree partially embedded the
competition into the mechanism of economics, it was recognized as an
objective quality of economics. The management of enterprises was allowed
to create premium funds, monetary bonuses and different forms of moral
encouragement were introduced – honorary certificates, labour banners,
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books of honour and so on. At this time the competition reached a new
level, describing wide and thorough application of social catalysts, made
legal by the governmental decree, meaning that it had reached a level of
state law. The system for organization of competition accepted in 1929 was
used without any alterations and significant additions until the beginning of
Perestroika. Trade unions were responsible for organization of competition
at that time. Low coefficient of incomplete frequency of encouragement
did not force to develop sensitivity of comparability systems in regard to
individual competition. Empiric method allowed to distinguish a leader
among one hundred competitors.
Proposals by scientists to introduce planned weight values for each
indicator of indicator systems did not receive large support and were not
widely used in practice. Scientific methods of comparison were offered by
E. Isaev45, S. Krylov46, Y. Kalistratov47. Indicator weight was expressed
in grades by these authors, proposals on comparison of intensity levels
of manifestation of each of indicators of comparison systems deserved
attention as well.
In the beginning of 1930s within the evaluation scale of competition
the second block developed – a block of manufacturing activity, which
included indicators, describing manufacturing and, more often, economic
activity of objects. The results of competition were summarized according
to consideration of not only performance of commitments, but according
to the largest over-performance of planned tasks, according to other
indicators that were not included in to socialistic commitments. Significant
changes happened in the value of evaluation blocks. Commitments were
evaluated from alternative positions, without consideration of intensity
levels. Ranging of objects was performed according to the system of the
second block. Social commitments were performing ritual functions even
more than in previous years. They also were subjected to quality changes
as well. Counter-planning was developed.
Ideas of the named decree were successfully implemented in real life,
transparent brigades of economic accounting were widely developing.
Izotovsk movement enriched the comparability by a number of indicators,
which described activity of shock labourers (Udarniks) – transfer of
progressive experience, number of trained in progressive methods,
attitude to performance of manufacturing plan. In time of implementation
of slogan “Technology in period of reconstruction decides everything”
the number of basic indicators of competition included attitude to new
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technologies, going to schools of technical education. During these years
the development of comparability started to affect the amount of the
turnover of economic information. It serviced ¾ of workers participating
in the individual competition of shock labourer, compromising 42% of
the total number of workers. Besides, the economic accounting brigades,
where the number indicators, describing their activity, started to exceed the
first dozen, employed ⅓ of workers. Apart from complex competition, the
functional competition demanded special attention as well. During the first
half of 1930s the competition for perfect delivery of products was state
wide, the Stakhanovism took over the country. It lead to intensification
of comparability. Need to compare movement speed of manufacturing
leaders was acute. To perform this an indicator, describing the quantitative
excess of actual productivity in regard to achieved in previous periods, was
introduced.
In 1940 the comparability outgrew the regions and All-Soviet industry
competition was created. The leader of competition was a collective of an
enterprise that was performing all competition conditions in all factories, it
was awarded a travelling Red Banner of industry. The complex individual
competition for acquiring the title “Best in profession” had broadened its
sphere of activity. Leading workers, TEP of enterprises, for example in
ferrous metallurgy were awarded a badge “Valedictorian of competition
of Ferrous metallurgy industry” and a Complementary note from People’s
Commissariat. Comparability had met such responsible task for the first
time, which was given to it by the growing socialistic competition. People’s
Commissariat of Ferrous Metallurgy together with Central Committee of
Trade Unions developed conditions of competition, which clearly named
its indicators, which were based on statistic accountability. Rules of
competition were published in June of 1940 in newspaper “Pravda”48 and
described a large system of comparison accepted by the government. These
rules had methodology basics which served as a foundation for comparison
systems that developed later. Even the rules of All-Soviet competition, in
power in the end of 1980s, differ only in number of indicators that develop
the criteria that were named already in 1940.
Comparability had undergone some changes during the years of the
World War II. Competition of two-hundreds and three-hundreds had
taken over the whole country. Labour of each worker was evaluated by
over-performance of pre-war levels. Each Soviet person was trying to
perform not only his norm, but to perform the norm of his comrade, father,
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brother, son who was fighting war at that time. During the period after
war the competition for reconstruction of manufacturing developed. The
involved manufacturing capacities were constantly compared to the prewar performance levels. Competition indicators included commitment to
maximum use of reconstructed production capacities.
The fourth five-year plan introduced social indicators into comparison.
Presidium of Russian Central Trade Union Council proposed to improve
Rules of All-Soviet Socialistic Competition by commitments to improve
living conditions of workers. Commitments almost everywhere started
to include indicators, describe increase of qualification of competing
collectives49. This is how the new block in the comparison system of
socially-economic activity of participants of socialistic competition was
created – a block of evaluation of social activity of competitors, which was
gradually enriched by more and more new indicators later on.
In 1946 the boarders of All-Soviet competition expanded. Presidium of
RCTUC approved a decree on organization of competition in all spheres of
manufacturing, transport and construction. It was proposed to summarize
the competition results on a monthly basis. Comparability was becoming a
systemic even in socialistic practice of economy. Special forms, that were
filled monthly by planning departments, were developed. Administration
was responsible for quality of reporting, which was used to receive a
“class place”.
The decree of RCTUC of 07.02.1949 strengthened the weight of
indicators within the system of result comparison. The development of
competition to achieve the best product quality in all spheres of production
began. The range of economic indicators changed as well, the struggle to
reduce spending and economize began, ledger accounts of workers and
TEP were created. Formation of comparability sub-system in organization
of socialistic competition in regard to blocks, complexity, organization of
information movement, periodic of result summary, was ended by decree
of 04.01.1952: “About socialistic competition in manufacturing and
agricultural industry”50 .
In 1950s the comparability “dissected” the final result and reached
the manufacturing operation. At these times the initiative of workers of
Lyublinsk iron casting and mechanical plant was known. They competed
for perfect performance of each manufacturing operation. Their duties
and commitments included careful attitude towards equipment, taking
care of their tools and preparing them for the next shift, provision of raw
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materials51. Maria Levchenko proposed to start competition to decrease
production costs on each stage of manufacturing process. Comparison
had reached boarders of production costs of manufacturing operations.
However, this idea did not spread to all enterprises. Economic mechanism
was not able to provide systems to measure it. Economists were unable to
complete accounting within single factory, not even mentioning a regional
level accounting. Cases of opening new positions for accounting were
rare. Accounting was manual and so expensive that calculations for each
operation would require such number of accountants, that would lead to
decrease in labour productivity and would not be economically viable52.
However, this case in history of comparability is interesting since it was
the first time when the insufficiently developed mechanism of economics
limited the initiative of working masses. It was the first All-Soviet conflict
between initiative of the masses and organization of manufacturing. For the
first time the need for economic justification of organizational structure of
competition, the combination of economy and initiative, became apparent,
while obviously demonstrating the limits of the comparison system.
Economic mechanism reduced the effect of competition in other spheres
as well. Administration failed to summarize results on time due to untimely
processing of initial information and moved terms of performance beyond
reasonable. Time lag between finish of competition and summary period
often exceeded a period of months. A notable distance between leaders and
others became obvious. In condition of intensive movement of competitors
the rapid process of becoming leaders happened. The administration was
not able to spread their experience. Transfer of the experience, based on
voluntary commitments did not always bring positive results. Productivity
of leaders exceeded the “average” level by 15–20%, there were even
cases when formal approach of workers to their commitments lead to the
situations when results were not always discussed and rarely summarized.
In July of 1955 the Plenary Assembly of Communist Party of Soviet
Union paid attention to the situation in the organization of competition and
ordered a workgroup to take measures to improve the work of trade unions
in management of socialistic competition.
Competition continued to develop and enrich with new initiatives
and content types that significantly complicated comparability. Instead
of monthly summary of results daily summary was used, which required
modification of accounting, transfer from accumulating books with
monthly summary to daily calculation of results of performance and
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posting these results for everyone to see, with data about performance of
daily norm and progress from the beginning of the month. In conditions of
manual calculation this lead to a significant increase in amount of works,
performed by the administrative personnel. The competition for best
shift performance another competition was added under a slogan “Not a
single case of defective product” which required a significant change in
documentation, which noted manufacturing defects. The 1950s became a
period of intensification of comparison and made the issue of its scientific
organization acute. Competition for title “Shock-worker of Communistic
Labour” intensified the third block of evaluation model, which was not
provided with statistical norms of accounting.
On the 19th of November, 1958, the brigades of depot Moscow –
Sortirovachnaya − competed in three directions: increase of labour
productivity, systematic training and increase of manufacturing qualification,
raising a new man. It was stated in the editorial “Brigades of communistic
labour” in the “Pravda” newspaper. The address by Plenary Assembly in
1959 named basic criteria for competition for communistic approach to
labour. “True worker of communistic labour is the one, who, after he or
she has become the master of his labour, does not stop, but looks onward,
tries and searches! He is on friendly terms with progressive science and
technology, he hates taking “old” as an example, he is always ready to take
an undiscovered road”53. It created the need to compare results of each
competitor according to such criteria as level of mastery, manifestation of
the feeling of new, learning new methods, attitude towards science and
technology, denouncing everything “old”, readiness to take risks for progress,
daily behaviour, attitude towards members of collective, participation in
public events, understanding collective interest, ability to organize his free
time, creative growth, increase of general education, political education,
ethic cleanliness, moral stability, hostile attitude towards any ideology
different from socialism, patriotism, humanity, etc. Abovementioned
criteria had no formalized indicators. Economic mechanism developed
only the formalization of labour productivity, rationalization and product
quality. Other criteria had informalized quality provision on the level of so
called public characteristics.
Organizers of competition faced the problem of summarizing on a
verbal level. Experts had to watch the movement of members of collective
and use their intuition to determine and conclude when any one of them
had reached the necessary standard level. The standard level was described
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in methodical literature and press. For example, in “Komsomolskaya
Pravda” it was noted that the slogan “to live and learn as communist”, as
study involving 45 000 people, is understood by soviet people as change
of relations between people, growth of culture, improvement of daily life
and increase of public labour54. Economic mechanism was not ready for
formalization of such criteria. However, there was no other institution
with such level of organization. During the competition the schools of
communistic labour were organized55. New forms of public activity were
developing: people’s groups of active citizens against crime and disorder,
police helpers, commissions for cooperation in schools. Shock workers
were fighting hooligans, speculators and thieves. Rules of competition
included new indicators: number of communistic schools and number of
workers in these schools, number of members of people’s groups56 and
voluntary fire brigades, number of arrests for failure to observe public
discipline and so on. Information system developed in accordance to new
forms of public activity.
Under-development of result comparison of socially-economic activity
of competitors served as the main reason of flaws of this movement – the
pursuit of large-scale participation. Weak formalization of criteria allowed
to increase the number of shock workers of communistic labour. “Only
because of the fact that in the neighbouring enterprise the number of
competitors was higher, some public organizations and economists had
put forward a goal to reach a hundred percent involvement of workers
in the new competition. Such pursuit of large-scale involvement brought
decrease of requirements... The pursuit of large-scale participation,
decrease of requirements when awarding titles, formalization and pattern
caused significant damage to the whole movement. Complex formalized
evaluation of socially-economic activity of participants of competition
became an issue for our production as the calculation of operations.
Only by the end of 1970s the scientists of Institute of Informatics with
the Academy of Sciences of USSR began solving this issue by sending
letters to all concerned institutions with proposal to express their opinions
on formation of “Complex system of basic indicators of economic and
social development of labour collectives”, where competition indicators,
communistic approach to labour, free forms of labour within interests of
society, were singled out in special chapter.
In the beginning of 1960s the factors of comparison grew so much that it
significantly complicated the process of summarizing the results, old expert
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methods were unsuitable for situations that included multi-factors. By that
time an acute necessity in ranging all participants, instead of simply naming
the winners, was present. The ones, who were not as successful as the leaders
of competition, were of interest to the society as well. Increase of labour
efficiency of average workers was an important reserve for development of
manufacturing on the developed stage of socialism. In regions of Siberia
the initiator of development of scientific organization of competition was
the collective of “Sibelektromotor” factory in city of Tomsk57. Here the
weight of each indicator, determined during all periods of development
of comparability and summarizing, was planned a long time before the
beginning of competition period, during the first years of experiment
the factory sent the description of their system to hundreds of addresses.
The modifications of the new system were used by many manufacturing
collectives of the country within a year. Among the first followers were the
collectives of electric-bulb factory of Tomsk, glass factory of Anzhersk,
“Teplokontrol” of Kazan, and so on. Editors of journals “Socialistic labour”
and “Soviet trade unions” treated the idea of planning expert opinions with
distrust by publishing articles of V.A. Zagorulkin, A. Akimov. A. G. Popov
and others58. Formalized systems were not accepted by central trade union
institutions as well. They were distributed illegally, not leaving pages of
central press, and, therefore, without undergoing scientific editing. Only in
1978, with a delay of 10 years, when at least 75% of subjects of competition
used their methodology of formalization, the editorial collective of the new
journal “Socialistic Competition” showed interest in this system by opening
a discussion about the direction, content and purpose of this method.
The experience of Western Siberia in development of scientific
organization was interesting because it also showed the ways to integrate
systems of current bonus awarding and competition. The first, as well as the
second, used the same evaluation systems. The second block of evaluation
scale of competition was introduced into system of current bonus awarding
to TEP. Experiments showed positive results: the need to increase stimulus
of competition was not necessary anymore, the level of organization of
competition increased and, therefore, increased the efficiency. In 1978
E.I. Kapustin deemed such approach as rational and proposed to continue
merging of economic mechanism and socialistic competition59.
Enrichment of information structure of competition, further
intensification of comparability, strengthening operative result summary,
decrease of periods of competition, often change of competition types
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served as a basis to single out the sub-system of Competition management
among systems of production management, which was tried out and tested
on the Gas Treatment Plant – 5 of Tomsk city.
The described system of comparability management was developed by
the collective of cathedra of Organization and Planning of Manufacturing
Enterprises of Economic Faculty of State University of Tomsk, leader of
which is the author of this book. The modifications of this system were
used in many enterprises in Tomsk and other regions as well. Competition
Organization Council of Moscow worked to implement this system, but
the basic directions of the system were approved by the department of
organization of competition of Research and Development institute of
labour60.
The experience of functioning for many years allows to introduce some
corrections, generally, to broaden the number of evaluation indicators.
In our opinion, the need to provide a quantitative measurement for such
factors of organization as sensitivity of evaluation systems, periodicity of
result summary, quality of information processing, factors of evaluation
systems in chosen types of competition, level of formalization of evaluation
criteria, susceptibility of comparison system results by objects and subjects
of competition, expenses for processing information, was evident already
in those times.
The 1970s were characterized by significant enrichment of
organizational structure of competition, addition of functional competition
to complex competition, decrease of competition periods, transfer from
quarterly and monthly summary to daily summary, beginning of use of
fast working computers in organization of comparability. In Chelyabinsk
Tractor Factory named after V.I. Lenin, in 1977 the summary of competition
results was done according to 20 types, in VAZ – according to twenty three.
“Elektrosila”, named after S.M. Kirov used eight-type organizational
structure already in 1974. Amount of information of competition grew
so rapidly that even a relatively small enterprise, as calculations by
L.D. Lubockiy, L.I. Menshikov and others, showed that in the first half
of 1970 it was necessary to process from 250 to 500 thousand units of
information, spending approximately 20 to 40 thousand human hours per
year61. Manual processing of such amounts of information did not provide
the necessary operative level and authenticity of materials during the
summary of competition results, however, the use of computer technologies
helped a lot. The collective of manufacturing union “Kommutator” of
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Riga, acted as initiator to use computers. In 1973 they implemented an
automated system for summarizing of competition results (ASURSS). As
a result, these developments were awarded by RCTUC. ASURSS included
three sub-systems for determination of competition results: for workers
(“Effect”); TEP and CPS (“Progress”); for collectives of units, factories,
bureaus, manufactures, laboratories, departments and services (“Temp”).
The sub-system “Effect” processed information according to 17 indicators,
“Progress” – 19, “Temp” – from 5 to 10. System was closely related to other
systems of ASUP, which reduced expenses for accumulating and processing
information. System used method of coefficient evaluation of indicators,
providing good reliability of result comparison and conformity to basic
principles of evaluation. For the first time the opportunity to formalize the
meaningful amount of quality indicators of process and labour results was
present. Summary of competition results included: labour productivity,
quality of work, rationalization and invention, implementation of
progressive experience, transfer of personal experience, training of young
workers, increase of level of general education, increase of economic and
public knowledge, participation in works according to HOT, participation
in elective public work, participation in work of public organizations and
performance of single public tasks. The factors of TEP labour evaluation
broadened as well. Such indicators as labour without defects, scientific and
methodological activity, acquisition and implementation of progressive
experience, publicist activity, lecturing activity, increase of qualification,
increase of economic and politic knowledge, and so on, were integrated
here. The system allowed to range the efficiency of labour of all participants
of competition. Manual processing made it impossible.
After creation of scientific council to solve issues of socialist competition,
the scientific-researching work renewed, which had a new direction −
use of economic, statistical and mathematical methods in organization of
competition. Its appearance was a result of broadening tasks of economic and
social development, solving which was the goal of competition. Scientists
had concluded the economically-mathematical model of competition can be
displayed as a multi-factor system of connections, where the input is the
rules of competition and output is the results, besides, it was planned not to
introduce limits in search and determination of strict mathematical connection
between input and output elements of the system, but to spread formalization
to determine the level of this connection62. It was planned to build models not
only according to levels of organization, but in accordance to the phases of
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movement, to which the rules of competition and choice of such parameters of
participants and given tasks was related and that would lead to maximization
of results, order of competition, comparison and summary of competition of
results and spreading the progressive experience.
Involvement of mathematicians allowed to develop an algorithm of
process of competition result summary. They determined that the existing
methods of result summary are based on use of several theories, found
flaws of their application to economic processes, which was caused by the
fact that the loss of quality in one criteria was not always compensated
by increase of any other criteria. The acquired solution, in optimal sense
of one summarizing criteria, can be described by low quality of private
criteria and, therefore, can be absolutely unacceptable. It was determined
that it is not possible to always provide the weight of criteria, since in many
cases the information about significance of criteria is unavailable. All of
this confused the representatives of precise sciences, showed the need for
search for new mathematical methods, to apply to the specific subject of
study. In the process of mathematical research following was introduced:
theory of statistical hypothesis testing, graph theory, linear algebra.
Mathematical methods of classification of manufacturing departments were
applied, which allowed to determine homogeneous classes of divisions
while simultaneously compressing the processed information. For more
precise evaluation the method of allocating priorities during the activity
analysis was used – method of gradual correlation.
During the described periods the evaluation transferred from verbal
summary, which was based on the expert’s intuition, to mathematical
justification of evaluation criteria and synthesis of its quality indicators
as well. During those years (1970–1980) three independent, but related,
directions of scientific organization of comparison formed: choice of the
system of indicators, describing the movement of competition objects
in complex; mathematical provision of comparability; processing of
information of sub-systems of comparison on modern computers. The
least researched question by the end of 1970s was the inter-connected
modelling of all levels of one type of competition. Below we will describe
the development of models of evaluation system for use to evaluate
complex summarized competition between workers, collectives, factories,
enterprises and so on.
Unfortunately, after the large enterprises stopped their activity (providing
machinery and equipment for war, approx. 75% of all manufacturing
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capacity of Russia), the further research in this part of scientific organization
of competition stopped, in economy it stopped by 95%. The experience
described above is just a history of development manufacturing potential
of Russia.
Ranging all members of collectives based on multi-factor systems of
evaluation is a labourious process, but without it the basic emotions cannot
be rationally used and compile a sub-system of manufacturing management.
Practice of manufacturing practice showed that for successful functioning of
SEA systems particular conditions are required: existence of orientation for
stable work of enterprise for each member of collective, confidence in not
losing the job, owner’s loyal attitude, dominance of justice principles which
ensure recognition and respect to each member of collective, disregarding
his or her labour return, weak and not very successful employee has to feel
care and attention from management which would allow him to save his
“face” in collective. It is incorrect to think that low labour return is always
related to laziness and dishonesty. Any normal human being has periods
in life when the person is “ready to throw in the towel” due to internal or
external reasons. And he has to have hope that in such periods he will be
understood and social situation will not reach such level from which it will
be impossible to recover. From the above said it can be concluded that
the system will lead to positive results in such enterprises, concerns and
holdings, where the “warm sunrays” give warmth to each member.
During pre-Perestroika period the humanitarian ideology was in
dominance and powerful systems supported it. The system of manufacturing
relationships was open: managers posted the amounts of salaries, bonuses,
fees, awards, percentages of performance, warnings and penalties in open,
for everyone to see, and were afraid of no one and nothing.
Today all of this is present in real life of an enterprise, but in most cases,
this information is unavailable to a wider public.
Our observations say that unstable manufacturing in period of its
establishing, mostly, is working on drives, analysis of which has disappeared
from economic and psychological literature in from around 1950s due to
known reasons: issues in development of trustworthy drive measurements;
accumulation of data that does not correspond with motivating model of
intensity decrease; growing interest for information processing theories,
related to cognitive revolution in psychology.
Drive system is based on material changes and deficit, which provide
signals to person about the needs of his or her body. Fundamental drives,
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which are more or less related to manufacturing, are: hunger, thirst, search
for comfort, avoiding pain. It is hard to contest the important role of drives
in situations of survival, but in daily life of developed countries (when basic
needs for comfort are satisfied) these drives are psychologically important
only to extent of how they affect emotions. In the first years of the new
century (prior to crisis) a base for new level of motivation was created,
but our enterprises did not apply it everywhere, and we continued to hide
the true income of members of collectives, using the “grey schemes” to
avoid tax payments and emotions within collectives. We lacked knowledge
about the fact that personality is a result of interaction between six systems:
homoeostatic, motivational (system of drives), emotional, perspective (idea
of perception of wholeness), cognitive (thinking, realization, judgement)
and motorial system.
It is easier for managers to work on drive system, but it should be
taken into account that this works only for initial stage of development of
organization which produces a product.
Described system was subjected to long-term acceptance by practice of
economics and is quite applicable with use of modern information systems,
but at that time the manufacturing and social cultures were different,
unfortunately, lost today and it is even hard to imagine that someday we
will return to it.
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4.5. Evaluation of Final Result of Activity of Workers in Sea
when Determining Leader within a Collective of Workers
4.5.1. Methodology of Evaluation Scale Structure

Problem of comparability always appears after determination of
organizational structure of competition. Individual competition among
workers functioned in such system types as described in Table 6.

Organizational Structure of Individual Competition

Table 6

Individual competition among workers
Complex

Functional

Best new employee

Best rationaliser and inventor

Best in profession

Best in quality

Honoured labour veteran

Best in performance

and so on.

Best in directed competition

and so on.

Structures of evaluation scales of all types of competition are identical
and can be represented by system of following blocks in formalized way:
I. Out of regalement activity.
II. Basic manufacturing indicators.
III. Additional indicators of manufacturing activity.
IV. Considered indicators.
V. Alternative indicators.
Manufacturing enterprises lacked precisely defined criteria of placing
indicators in group of basic, additional and considered. It was thought
that their value has to reduce in relation to increase of block number,
meaning that the basic indicators must always be more important than
additional indicators, but the additional indicators must be more important
than considered indicators. However, no quantitative expression of named
logic terms was found at any of the enterprises that we studied. According
to factory internal methodology of comparison it means that in case of
match between intensity of manifestation of all quality indicators within
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the block of basic indicators between all competing objects, the right to
be a leader is deserved by the object that performs better within the block
of additional indicators, in case of match in block of additional indicators,
the considered indicators are taken into account. Actual match of objects
in quality and quantity even in one block is rare, it happened not more than
1 time in 100 cases. Additional and considered indicators were applied as
alternative quality indicators. If manufacturing or social standard of one
of these indicators was not performed, the object has no opportunity to
be awarded. His achievements will be evaluated as satisfactory at best.
In quantitative evaluation of weight values of indicators and orientation
on mechanised processing of information it is better to divide this group
of indicators into following blocks: manufacturing activity, social activity
of alternative indicators. In general the model of evaluation of social and
economic activity after performed transformations will look like this
(Table 7).
Table 7

System of Evaluation of Socially-Economic Activity of Workers
Unreglamented activity

Standard manufacturing
activity

K. s. E. d.

Social activity
Alternative indicators

The first and basic block of the evaluation system includes the
unreglamented block (creative activity, personal commitments). Usually
they contain from 3 to 8 private indicators. The final criteria of their
evaluation is the coefficient of intensity. It is calculated as proportion of
indicator level undertaken in commitments to level determined by the
planned task. If the commitments are formalized in form of counter-plan,
which is more appropriate for planned economy, the intensity is determined
by the relation of counter-plan to initial plan. Often the commitments
include reduction of construction time of particular objects or introduction
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of measures of organization plan. In such cases the intensity is described
by relation of planned terms in days to terms in days undertaken as
commitments.
Theoretically the comparison of competing objects has to be limited
to first block indicators. Commitments note the additional life energy,
realized in the process of social contact and competition relations. They
serve as transformed form of agreement on beginning of the competition
and its legal support. In practice of past decades the ability to achieve
medal placed in cases of failure to perform personal commitments was
excluded. In all conditions of competition we have studied it was said that
the winner of competition may only be the one worker (one who undertook
commitments), who, after performing his commitments, will achieve best
results in performance of other indicators, which, as it was said above,
were named as basic, additional and considered. In practice a peculiar
methodological approach to evaluation of competitors was developed. On
the first stage, after development of technical and organizational events,
they discover ways to over-perform planned tasks. After undertaking
commitments, their intensity is increased to standard level, which has
to achieved and excelled. Afterwards, the choice of leader is performed
according to the indicators of following blocks. Considering that the
commitments, usually in respect to names of indicators, double almost
completely or, at least 95–99%, of following blocks, it means that the
expert who has over-performed commitments and indicators of other blocks
more than others, becomes the leader. Therefore, the possibility of worker,
without intensive commitments but with increased indexes of performance
of manufacturing indicators, to become a leader is allowed. Since on the
level of workplace only two indicators of quality of labour are formalized
and provided with accounting system, which allows to fix intensity of
manifestation, – manufacturing of products and its correspondence to
standards of technology, than they are the determining ones. According
to these indicators qualitative and quantitative comparison is performed,
other indicators – qualitative (alternative).
In these situations the commitments are not blocks of comparison
system. They carry ritual load, fix the fact of entry of another object into
competition, they do not determine even standard borders of its movement,
are an ideological provision of competition systems. That is why the cases
of formalization in their acceptance were so often. To achieve, for example,
the title “Best in profession” the fact of quality performance of undertaken
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commitments was sufficient. The real competition was described by
different blocks.
Besides the commitments, competition scales, as it was said above,
included basic, additional and considered indicators. Only few of these
indicators are quantity determined. This, first of all, is the level of standard
(plan) performance and specific weight of quality products. Such indicators
as truancy, being late, leaving to early are also applied. The later rarely can
be attributed to the leaders of manufacture. However, they are included into
competition, but actually they are not “used”, since the leading workers
have equally good grades in these categories.
Two-factor direction is characteristic to the systems of salary as well
(quantity, quality). Other indicators, describing the labour activity of worker,
are indeterminable in quantity and are regarded as considered indicators,
which are mentioned in public descriptions of expert. The quantity and
quality of the product is the final derivative from many personal qualities
of the worker. If we raise a question “who is better?”, it means that we have
to considered the whole complex of qualities that have direct connection to
manufacture of material goods. This and skill to rapidly acquire new labour
methods, will to perform public work and other. By the way, the researches
of Leningrad scientists showed that a significant influence from sociallypolitical activity on labour productivity exists, even greater influence than
the creative activity. Generalization of practice of competition organization
showed that the Conditions are mostly complicated by following indicators
(Table 26), their weight is named in accordance to frequency of repetition.
List of worker’s individual qualities, which directly or indirectly are
related to manufacturing process, could be continued by deciphering
mentioned ones and adding new qualities. But knowledge about persons’
abilities in regard to perception of information bind us to remember about
limitations.
The abovementioned indicators represent quality indicators, describing
final results of labour and personal qualities of worker. 15 indicators
named in table describe the labour results (with total weight of 50 units
out of 100), one – labour quality, others – personal qualities. It is caused
by the specific of competition, which was aimed to not only increase the
efficiency of manufacture but to manage the development of individual.
Operative management, however, cannot rely only on final results. The
later was slantindiculared by materialization of personal qualities of worker.
They include a definite element of abstraction, indicators are contracted,
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transformed into new quality with new terminology. “Process fades away
in product..., – K.Marx wrote, – labour has united with is object. Labour
has become materialized and the object has been completed by object. That
which manifested in form of anxious movement from worker, manifests as
restful quality of the product in form of existence”63.
Table 8

Factors which Describe Manufacturing Qualities of Worker
No.

Factor name

pp

Significance in grades
( author’s evaluation)

1.

Labour productivity (in proportion to
average in profession)

27,0

2.

Quality of performed work

19,0

3.

Qualification level

9,0

4.

Responsibility for performance of tasks

6,0

5.

Strive to cooperation with administration and
colleagues

7,0

6.

Use of labour time

5,4

7.

Universalism (combining professions)

5,0

8.

Attitude towards use of materials

3,5

9.

Initiative

3,4

10.

Equipment handling

3,2

11.

Possibility to advance to managing positions
(master, head of district)

2,5

12.

Public conduct (social characteristic)

2,5

13.

Ability to acquire new labour methods

2,5

14

Total labour experience in profession

2,5

15.

Complying to safety rules

2,5
100

In evaluation of activity the characteristic of materialization process is
provided as isolated, which leads to inevitable transformation from theoretic
to empiric, into a fragment of object description. Within the evaluated
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procedures we leave the sphere of dialectic mind and move into sphere of its
transformed form – intellect, where the methodology approach and recognition
concepts are different. Intellect has external reflection which compares,
creates differentiation, classifies and catalogues the “characteristics” of an
object as an empiric unit. Since the object crystallizes the characteristics
of live labour, in such situation the completed process of materialization is
considered simultaneously – labour result and its content, not yet emasculated
by abstract forms. The characteristics of labour quality are not sufficiently
developed in comparison evaluation systems. In all studied conditions of
competition between workers, in complex and functional direction, there
was no factor that would evaluate the labour conditions. When we began
the studies, we anticipated that a correction of general evaluation for
foundry workers or workers of coordination-bored units of tool-rooms will
be provided. But no enterprise has introduced it. Contrary was observed.
In the collectives, where conditions and complexity of labour differ, the
awarding places were particularly provided for workers employed at these
units. The later brings the contest not for the “Best worker of the factory”,
but for the “Best worker in profession”, and in particular – “Best worker
in profession” with similar labour conditions. Due to this the competition
systems achieve equality of evaluation applied to all professions. They never
define that, for example, the profession of foundry worker is more preferable
compared to profession of tool smith, but an equal attitude towards each of
these professions is created, meaning that the indicator of incompatibility is
artificially removed and they become indistinguishable in regard to quality.
If the characteristics, that describe conditions and complexity of labour
would be included in evaluation systems of competition, it would lead to
competition of means and objects of labour instead of workers. In daily
practice the indicators of evaluation procedures, which cannot be operatively
influenced by the subject of technological process, were derived. Evaluation,
for example, by such factor as labour complexity would stimulate workers
to move to such sections where the labour conditions are more complicated
or would lead to complication of existing manufacturing processes. Grades
in the system of competition do not affect conditions and complexity of
labour, are based only on indicators, which describe personal qualities of
an employee and final labour results. In this case the sum of significance of
indicators of each group are matching as well.
In philosophic and social literature this process of combination of
“materialization” and “de-materialization” is described by the category of
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activity. Competition scales include dialectic combination of opposites –
characteristics, describing the living and materialized labour, which is still warm
in abstract definitions. Basing on the process of transformation of labour from
form of “anxiety into form existence, transformation from form of movement
into material form”, they fix and bring into sphere of the relationships both,
showing in real word what “burned” in the flame of forming labour and what
continues to exist. “Labour, – as K.Marx wrote, – is a living fire: it – the frailty
of things, their temporality, and it acts as their creation by living time”64.
The abovementioned category of activity describes the elementary
social connection, the simplest social relation. The labour and activity
as conversation match in it and they are not yet separated into relatively
independent spheres. “This, – as G.S. Batishev noted, – “cell”, meaning
a completely abstract particularity of all social processes, of total public
movement form. This “cell” acts as something from which the whole
material and spiritual culture of humanity is formed from”65. Competition
penetrates this cell, creates relations based on it, providing the life-cycle
for manufacturing processes. Multi-factor competition scales, including
quality indicators of labour results, as well as individuals, should be
determined as evaluation scales of socially-economic activity. Accentuation
from general number of indicators, basic, additional and considered, is
based on grouping them from position of significance and is justified by
application of scales indeterminable by quantity in regard to weight. In
grade-coefficient conditions the indicators are ranged, their weights are
named and terms “additional” and “considered” become obsolete due to
new content of the scales. But in new conditions the indicators that describe
derivatives, including labour results and part of indicators from sphere of
personal qualities, that describe attitude to means of manufacture, quality
of activity and social, are obviously standing out. Therefore, it is useful to
apply another grouping of indicators at the introduction of quantity justified
scales, by introducing into the models of evaluation of socially-economic
activities blocks of manufacturing and social activity of person.
Competition develops in conditions of joint labour and is necessary
for increase of manufacturing capability of society. G.A. Muravyev thinks
that the joint labour simultaneously possesses two forces. “First allows
to achieve significantly better result in relatively less time or perform
the work, which is impossible for one person, due to greater amount of
applied workforce. The common power of collective, even as a simple sum
of separate human powers, already represents a new force – the force of
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masses. The second force, which is caused by cooperation, provides an
economic affect, which is achieved to due labour increase of people. This
is the force of manufacturing competition”66. Division of forces of joint
labour, proposed by G.A. Muravyev, is notable due to the fact that it may
serve as a methodological beginning in justification of evaluation scales
of competition, in which the both forces must be divided on informational
level. However, his approach is limited to sphere of activity of competition.
Acquisition of additional economic effect is rendered so absolute that the
social side of competition is left in shadows. Being taken by additional
production, he does not separate the third force which K. Marx named
as “animal spirits”, but includes it in to force of masses, second in his
classification. K. Marx provided a somewhat different classification of
forces. Comparing the attack force of squadron to the sum of force of
cavalry, he noted that “in all such cases the result of combined labour either
cannot be achieved at all by united effort or can be achieved after much
longer period of time or on a puny scale. The case here is not only the
increase of individual power through cooperation but the understanding
of the new manufacturing power which in its own essence is the force of
masses. However, besides the new force, which is created by unification
of many forces into one general force, in most manufacturing works the
most social contact causes competition and peculiar instigation of life
energy (animal spirits), which increases individual productivity of separate
persons, this way 12 people in time of one working day, in 144 hours, will
produce a lot more product than 12 isolated workers, working 12 hours each
day or more than one worker who will work for 12 consequent days”67.
During careful analysis of argumentation by Marx it can be noted
that the cooperative labour includes three completely different steps of
efficiency:
1) efficiency of combined labour, efficiency of individual manufacturing
force (static efficiency);
2) efficiency of cooperation, which is a consequence of “mass force”
(contact efficiency);
3) spiritual efficiency, initiating, which is a consequence of initiated life
energy, creative activity.
Name of the stage of activity generalizes the socially-economic result
of cooperation.
They are derived from static, contact and creative activity of participants
of competition.
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The process of evaluation of activity of competitors requires information
on the three steps of activity but the separation of the first and second step
is not always justified. Static and contact activities ensure performance
of scientifically justified cases, they are a material content of socially
necessary measure of labour. Creative activity is fixed in increased and
intensified social commitments. During the result summary of competition
the separate information on static and contact efficiency is not important,
but of them are the result of usual labour cooperation in conditions of its
normal intensity.
Also, in initial works we named the “animal spirits” as creativity.
Creative activity within structures of our scales includes manufacturing
and social activity but in above-standard amounts, therefore, the retention
of this terminology apparatus proposes a number of conditionals. The
term “creativity” was formed from denotype definition “manufacturing
activity”, it gained independent existence as symbol and synonym of
Marx’s “initiation of life energy”. It allows existence of creativity elements
in social and manufacturing activity, beyond borders of socially necessary
measure of labour. But, when introducing terminological limitations,
it should be remembered that in conditions of public property the third
force of cooperative force partially forms the socially necessary measure
of labour. Therefore, the effect of competition is wider than the efficiency
of personal commitments.
Manufacturing and social activity in regard to quality is described by the
final labour results and speed of performance of worker’s personal qualities.
Final labour results are incorporated into products of labour, aimed to
satisfy any manufacturing requirements. Quality indicators of labour results
have quantitative definition, which is characterized by the intensity of their
manifestation. Such will be the speed of “materialization” and overtaking
the creation of value above expense of subjects of manufacture of psychophysiological energy, otherwise the labour productivity and efficiency.
L.N. Kostin, who in his time proposed to measure labour results by named
indicators, while at the same time recommended to use labour productivity
only in material manufacturing. Disregarding that his recommendations
were not provided for the top level abstraction, they deserve attention and
analysis of intermediate forms. In cases when evaluation of labour results is
impossible or complicated by weak development of information provision
of workplaces, it is rational to evaluate not the results, but the labour itself. In
all industries the system of labour standards is developed – the standardized
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norms and time standard manufacturing levels. The indexes of technically
justified norms are the determinants of labour productivity increase of
workers. At the same time they evaluate efficiency of labour indirectly, but
correctly. In development of standardized labour standards the scientifically
justified time of labour performance is considered. Therefore, indexes of
over-performance of scientifically justified standards (SJS) simultaneously
define the quantitative or qualitative excess of necessary labour standard.
In conditions of experimentally-statistical standardization the
measurement of intensification speed of this indicator can be calculated in
accordance to the time of growth of over-performance percentage in works
that are paid at piecework rate and tightening of servicing standards in unstandardised situations.
On the level of workplace the definition of labour result efficiency can
be performed in accordance to methodology based on correlation between
quantitatively measured labour result and sum of daily, monthly or yearly
wage, excluding the effect of previous materialized labour. But in practice,
due to number of conditionals, allowed in recommended calculations, weak
provision of information to workplaces, this approach is not popular.
Therefore, while trying to find criteria of labour result evaluation, we
have met the need to evaluate labour itself. How does the labour differ from
labour results in quality? Labour – appropriate activity of people, a process
of labour materialization. Labour result – a created value or, in other
words, fruit of labour. Labour is described by time of its flow, intensity
and conditions, and labour result – by amount of created product with
particular quality characteristics. Is it possible to replace the characteristics
of labour result with characteristics of labour? These two categories are
related by correlation. Tightness of this connection is described by personal
qualities of labour subject, by that which has to be materialized. Labour
results are related with labour as such, applied through the qualities of
personality. Therefore, in construction of evaluation models, it should be
noted that exclusion of any labour result quality is allowed if the number
of personal qualities, which ensure the materialization of it, is introduced
as compensation.
If to agree with authors on the opinion that the labour results are
expressed in amount of produced production in certain period of time
(or productivity) and through the labour efficiency, than personal factors
that form in process of materialization the named determinants, should be
named as well (Table 9).
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Personal Factors that Form Quality Characteristics
of Labour Results
Names of the factors,
describing personal elements of
manufacturing forces
1
1. Qualification level
2. Responsibility for
performance of tasks
3. Strive to cooperation with
administration
4. Use of labour time
5. Universality
6. Attitude towards use of
materials
7. Initiative
8. Equipment handling
9. Possibility to advance to
managing positions
10. Public conduct
11. Ability to acquire new labour
methods
12. Total labour experience in
profession
13. Complying to safety rules
14. Increase of general education
level
15. Public work
16. State of health at the moment
of performing operations
17. Labour discipline
18. Skills of intensive execution
of operations

Table 9

Quality characteristics of labour
results
Social results
of labour
Labour
Labour
productivity
efficiency
2
3
4
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

In manufacturing situations the cases of ideal measurement of labour
results are quite rare, which leads to need to use mixed grades in systems,
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which have quantitative indicators not only of person, but labour itself in all
possible combinations, some options are displayed systematically in table 3.
Table 10

Versions of Evaluation Systems,
Based on Combination of Quality Characteristics of Labour
Results, Labour and Personal Elements
Versions of evaluation systems
1. Labour productivity is
considered, efficiency is not
2. Productivity is not considered,
efficiency is not calculated
3. Labour productivity is
considered with particular fault
(experimentally-statistical norms
are applied)

Quality characteristics of individual and
labour, introduced into evaluation systems
Personal
characteristics of units

Labour
characteristics

5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13,
14

Intensity

1 – 18

Labour duration,
labour conditions,
intensity

2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 17, 18,
4, 6, 8, 13, 14

Above we have analysed only economic results of labour, without
mentioning social, which should be measured by social efficiency.
Although, the science of economics has not yet reached the level, which
would allow to break down the initial cell of activity to depth, allowing to
measure and calculate social effect of labour operation. Methodology and
measurement units do not exist yet.
The establishment of individual, obviously, should be considered as
social effect, the development and enrichment in harmonious way, movement
towards the standards of the human of future society. Establishment
is possible only in conditions of progressive manufacturing relations.
Therefore, the reproduction of relations, which develop personality in
dialectic manner, enrichment of contact with means for manufacturing
is considered social result, as the “immaterialization” is opposite of
“materialization”. In our opinion, the definition of this social result in
practice has been provided long time ago – social prestige or, if to speak
in terms of sociology, authority. The measurement of authority is available
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as well, but it is of expert nature. Authority is a consequence of activity of
all personal progressive, “materialized” qualities of individual. The social
block of evaluation model has to include such personal characteristics, which
are not expressed in an economic result described previously (Table 28).
It is supposed that the priority of economic indicators is a temporary event
as a consequence of insufficient level of development of manufacturing
powers. As our society continues its movement, the social indicators will
start to gain more and more significance and, it should be anticipated, the
units for their measurement will be found.
In theory of evaluation scale development, apart from mentioned
already mentioned issues, the solution for a number of different problems
must be found. These problems are related to informational limitation of
human in perception and efficiency in accounting works. Disregarding the
possible evaluation, in theory, of social and economic activity, practice uses
abridged option: one, rarely two, characteristics are subjects to quantitative
evaluation, others are subjects only to qualitative evaluation, or, in terms of
mathematics, alternative evaluation. Algorithm of evaluation, for example,
in competition for title of “Best in profession” in enterprises of Western
Siberia is simplified to elementary level.
In the foundation of the popular method of winner selection lies
the principle of elimination. If there are production flaws in product –
candidate is out of competition, the personal plan is not completed –
worker is eliminated from competition. Several people go through “sieve”
of result summary. The further evaluated indicator is chosen as a basic
one. And, finally, the principle of adjective. Experts-winners (already
chosen) are described by such explicated elements as activity in social life,
participation in rationalization, and so on. Any other, even if insignificantly
complicated algorithm, was studied by Science and Technology Centre as
a breakthrough experience of the enterprise that had used it. How was it
justified? Researches show that the complication of evaluation scale, from
one side, significantly increases the amount of labour for management,
but on the other side make the choice of leader practically impossible. In
application of unlimited scale the master has no ability to choose one best
worker out of 25 workers while using three to four quantitatively measured
indicators. Evaluation procedures are not optimized on organizational level
as well. On the level of master’s unit they have no legal support. Summary
is performed on voluntary basis, they are not considered as employment
duties, as for example the performance of plan is. In hierarchy of title
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movement the system of summary of competition results does not exist, it
is detached from salary and its systems by location, by time and economic
content. In coexistence of two evaluation systems (salary and competition)
the priority is given to salary, the material stimulus. In existing organizational
conditions the quality perfection of evaluation systems is encumbered. A
new concept is required in organization support of comparison. The idea
of jointing evaluation systems of salary and competition might be a viable,
since the first one distributes its legal support on to the second one.
Above the justifications of evaluation scales of complex competition
were given, their blocks and factors were studied. Methodology of functional
scaling does not differ from complex, but it has its own specific. Types of
functional competition are oriented on personal characteristics or labour
results, the labour process and material elements of manufacturing forces
are not the objects of competition. The competition on resulting labour
determinants such as productivity, manufacturing and social efficiency,
correspondence to standards of consumption is widely popular. Each of
named directions or its indicator, group of indicators, creates a separate
type of competition, however, it is not always provided with systems of
accounting or it can have no formalized information support at all. In such
cases the evaluation scale absorbs personal qualities, which materialize in
the studied criteria of labour result.

4.5.2. Development of SEA68 Worker Evaluation Scales
In theory and practice of comparability the initial justification of
evaluation scales is important. Choice of evaluation factors of the scale and
their ranging is based on expert evaluations. Connection between indicators
of labour result and personality characteristics is the only factor that is
subjected to quantitative justification. In this case the correlation justifica
tion is possible. Comparability of indicators is impassable, the priority of
one against the other is temporary, until the stabilization of studied subject’s
development. Construction of scales includes following stages:
a) choice of indicators of labour result, which have sufficient information
support, their ranging,
b) finding indicators that described the materialized labour determinant of
labour results among personal and labour process indicators, their ranging,
c) compilation of draft version of scale, which includes personal
indicators, labour processes and labour results,
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d) distribution of factors of formed scale into blocks,
e) inspection of scale to determine the level of perception by human and
information support,
f) ranging of block-internal factors,
g) exclusion of less important factors, which are beyond borders of
perception and information provision,
h) block-internal ranging and determination of each of factors,
k) ranging of blocks and determination of their weights,
l) justifications of evaluation criteria of each factor and its formalization,
introduction of grade differentiation stages of each factor.
Recognition of intensity of manifestation of each quality indicators,
describing the socially-economic activity of the object of socialistic
competition is as much complicated as structure of evaluation model.
Practice has formalized an insignificant part of indicators – productivity,
correspondence of produced goods to standards, use of working time,
rationalization work and so on. Significant part of information, describing
the labour system, is stored within memory of managers, labour collective
members and is used to provide public characteristics.
The labour productivity was subjected the most to formalization. Its
measurement began with natural indicators, now the labour indicators in
absolute and relative aspects are widely popular. For long-term period it
was described by indexes of shift, monthly, yearly production standards.
However, the widely popular practice of payment standardisation lessened
the role of this indicator in systems of comparison, distorted it by increased
effect of distribution relations. At the end of 1960s it was forced out by
indicator of labour productivity growth. The workers of factory “Dynamo”
in the European part of USSR were the initiators of implementation of
personal manufacturing plans.
Dynamo method created a lot of methodologies for planning individual
labour productivity, which were based on following formula:

MTi = PFlt + Кps,
MTi– manufacturing task of worker i,
PFlt – planned fund of labour time,
Кps – coefficient of planned standard performance.
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Not a single author rejected the use of this formula, however, a unified
agreement was not achieved in choice of calculation methodology of its
components (F and К).
The calculation of F was complicated by inability to determine the
equilibrium labour time for each worker due to quite laborious prognosis
of days of absence, including sickness, childcare, maternity leaves. It was
found out that planning on the level of single worker is as complicated as
simple it is on collective level, where the laws of average values work.
Long-term experiments proved the futility of expense of planning
by use of labour time on the level of workplace, scientists were unable to
provide any version, compatible with the information support. As a result
the nominal fund excluded time of regular leave and additional vacations,
other components of the balance were determined by actual absence. This
approach complicates calculations and leads to necessity to perform monthly
corrections of manufacturing plans of workers. Time of correction of a single
plan, while using conventional calculation methods, was 0.25 hours per
months or 3 hours a year. If we suppose that within the economy 50 million
individual manufacturing plans existed, than only monthly correction of
these plans per year required 150 million hours of additional labour time. At
an hourly salary rate of task setters and economists of 0.8 rubles the costs
would be 120 million rubles without additional expenses. In our opinion, it
is better to change Dynamo approach and plan hourly productivity instead
of monthly and yearly. In this case it is possible to use existing information,
applied in calculation of standard output percentage performance. Viability of
this proposal is justified by calculations given in the work by V.A. Gaga69.
Many conditionals were allowed in justification of the second part of the
formula – lanned coefficient of standard over-performance. In theory and
practice following options of individual planned productivity were found:
a) based on average production by unit, section, factory;
b) based on average output by profession;
c) based on achieved level;
d) based on average output of workers of one experience group;
e) based on output by workers of the same class;
It was not always possible to find scientifically justified methodology
even in industry branches. In “Recommendations to setting labour
productivity growth tasks, manufacturing tasks and bonus payments to
workers”, accepted by Mining and Coal Association of Manufacturing
of USSR in 1977, it was said the: “The sum of planned tasks in amount
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of manufacturing, brought to working collectives with consideration of
productivity growth, must correspond to planned tasks, set for the collective
of section”. At this point there are no objections. But how to determine
a task for not an “average” worker, but to a particular worker? Authors
of “Recommendations” advise to know the basic output, planned fund of
labour time and task in increase of labour productivity set for section.
Multiversity of calculations of individual plans described the first half
of 1970s. Afterwards the factories decided to use simplified methodology.
They determined the standardized task for masters unit, but the further
distribution of task between workers was master’s responsibility, who has
to consider individual abilities of each worker. Master, after application
of any described versions, calculated individual tasks. This way the one
of stages of planning and control of individual productivity of objects of
competition on level of workplace ended.
Next stage was related to use of computer technologies and significant
strengthening of information provision. Sub-systems of competition in
Automated Systems of Enterprise Control broadened the abilities of
planning individual labour productivity.
Use of complicated scales was available (Table 11).
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Scale of Competition Result Evaluation
According to Bogdan System
Name of
evaluation
factors
1. Plan
performance
2. Lack of cases
of excessive use
of materials
3. Use of
working hours
4. Creative
activity
5. Social activity

Table 11

Weight of evaluation
factors

Correction according to level
of over-performance
(under-performance)
of standard level

0.85

0.85 х У1,2,3

0.1

0.1 х У4

0.05

0.05 х У5
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4.5.3. Limited Comparison Abilities Based on Organizational
Systems of Salary
Within the process of development of scientific organization of
competition constant development of evaluation of socially-economic
activity of its participants was implemented. The number of indicators
included into rules of competition was increasing, the role of social
development factors significantly increased, the methods of integration
of diversity of indicators were improved to achieve a single criteria of
evaluation, not only the model of criteria changed but its construction as
well. Within the conditions of new approach to the issue of stimulation of
competition, determined by decree of Central Committee of Communistic
Party and Council of Ministers of USSR “On improvement of planning and
strengthening effect of economic mechanism on increase of manufacturing
efficiency and labour quality”, the major significance was given to
compatibility of evaluation scales with scales of current planning.
Study of formation issues, organization of stimulus and comparison of
labour results of participants of competition70 allows us to draw generalizing
conclusions on factorial comparison of socially-economic activity of
workers, TEP, Contract and Delivery Services within systems of salary.
We cannot disagree with the fact that the tariff part of salary reflects only
two indicators – complexity and intensity, as, for example, P.S. Osipenkov
and others see it. (Osipenkov P.S. Problems of socialistic distribution. М.,
1972. P. 57). Studies that we performed between enterprises of electrotechnical industry of the last century and modern day enterprises of city of
Tomsk, show that the named factors are more formalized but are not unique;
tariff standardization in piece-rate form is being created based on them.
In periodical forms (including work-related) almost whole spectrum of
quality indicators of socially-economic activity is considered. But the later
can be noted only in more thorough research. On the surface of tariffication
of workers the tariff-economic commissions really consider the level of
professional preparation, intensity, conditions and economic significance of
labour. From legal point of view, each worker can achieve higher category
and each engineer can be a candidate to a post with higher remuneration.
But the process of transfer of possibility into reality is hidden by the system
of workplace relations. Transfer of worker to next category, usually, is not
done without master’s or manager’s approval. Staff schedules are always
developed in such way that the number of positions of 1–4 categories is
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always exceeding the number of positions of 5–6 categories. In practice,
worker who has increased grades, apart from manufacturing indicators,
in such indicators as ideological-political development, psychological
compatibility, labour discipline, social activity and so on, is always
transferred to do more complicated job (Table 30). However, these
indicators are not formalized, there are no units for measurement of their
intensity manifestation and they are almost undocumented in paperwork
of enterprise. In accordance to each of these indicators the public opinion
is formed, a kind of evaluation, a carrier of which is the most qualified
and most closest to manager part of the collective. It can be added to the
category of expert-intuitive. It manifests itself on manufacturing gatherings
or simple operative meetings.
Ranges of these indicators are never fixed, but the final evaluation is
performed in form of open vote or usual business conversation. We do not
have information about which part of 30 indicators named in the table are
considered and what their order of subordination is. Each owner has his
own, but in all cases of transfer of employees to higher categories, they
are evaluated by experts. In even larger scale attention is paid to them in
organization of experts’ remuneration. But such comparability of worker
activity in salary systems is informalized-static and, therefore, has limited
use in systems of competition. The factority of direct piecework system
is actually impoverished, it notes intensity of display of professional
competency and labour return, but other indicators are noted in accordance
to how much these indicators are influenced by their system of belonging.
More substantial premium systems broaden factors, but social indicators,
in most cases, remain out of their sight.
Additional bonuses in premium systems are introduced in accordance
to following formula:

APbs = Σi=l i + Σi=l kij Si
n

n

APbs – additional payments in bonus system;
n

– quantity of indicators;

i – amount of bonus for achievement of standard level according to indicator i;
Σi=ln i – amount of bonus for achievement of standard level according

to all basic;
kij – coefficient of over-performance of standard level;
Si – bonus increase for each point above standard,
ј – points of standard level over-performance.
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According to formula we can conclude, that the amount of salary
allows to judge comparable efficiency (n) of labour of all subjects. At the
same time, full comparability between the subjects of different premium
systems, that use different formulas for premium scales or including other
quality indicators, is not achieved. Many indicators of labour quality are
weakly formalized, this, in most cases, makes possible only qualitative
comparison without precision of intensities of indicator manifestation.
Bonus amounts increase in continuously in accordance to formula only in
rare cases. In most cases they increase in steps, stages and consume the
internal-diapason differences, which leads to particular inconveniences in
comparison of objects. Studies show that in general number of cases of
summary on all hierarchic levels of enterprise, the quarterly and yearly
bonuses were less than 5%. Therefore, the competition was based, first of
all, on operative daily-monetary-monthly grades. Factority of direct piecework or direct periodic in such small periods is limited. The direct periodic
system of remuneration in fast-paced processes is completely insensitive to
intensity of manifestation of quality indicators of labour process, it is very
static. Even transfer to less paid work due to failure to achieve performance
standards, while considering the need to gain approval from lawyers, often
exceeded and exceeds now a period of one month. Static is removed by
introduction of bonuses. Premium systems detect such indicators as
professional competency, creative activity, labour discipline, complete
and operative performance of duties, intensity of labour return, anti-social
behaviour more often, rarely – attitude towards means and tools of labour.
It does not react to ideologically-political development, psychological
compatibility, social activity, harmonious development. They discover the
indicator of complete and operative performance of tasks insufficiently
as well. Although, on modern stage of information support of the labour
process the total sum of salary that they formed can describe the interprofessional manufacturing activity of a worker, which, unfortunately, can
not be said in regard to salary of experts.
Coefficient of bonus frequency for experts was low. In enterprises
of West Siberia, as selective studies showed, it rapidly reaches 1, but
most often it is 0.4–0.6. The later is characteristic for experts of factory
management.
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High quality comparability was achieved only in internal competition
of mass or serial production. It should not be forgotten that use of total
sum of salary earned by workers as one of the blocks of evaluation model
of factory internal competition can negatively affect the pace of labour
amount decrease. Managers of linear units will be against re-evaluation of
standards, decrease of bonuses due to fear of losing their workers’ prestige
on the enterprise level. From the above said it can be concluded that the
total amount of salary, paid to workers, who are paid on piecework and
period-bonus systems, can be applied in the block of manufacturing activity
of evaluation model.
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Factority and Operativeness of Comparison of Quality
Indicators, reflected in amount of salary
Name of quality
indicators of
activity

periodical and work
related

piecework

bonus

formalized

informalized

formalized

informalized

formalized

1. Ideologicallypolitical

–

+

–

–

–

2. Professional
competency

+

–

+

–

+

3. Psychological
compatibility

–

+

–

–

–

4. Creative activity

–

+

–

+

+

5. Labour
discipline

+

–

–

–

+

6. Extent and
operativeness
of job duties
performance

–

+

–

–

+

7. Social activity

–

+

–

–

–

8. Labour return
intensity

+

–

+

–

+

9. Harmonious
development

–

–

–

–

–

10. Culture of
behaviour in
public

+

+

–

–

–

11. Daily antisocial behaviour

+

–

–

–

+

12. Attitude
towards means of
labour

–

+

–

–

+

13. Attitude
towards tools of
labour

–

+

–

–

+

Summary

5

8

2

1

8
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Table 12

Indicators of Labour in Forms and Systems of Salary
Operativeness of indicator reflection in salary systems
periodical

piecework

Comparability of
quality indicators of

bonus
professionallly
narrow

operatively

simply
operatively

operatively

simply
operatively

operatively

simply
operatively

–

+

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

+

–

+

–

+

–

+

–

–

–

–

+

–

+

+

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

–

+

–

–

–

+

–

–

+

–

–

–

+

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

+

–

+

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

+

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

–

+

–

+

–

+

–

–

+

–

+

–

+

–

–

+

–

+

–

12

3

–

8

–

6

wide

+

6. Bonuses for performance
of special tasks;

+
–

–

5. Functional bonuses of
special funds

7. Competition bonuses (in
XX century)
a) collective
b) individual

–

+
+
+

4. Collective bonuses to workers
for performance of tasks of
serviced collectives

3. Individual bonuses to workers
for performance of standards
of production according to
following scales:
a) alternative
b) discontinual
c) constant

–

–

2. Bonuses at the end of the year

formalized

1. Current bonuses to experts

Name of bonus systems

–
+

–

–

–

–
–
–

+

+

lessformalized

–
–

–

+

+

–
–
–

–

–

informalized

Level of formalization of quality
indicators

+
+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+

qualitative

+
+

+

+

–

+
+
+

–

–

quantitative

Qualitative and quantitative
comparability

Factorial of Evaluation Systems

–
–

–

–

–

–
–
+

–

–

linear

–
–

+

+

+

+
+
–

+

+

discontinual

Linearity of comparability

Table 13
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Competition within limits of profession of one manufacturing unit.
Organization of competition is based on hierarchic movement of medal
places. Therefore, in summary of competition results on the factory level,
the re-evaluation of level of manufacturing indicators, which were measured
in relative, not absolute measurement, will be necessary. But combination
of 2nd block of competition scale with scale of current bonuses leads
to necessity of some modernization of salary evaluation scales. We will
analyse the schematic of scale of periodic-bonus system.
Even now, usually, it consists of 3 blocks. First block includes basic
manufacturing indicators of performance and over-performance of tasks,
by which the bonus is calculated, the second block – additional correcting
indicators that remove or increase the amount of bonus calculated according
to the first block, the third – alternately regulates the possibility of bonus
payment. According to its data, the bonus is either paid or not. In includes,
usually, such indicators as performance of tasks defined in nomenclature,
no cases of truancy and anti-social behaviour and so on.
In formalized form the content of evaluation scale of current bonuses is
expressed by complicated formula71. In the mentioned work combination
of evaluation scale of bonuses with evaluation scale of competition was
performed and it was proved that bonus scale was absorbed by the system
of competition.
Therefore, the full complex evaluation system, measured in rubles of
salary, can be used only in limited conditions, when workers are in identical
labour conditions and are paid according to standards, calculated on the
basis of technically justified norms.
Due to full of partial ignoring of systems of formalized emotional
manage in existing practice, there can be no interest to the material provided
above, but in motivational theory it should attract attention of researchers.

Table 14

1. Labour
productivity
2. Labour
discipline
3. Quality
Total

Indicator name

70

20

10
100

100

98

For
100%

102

Factorial
performance,
%

–

4

7

1

4

–

8
112

20

84

15
25

–

10
–

10

–

–

2

2

–

1

4

–

–

11
23

–

12

Bonus (% added to salary)
For 1% above
For 1% below
For 100% of plan
For 1% For 1%
100%
100%
above
below Total
Total
actual
actual
actual
100%
100%
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard

Competition (grade)

Evaluation Scales of Manufacturing Activity of Workers in System of Salary and Socialistic
Competition
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